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THE CMX MULTI-TASKING EXECUTIVE

Welcome to the world of multi-tasking.  CMX provides the necessary function calls
operating system to write efficient C and/or assembly code to create a well desig
multi-tasking application.

The ability of a single processor to run many tasks by swapping different tasks in
out creates the feeling that many tasks are operating simultaneously.  This is wh
multi-tasking is all about.  CMX is a real-time multi-tasking operating system givin
you function calls and an operating system kernel that will:

allow control of tasks
send and receive messages
handle events
control resources
control semaphores
regulate timing in a variety of ways
provide memory management
handle interrupts
swap tasks.

THE CMX SCHEDULER

The CMX operating system provides real-time processes the ability for task switc
according to the input stimulus received.  The heart of this operating system is th
scheduler.  The scheduler is based on true preemption.  This means that tasks a
interrupts can cause an immediate task switch, if a higher priority task becomes a
run as the result of a CMX function.  Cooperative scheduling is also possible, a tas
let the next task (same or lower priority) run if desired.  True time slicing is also 
available.  The time slicing mechanism allows a higher priority task to preempt th
current running task.  The sliced task regains control, when the higher priority tas
done, until its allocated time slice expires.

The scheduler keeps track of variables associated with tasks.  Task switches wil
performed by the scheduler depending upon the state of these variables.  A task
interrupt may cause a preemption, which informs the scheduler that a higher prio
task needs servicing.  Possibly the interrupt that determines the "system tick", the
for all time related activity, occurred.  The CMX tick function will determine wheth
there are any time related activities that need attention and will tell the scheduler t
the CMX timer task, which will handle the timing chores.

If a preemption occurs, the task that was running has its context saved.  The sch
decides which of the tasks to run next.  The scheduler will load all the proper 
information for this task to operate.  If the task had been suspended, for whateve
reason, by a function call or a higher priority task, then all the saved task variable
reloaded, all registers are restored to their respective values for this task and the
resumes where it left off as if it was never suspended.  
                                                    1
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For more information, please study the CMX Scheduler Chapter which explains 
the scheduler works in detail.  That chapter explains the different flags the sched
will act upon and how the scheduler interfaces to the interrupt driven 
K_OS_Tick_Update function, tasks, CMX functions and other interrupts.

WHEN A TASK IS INTERRUPTED

A task may suspend itself by a variety of CMX function calls forcing the schedule
reschedule immediately without regard to the specified system tick time interval.  
some CMX function calls that take a task out of the suspended state, or that start
that was idle, will force immediate rescheduling, if the suspended or new task ha
higher priority than the running task.  

CMX gives you the ability to handle single or multiple (nested) interrupts.  The 
interrupts may call many CMX functions and CMX provides the necessary interru
functions that save and restore the contexts of a task, or interrupt, when nesting o

When a task's (or interrupt's) context is saved, you can be assured that all param
dealing with this task or interrupt -- all the CPU registers, local variables and 
parameters passing variables -- will be restored properly, as if the task or interrup
never suspended.

TASK STATES

There are several possible states a task can be in, though a task can be in only o
at a time.  These states are: IDLE, READY, RUN, WAIT, and ready to RESUME

IDLE state

A task that has been created with the K_Task_Create function, but not started by the 
K_Task_Start function is in the IDLE state. A task that has completed its code and
called the K_Task_End function is placed into the IDLE state if there are no outstand
triggers in its control block. A task that is in its IDLE state will not run.  

READY state

The READY state informs the scheduler that the task is ready to run, but NOT run
This allows the scheduler to determine what task to run when a scheduling takes
according to the task’s priority in relation to the other tasks’ priorities.  

RUN state

The task that is executing is in the RUN state and owns the CPU time. Only one
may be in the RUN state at any one time. 
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WAIT (suspended) state

A task that suspended itself by a CMX function call is in the WAIT (suspended) s
There are many function calls that will suspend a task.  The WAIT state consists
task that is waiting on one or more of the following: time, events, flags, messages
reply, etc.

RESUME state

The RESUME state is treated the same as the READY state.  The only difference 
it informs the scheduler that the task had been started, yet not finished, with its c
This means that a higher priority task has preempted and forced the original task
was running to become ready to RESUME, or that the task had suspended itself
function call and now has removed itself out of the WAIT (suspended) state into 
ready to RESUME state.

SETTING UP TASKS

Tasks should be coded to perform specific duties.  It is up to you to properly crea
tasks to do specific jobs in an orderly fashion.  Structuring the individual tasks' 
responsibilities in relation to each other, and providing the proper interrupt handl
with respect to other interrupts and tasks is probably the most challenging proble
writing real-time multi-tasking code.  

When beginning a new project and associated application code, you must tell CM
specific information.  This is described briefly here and later in greater detail.  Initia
until the project becomes more defined and near completion, it is recommended th
values selected are increased over their designed values, so you do not have to 
these parameters constantly.  

Some of the information CMX needs to know are: 

the number of tasks 
the number of cyclic timers 
the number of mailboxes 
the total number of messages 
the number of resources
the stack size for all the tasks
the interrupt stack size 
the number of semaphores 
the number of queues. 
                                                    3
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CMX allocates all needed memory before you can enter the operating system.  T
saves CPU time when a CMX function is used that involves memory.  CMX feels
the best way to achieve the fastest possible execution of code.  What would the 
operating system do if it allocated memory dynamically and found there was no m
memory available? The task would then have to decide how to handle this and a
test whether the CMX function returned indicating that no more memory is availa

For those of you writing part of your application code in "assembly", parameter pas
is done just as the equivalent C code would do.  You would compile a function that
a CMX function and check the compiler-generated assembly code to call that part
CMX function.  

CMX highly recommends you read the complete manual and any additional 
CMXREAD.DOC files that may be supplied before trying to interface with CMX.  Y
should realize there will be a "learning curve" as with any new software.  The more
work with it, the better you will understand the CMX software and how to incorpo
it into your application code.
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CMX RETURN STATUS BYTE VALUES 

Some functions, such as K_Mesg_Get, may return a NULL pointer if there is no 
message available.  This indicates a possible warning/error to the caller, for NO 
message was retrieved.  In some cases a return value of zero indicates the CMX
function is telling the caller the item it wanted was not there or a time out occurre

CMX DATA TYPES

CMX has declared the following data type names within the cxdefine.h header fil
There are a few listed here. These may possibly change depending on the proces
C vendor that you are working with. Look at the cxdefine.h file, to see the ones 
pertinent to your processor and C vendor.

typedef unsigned char byte
typedef unsigned short word16
typedef unsigned short bit_word16
or
typedef unsigned int bit_word16
typedef signed short sign_word16
typedef unsigned long word32

Symbol Hex Value Explanation

K_OK 00 Good CMX call was successful

K_TIMEOUT 01 Warning 
or Error

Time out occurred

K_NOT_WAITING 02 Error Task not waiting for wake 
request

K_RESOURCE_OWNED 05 Error Resource is already 
"owned"

K_RESOURCE_NOT_OWNED 06 Error Resource not owned by 
calling task

K_QUE_FULL 0A Warning Queue now full, slot was 
added

K_QUE_EMPTY 0B Warning Queue now empty, slot was
removed

K_SEMAPHORE_NONE 0C Error Semaphore is not available

K_ERROR FF Error General error, CMX call 
unsuccessful
                                                    5
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LAYOUT OF THE FUNCTIONS

Within each function, we will describe in detail the purpose of that particular funct
Explained will be the parameter declarations, if any, the functions’s return type, if
and any other useful information. Also within each function section, will be the 
following:

Called

Before entering RTOS, Tasks, Interrupts.

[Before entering RTOS] means the call may be used prior to entering the CMX 
operating system. [Tasks] mean a task may use this CMX call.  [Interrupts] mean
interrupts may use this CMX call INDIRECTLY.  

☞   The K_OS_Init function must be called before any CMX function call may be used.

The user will then see what header files are needed that identify the function proto
Also the parameters needed will be shown in an example style, with a brief comm
description, followed by the function prototype, with the respective example 
parameters used within the function prototype. An example is below.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */

Many of the parameters passed are of constant value, so we have used #defines
identify them, with 3 question marks (i.e. ???), indicating the value would need to
selected by the user. Also we have tried to use descriptive words to indicate the me
of the particular parameter. You may choose any text you like for the name of a 
parameter, but we recommend that it be meaningful.

#define PRIORITY ???

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* should be global */

void TASK(void); /* prototype of task function */

#define STACK_SIZE ???

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Create(PRIORITY,&TASK_SLOT,TASK,STACK_SIZE);

Passed

This will identify each of the parameters that this function will be passed and what
indicate.

PRIORITY is the priority for this task.  The lower the number the higher the prior
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&TASK_SLOT is the address where CMX will put task slot number.  Must be used
all references to this task.

TASK is the address where the task resides in code.  When task begins executio
is where CMX will vector to.

STACK_SIZE is the number of bytes set aside for this task stack area.  You must 
sure the stack size is large enough for all the levels of nesting, and the depth of 
interrupt.

Returned

This will identify the return-type of this function and what it indicates.

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: no free task control block available.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then TASK_SLOT contains the task identification num
assigned by CMX.  This identification number must be used for all CMX function c
that deal with this task.

Example

We will then provide one or more examples of using the function and a commen
how we are using it.

The following is an example for creating a task to the RTOS.

void task1(void); /* function prototype, show that task1 does not receive nor retu
parameters */

unsigned char task1_slot; /* create storage for CMX to return task1 slot number 

void main(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* create a local status byte */
status = K_Task_Create (5,&task1_slot,task1,128);

/* call CMX function K_Task_Create  with task1 having a priority 
of 5, the address for storage of task1 slot number, the address 
of task1, and finally a stack size of 128 bytes */

if (status != K_OK) /* check status, make sure good function 
call */

{
error_handler(); /* go to error handler */
                                                    7
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}

There may or may not be an additional comment field as shown below. The com
field is to reinforce what we are trying to do with the function.

Comments

CMX returns the status of the K_Task_Create function call indicating whether the call
was successful or not.  If the status is good then the slot number returned must b
from now on for any CMX function calls dealing with this task.  Usually this slot 
number will be stored in external RAM.  When a task is created, CMX puts the task
the IDLE state.  This means that the task is loaded but will never RUN until starte

TASK MANAGER FUNCTIONS

The task manager is part of the CMX library and provides the necessary function
controlling your tasks.  The task manager functions are listed below along with th
reference pages.

K_Task_Create (Page 8)
K_Task_Create_Stack (Page 11)
K_Task_Start (Page 14)
K_Task_Priority (Page 16)
K_Task_Wait (Page 17)
K_Task_Wake (Page 19)
K_Task_Wake_Force (Page 21)
K_Task_Lock (Page 22)
K_Task_Unlock (Page 23)
K_Task_Coop_Sched (Page 24)
K_Task_End (Page 25)
K_Task_Delete (Page 27)
K_Task_Name (Page 28)

The K_Task_Create function

The CMX K_Task_Create function is used to create a task.  You can create a task
before entering the CMX operating system or dynamically while running under th
CMX operating system.  For maximum speed and because you may know ahead o
what tasks will be needed, it is highly recommended that the tasks be created be
entering RTOS.  The creation tells CMX where the task's execution code resides
ROM, the stack size for this task (each task may have a different size stack), the p
of this task, and the address of the slot number CMX assigns for this task.

The parameters you need to send are the following.  
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The priority for this task.  Priority numbers may range from zero to 254. The prio
tells CMX the order in which to run tasks when they become READY.  The lower
number, the higher the priority.  At rescheduling the highest priority task (lowest 
priority number) that is READY to run becomes the RUNNING task.  If tasks have
same priority then it is determined by the order of creation, the first task created 
the same priority as another task created later is given the first option to run, the
later one.  The priority also is used by the CMX time slicing mechanism.  Tasks w
time sliced, starting with tasks with the same or lower priority as the current task, if
slicing is enabled by calling the K_OS_Slice_On function.  See the chapter about tim
slicing for more detailed information on time sliced tasks and how they work.

Another parameter is the address of an unsigned character to put the slot numbe
will assign to this task.  The task slot number is used for ALL CMX function calls t
require the task number.  It is up to the user to make sure that they do not destro
corrupt this slot number.  If the task is removed, then the slot number is no longer v
If another task is created after a task is removed, then the newly created task ma
the "old" slot number, which the previously removed task had.

The next parameter is the address where the task's code will begin execution.  T
address is where CMX will start the task's code when the task switches from the
READY state to the RUNNING state.  

The last parameter supplied is the size of the stack for this task.  Since insufficient
size is one of the most common causes of system crashes and corrupt memory,
recommended you double the estimated size.  As you become more knowledgeab
actually test your code, then the size may be reduced.  See the chapter on stack
more information on how to calculate the size of the stack for a particular task.  

This is an example of the K_Task_Create function:

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Create(byte, byte *, K_FP, word16); /* this is the function prototype *

#define PRIORITY ???

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* should be global */

void TASK(void); /* prototype of task function */

#define STACK_SIZE ???

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Create(PRIORITY,&TASK_SLOT,TASK,STACK_SIZE);
                                                    9
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PRIORITY is the priority for this task.  The lower the number the higher the prior

&TASK_SLOT is the address where CMX will put task slot number.  Must be used
all references to this task.

TASK is the address where the task resides in code.  When task begins executio
is where CMX will vector to.

STACK_SIZE is the number of bytes set aside for this task stack area.  You must 
sure the stack size is large enough for all the levels of nesting, and the depth of 
interrupt.

void task1(void); /* function prototype, show that task1 does not receive nor retu
parameters */

unsigned char task1_slot; /* create storage for CMX to return task1 slot number 

void main(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* create a local status byte */

status = K_Task_Create (5,&task1_slot,task1,128);

/* call CMX function K_Task_Create  with task1 having a priority 
of 5, the address for storage of task1 slot number, the address 
of task1, and finally a stack size of 128 bytes */

if (status != K_OK) /* check status, make sure good function 
call */

{
error_handler(); /* go to error handler */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: no free task control block available.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then TASK_SLOT contains the task identification num
assigned by CMX.  This identification number must be used for all CMX function c
that deal with this task.
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CMX returns the status of the K_Task_Create function call indicating whether the call
was successful or not.  If the status is good then the slot number returned must b
from now on for any CMX function calls dealing with this task.  Usually this slot 
number will be stored in external RAM.  When a task is created, CMX puts the task
the IDLE state.  This means that the task is loaded but will never RUN until starte

The K_Task_Create_Stack function

The CMX K_Task_Create_Stack function is used to create a task.  The main differen
between this create task function and the K_Task_Create function, is that you pass the
address of the task’s stack address to the K_Task_Create_Stack function versus the size
of the how much stack space is required when you use K_Task_Create function. When 
you use the K_Task_Create function and ’kill’ a task, the stack space does not get 
reclaimed. Thus if you created and killed a fair number of tasks, then you would 
likely run out of stack space. The new K_Task_Create_Stack function avoids this, for 
now you can use memory allocation functions to gain and then free stack space n
for many tasks. This function is very useful for embedded systems that may run a
IP stack, where multiple clients may need servicing. This way you can allocate s
space when needed when creating a new task and when that task is no longer n
you can then kill it and reclaim that stack space. You can create a task before en
the CMX operating system or dynamically while running under the CMX operatin
system.  The creation tells CMX where the task's execution code resides in ROM
stack starting address, the priority of this task, and the address of the slot number
assigns for this task.

The parameters you need to send are the following.  

The priority for this task.  Priority numbers may range from zero to 254. The prio
tells CMX the order in which to run tasks when they become READY.  The lower
number, the higher the priority.  At rescheduling the highest priority task (lowest 
priority number) that is READY to run becomes the RUNNING task.  If tasks have
same priority then it is determined by the order of creation, the first task created 
the same priority as another task created later is given the first option to run, the
later one.  The priority also is used by the CMX time slicing mechanism.  Tasks w
time sliced, starting with tasks with the same or lower priority as the current task, if
slicing is enabled by calling the K_OS_Slice_On function.  See the chapter about tim
slicing for more detailed information on time sliced tasks and how they work.

Another parameter is the address of an unsigned character to put the slot numbe
will assign to this task.  The task slot number is used for ALL CMX function calls t
require the task number.  It is up to the user to make sure that they do not destro
corrupt this slot number.  If the task is removed, then the slot number is no longer v
If another task is created after a task is removed, then the newly created task ma
the "old" slot number, which the previously removed task had.
                                                    11
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The next parameter is the address where the task's code will begin execution.  T
address is where CMX will start the task's code when the task switches from the
READY state to the RUNNING state.  

The last parameter supplied is the stack address for this task. Note that it is up to 
pass the address of memory, that will be large enough to be used by this task an
handle the number of nested function calls, locals, saving of registers, etc. Also on
processors the stack walks downward, so the user must ensure that they pass th
address pointing to the ’top’ of the stack space that they have freed up and not th
bottom. Of course if you are using a processor where the stack grows upward, the
would pass the base address of the stack space. Since insufficient stack size is 
the most common causes of system crashes and corrupt memory, it is recomme
you double the estimated size.  As you become more knowledgeable and actual
your code, then the size may be reduced.  See the chapter on stacks for more 
information on how to calculate the size of the stack for a particular task.  

This is an example of the K_Task_Create_Stack function:

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Create_Stack(byte, byte *, K_FP, word16); /* this is the function 
prototype */

#define PRIORITY ???

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* should be global */

void TASK(void); /* prototype of task function */

unsigned ??? STACK_ADDRESS; /* The beginning stack address for this task, m
be aligned to match the stack pointer alignment criteria. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = 
K_Task_Create_Stack(PRIORITY,&TASK_SLOT,TASK,&STACK_ADDRESS);

Passed

PRIORITY is the priority for this task.  The lower the number the higher the prior

&TASK_SLOT is the address where CMX will put task slot number.  Must be used
all references to this task.
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TASK is the address where the task resides in code.  When task begins executio
is where CMX will vector to.

&STACK_ADDRESS is the task stack.  You must make sure the stack memory s
that you have allocated is large enough for all the levels of nesting, and the depth 
interrupt.

void task1(void); /* function prototype, show that task1 does not receive nor retu
parameters */

unsigned char task1_slot; /* create storage for CMX to return task1 slot number 

There are many ways to create a stack for a task, we will show you a few ways. P
ensure that you pass the top of the memory allocated to the task stack, if the sta
pointer grows downward.

struct {
unsigned int task1_stk[1000];
unsigned int dummy;

} task1_stack;

void main(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* create a local status byte */

status = 
K_Task_Create_Stack (5,&task1_slot,task1,task1_stack.dummy);

/* call CMX function K_Task_Create_Stack  with task1 having a 
priority of 5, the address for storage of task1 slot number, 
the address of task1, and finally a stack size of 128 bytes */
if (status != K_OK) /* check status, make sure good function 
call */

{
error_handler(); /* go to error handler */
}

}

Another way.

void *alloc;

void main(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* create a local status byte */

if ((alloc = malloc(1000)) != NULL)
{

                                                    13
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status = K_Task_Create_Stack (5,&task1_slot,task1,((alloc) + 
998));
/* call CMX function K_Task_Create_Stack  with task1 having a 
priority of 5, the address for storage of task1 slot number, 
the address of task1, and finally a stack size of 128 bytes */

if (status != K_OK) /* check status, make sure good function 
call */

{
error_handler(); /* go to error handler */
}

}
else

{
Handle memory allocation error
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: no free task control block available.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then TASK_SLOT contains the task identification num
assigned by CMX.  This identification number must be used for all CMX function c
that deal with this task.

CMX returns the status of the K_Task_Create_Stack function call indicating whether 
the call was successful or not.  If the status is good then the slot number returned
be used from now on for any CMX function calls dealing with this task.  Usually t
slot number will be stored in external RAM.  When a task is created, CMX puts the
into the IDLE state.  This means that the task is loaded but will never RUN until sta

The K_Task_Start function

Since the K_Task_Create function puts a task into the IDLE state when created, th
function allows a task to be started.  This function may be called anytime.  The 
K_Task_Start function really puts the task into the READY state allowing it to beco
the RUNNING task when it is the highest priority task ready to run.  If the task wa
IDLE, then the task becomes READY, however not necessarily the RUNNING ta
Once a task is out of the IDLE state any additional K_Task_Start calls to this task are 
queued up to a maximum of 255.  
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When the task normally ends its code and puts itself back into the IDLE state, if 
are any outstanding start requests then the task will automatically put itself back 
the READY state.  The task's slot number is passed to this function indicating wh
task to start.  This function can be called before entering the CMX operating syst
while in the operating system, and by interrupts.  The maximum number of 
K_Task_Start calls that any one task will queue up is 255.  

This is an example of the K_Task_Start function:

Called

Before entering RTOS, tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Start(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* global, declared earlier */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Start(TASK_SLOT);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the name where the particular task's slot number (I.D. number) res

unsigned char task1_slot; /* defined earlier, contains task 1 slot number */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;
status = K_Task_Start (task1_slot); /* start task 1, put into 
READY state if this is the first trigger */
if (status != K_OK) /* check status, make sure good function 
call */

{
error_handler(); /* go to error handler */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.
                                                    15
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K_ERROR = Error: the task identification number does not exist.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task is put into the READY state.  If it is in the
READY state already, then the trigger will be put into the task's trigger queue.

Again the status is passed back indicating whether the CMX K_Task_Start call was 
successful or not.  If the task being started has a higher priority (lower priority num
than the task that is currently RUNNING, then an immediate task switch will occu
bypassing the normal rescheduling caused by the system tick.  

The K_Task_Priority function

The K_Task_Priority function changes a task’s priority.  This function may be calle
any time.  You will send two parameters: the slot number of the task you want to ch
and the new priority for this task.  The task must have been created or an error w
returned.  

This is a useful function if the task has a low priority in contrast to other tasks, yet w
it becomes the RUNNING task, its priority must become higher.  Also you may 
dynamically change priorities of tasks according to conditions created by task proc
and outside variables processed.  In a well-designed system, this function will be 
very little or not at all.

If the new priority is the greater than the priority of the current task and time slicin
enabled, then the task will become a time sliced task and time slicing will continu
starting with the new priority.  See the Time Slice Chapter for more details on tim
slicing and how it is incorporated and used by the CMX operating system.  

This is an example of the K_Task_Priority function:

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Priority(byte,byte); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* global, declared earlier */

#define NEW_PRIORITY ???

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Priority(TASK_SLOT,NEW_PRIORITY);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the name where the particular task's slot number resides.
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NEW_PRIORITY is the new priority for the task.  The lower the number, the high
the priority  The value may range from zero to 254.

unsigned char task1_slot; /* defined earlier, contains task 1 slot number */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Task_Priority (task1_slot,3); /* change task1 
priority from 5 to 3 */

if (status != K_OK) /* check status, make sure good function 
call */

{
error_handler(); /* go to error handler */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task I.D.  number does not exist.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task has the new priority for its priority.  Note t
the new priority will become effective immediately but will not cause a rescheduli

The K_Task_Wait function

The K_Task_Wait function enables a task to suspend itself for a specified amount
time or indefinitely.  This function allows a task to become synchronized with ano
task, interrupts, or the system tick.  Letting the task suspend itself for a specified p
knowing that the task will RESUME when the time expires, can be very useful.  T
function also allows a task to wait with or without a time period for an interrupt to w
it, notifying the task that an event has happened.  (The event manager handles m
events per task.  This is described fully later).  Only tasks may call this function.

The amount of time, which is a multiple of system ticks, is passed to this function. 
value is the number of system ticks you want the task suspended for.  The amou
time may be from zero to 65535 (zero to FFFF hex).  A time period of zero will re
in the task waiting indefinitely until the K_Task_Wake or K_Task_Wake_Force 
function is used to wake this task.
                                                    17
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The task will automatically suspend itself for a specified time period (if non zero) 
then become READY to RESUME execution at the end of this time.  The 
K_Task_Wake or K_Task_Wake_Force function may be called to wake this task earlie
than the time specified.  This will be reported by a returned status byte. If the 
K_Task_Wake function was used, the task that had been waiting will be returned a
K_OK status, since the ’time-out’ did not occur.   If the K_Task_Wake_Force function 
was used, the task that had been waiting will be returned a K_ERROR status, sin
task was forcefully woken.  Remember that other tasks and interrupts may use th
K_Task_Wake or K_Task_Wake_Force function to wake this task.

The accuracy of this call is a derivative of the system tick specified.  For example
you have created a 20 millisecond system tick.  If the task requests 10 system tick
calls K_Task_Wait, the following will happen.  The time period is decremented at ev
system tick.  When the time becomes zero, then the task is automatically put into
READY to RESUME execution state.  You can see, depending on when the task
K_Task_Wait in relation to the system tick, the task will wait anywhere from 180 
milliseconds to 200 milliseconds.

This is an example of the K_Task_Wait function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Wait(word16); /* this is the function prototype /*

#define TIME_CNT ???

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Wait(TIME_CNT);

Passed

TIME_CNT is number of system ticks that this task will suspend itself.  If the valu
zero then the task will be suspended indefinitely until the K_Task_Wake function is 
used.  If the value is non-zero, then the task will be suspended for that number of s
ticks.  The K_Task_Wake function may be used prior to the time period expiring, to
wake this function and put it back into the READY state.  The maximum value th
TIME_CNT may be is 65535.  

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Task_Wait (100); /* set task2 to wait for 100 system 
ticks */
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if (status != K_OK) /* check status, make sure task was woken 
up before time elapsing */

{
/* maybe take corrective action if the time period expired, 
unless the task wanted to be synchronous with the system tick 
*/
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task identification number does not exist.

K_TIMEOUT = Warning: the time specified has elapsed or the K_Task_Wake_Force 
function was used to wake this task.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task has RESUMED execution because the 
K_Task_Wake function was used to wake this task.  If STATUS equals K_TIMEOU
then the time period specified has expired  or K_Task_Wake_Force and this is why the 
task was awakened.

The status returned by this function will indicate that either the time period specifie
non zero) has elapsed, or that the task was awakened before the time period sp
by the K_Task_Wake or K_Task_Wake_Force functions.

The K_Task_Wake function

The K_Task_Wake function wakes a task that had put itself into the suspended sta
Tasks and interrupts may call this function.  The caller sends the task's slot num
the K_Task_Wake function.  This function then takes the task and places it into the
READY to RESUME execution state.

Note that the awakened task might not immediately become the RUNNING task 
because of its priority.  If the task's priority is higher than the current RUNNING ta
then an immediate task switch will occur regardless of the system tick.  

This is an example of the K_Task_Wake function:

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

✗         WARNING: This function does not test to see if the caller is 
a task or not, so make sure that onl y tasks call this function.
                                                    19
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☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Wake(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* global, declared earlier */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Wake(TASK_SLOT);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the name where the particular task's slot number resides.

unsigned char task1_slot; /* defined earlier, contains task 1 slot number */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Task_Wake(task1_slot); /* wake task 1 up */

if (status != K_OK) /* check status, make sure task was waiting 
*/

{
/* maybe take corrective action if task 1 wasn't waiting */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task identification number does not exist.

K_NOT_WAITING = Error: the task specified was not waiting.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task specified has been "awakened" and put in
READY state.  If STATUS equals K_NOT_WAITING, then the task specified was 
waiting for this function call.
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The K_Task_Wake_Force function

The K_Task_Wake_Force function closely resembles the K_Task_Wake function.  It is 
used to forcefully wake a task that is suspended in the wait state.  If you want a t
terminate its wait earlier than indicated by the function call, then you can use this
function.  The K_Task_Wake_Force function can be called by tasks and interrupts a
should never be used except in certain circumstances and emergencies.  

The difference between the K_Task_Wake and K_Task_Wake_Force functions is that 
the K_Task_Wake function will only wake a task if it is waiting on time or indefinitely.
The K_Task_Wake_Force will wake a task regardless of what it is waiting for.

A task that had called the K_Task_Wait, K_Event_Wait, K_Mesg_Wait, 
K_Resource_Wait, or K_Mesg_Send_Wait functions will be put into the wait state if the
entity it is ’waiting’ for, is not present.  This means the task is suspended and wil
run again until the required action for the particular function call takes place or a 
out occurs.

This is an example of the K_Task_Wake_Force function:

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Wake_Force(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* global, declared earlier */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Wake_Force(TASK_SLOT);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the name where the particular task's slot number resides.

unsigned char task1_slot; /* defined earlier, contains task 1 slot number */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Task_Wake_Force (task1_slot); /* forcefully wake 
task 1 up */
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if (status != K_OK) /* check status, make sure task was waiting 
*/

{
/* maybe take corrective action if task 1 wasn't waiting */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task identification number does not exist.

K_NOT_WAITING = Error: the task specified was not waiting.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task specified has been "awakened" and put in
READY state.  If STATUS equals K_NOT_WAITING, then the task specified was 
waiting for this function call.

The K_Task_Lock function

The K_Task_Lock function is very powerful and great care must be used if this func
is called.  This function raises the privilege flag for the task that calls it.  When th
privilege flag is raised, the task owns all the CPU time; even if a higher priority task
run, it will not.  

The task that owns the privilege flag should never suspend itself for any reason, be
the system would not allow any other task to run.  The task that called K_Task_Lock is 
the only task that may lower the privilege flag.  If the privilege flag is raised, interru
will still be processed and the system tick will still occur, but the CMX timer task 
(which decrements the task's timers and executes timed procedures) will be dela
until the task calls the K_Task_Unlock function which lowers the privilege flag.  

Be aware that all tasks' time-outs will not be decremented and tested until the time
runs.  The interrupts are still processed normally, but the interrupt pipe contents, i
will not be executed.  The big difference is that when the CMX scheduler would 
normally start another task of higher priority that is READY to run, this will not 
happen.  This function should be used very sparingly or not at all.  This function 
be called only by tasks.  

This is an example of the K_Task_Lock function:

✗          WARNING: This function should not be used except in 
emergencies.  A well desi gned s ystem will ver y rarel y need to 
use this call, if at all.
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Tasks only.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Task_Lock(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_Task_Lock();

Passed

Nothing is passed.  Only tasks can call this function.

void task2(void)
{

K_Task_Lock (); /* task 2 will raise the privilege flag 
therefore owning all the CPU time, no scheduling will take 
place */

/* perform code, don't suspend task */

K_Task_Unlock (); /* lower the privilege flag*/
}

Returned

No status is returned.

☞  The CMX timer task (which executes cyclic timers and handles the tasks timers) will
execute when the privilege flag is raised.

The K_Task_Unlock function

This function lowers the privilege flag.  Only the task that called K_Task_Lock, which 
raised the privilege flag, may call this function.  Once the privilege flag is lowered
CMX scheduler acts normally again.

This is an example of the K_Task_Unlock function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Task_Unlock(void); /* this is the function prototype */

✗         WARNING: This function does not test to see if the caller 
is a task or not.
                                                    23
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K_Task_Unlock();

Passed

Nothing is passed.  Only tasks can call this function.

void task2(void)
{

K_Task_Lock (); /* raise the privilege flag*/

/* application code here */

K_Task_Unlock (); /* task 2 will lower the privilege flag 
therefore allowing normal scheduling to take place */

}

Returned

No status is returned.

The K_Task_Coop_Sched function

The K_Task_Coop_Sched function does a cooperative rescheduling.  Normally CM
reschedules when a higher priority task is READY to run.  If a task calls this func
then CMX schedules the next task that is READY to run despite its priority.  

This allows a task to let another task of the same or lower priority become the 
RUNNING task (if the task is READY).  The task that calls this function will 
immediately be placed into the READY to RESUME state.  In most cases, this fun
would not be used because the operating system is based on preemption (mean
highest priority task that can run is the RUNNING task).  The task could call the 
K_Task_Wait function specifying a time out period of one, which would let another t
with the same priority as the calling task become the RUNNING task.  Only tasks
should call this function.

This is an example of the K_Task_Coop_Sched function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Task_Coop_Sched(void); /* this is the function prototype */

✗          WARNING: This function does not test to see if the caller 
is a task or not, so you must ensure that onl y tasks call 
this function.
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K_Task_Coop_Sched();

Passed

Nothing is passed.  Only tasks can call this function.

void task2(void)
{

/* application code here */
K_Task_Coop_Sched (); /* allow a rescheduling now, do not wait 
for normal preemption to perform a normal scheduling, NOTE: 
task context is saved completely and will RESUME when task is 
highest priority READY to run */

}

Returned

No status is returned.

The K_Task_End function

This function allows a task to terminate itself either prematurely or at the end of i
code.  The K_Task_End function MUST be called by all tasks that normally would h
their "end brace".  If a task calls this function before its end brace, then all variab
pushes and calls on the stack will be forgotten.  This function is also useful for ex
out of a serious or nonrecoverable error.  The task could first pass a message to a
task with the message saying what task and what type of error and then call 
K_Task_End.  

When the K_Task_End function is called, the task is automatically terminated, resett
its stack pointer and code pointer to the task's beginning.  The task is still able to ex
whenever it is started again or if there were additional starts (see K_Task_Start 
function) in the start queue.  Only tasks should call this function.  If there are addit
starts in the task's start queue, the task will automatically be placed into the REA
state, and may again immediately be the RUNNING task, if it’s the highest priority 
READY to run.

☞   If, because of an indefinite while statement, the task never hits its end brace, then th
does not need the K_Task_End function call at the task's end brace.

If a task about to call the K_Task_End function retrieved a message from a mailbox a
the sending task used the K_Mesg_Send_Wait function (indicating that it is waiting for 
the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender call) you must remember to call the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender 
function (which wakes the task that sent the message), before calling K_Task_End.

This is an example of the K_Task_End function:
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Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Task_End(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_Task_End();

Passed

Nothing is passed.  Only tasks can call this function.

void task2(void)
{

..../* application code here */

K_Task_End (); /* MUST be the last C statement before the task's 
end brace */

}

OR

void task2(void)
{

..../* application code here */

if (???) /* serious error or non recoverable */
{
K_Task_End (); /* End task 2, because of serious or non-
recoverable error */
}

..../* more code here */
K_Task_End (); /* normal exit function here */

}

Or if a task is never going to hit its end brace, such as below.

void task2(void)
{

while(1)
{
..../* application code here */
}

/* K_Task_End  function NOT NEEDED here */
}

Returned

No status is returned.
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☞   An immediate rescheduling (with possibly this task executing from its beginning brace
occur when this function is called.  If the task has additional trigger (K_Task_Start) 
requests, then the task will be put into the READY state, otherwise the task will beco
IDLE.  Remember, all local variables will be lost.  Other tasks may be waiting for this 
to use a CMX function call to wake it.  A task that owns a resource should never cal
function before releasing the resource.  

The K_Task_Delete function

This function gives you the ability to remove a task permanently from the task co
block queue.  The calling task will send the slot number of the task to be remove
may send its own slot number if desired) to the K_Task_Delete function.  

If the task requested to be removed is waiting, then no removal will take place an
error status will be returned.  If the task is not waiting, then the task will be comple
removed.  This task will never run again and any further request to this task will r
in an error status being returned to caller.  

If the task calling the K_Task_Delete function is trying to remove itself, then it will be
removed and an immediate task switch will occur.  Please note: all tasks waiting o
removed task will not be notified when the task is removed and may wait forever.
example: if task 1 has sent a message to task 2 using the K_Mesg_Send_Wait function 
and task 2 is removed by task 3 before task 2 calls the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function 
(waking up task 1), then task 1 will wait forever.  To avoid this, you could use the
K_Task_Wake_Force function to forcefully wake task 1.

 This is an example of the K_Task_Delete function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Delete(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* global, declared earlier */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Delete(TASK_SLOT);

✗          WARNING: ALL tasks must call this function prior to 
executin g their ri ght-end brace.  If the task will never, for 
whatever reason, execute its end brace, then this function 
does not have to be called.  It is hi ghly recommended that 
all tasks have this function.
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Passed

TASK_SLOT is the name where the particular task's slot number resides.

unsigned char task2_slot; /* defined earlier, contains task 2 slot number */

void task2(void)
{

/* application code here */
K_Task_Delete (task2_slot); /* remove task 2, any further 
reference to task 2 will be in error */

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

☞   Only if the task is not removing itself

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task identification number does not exist or the task was i
WAIT state.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task has been removed successfully.  If the ta
removing itself, then an immediate task switch will occur.

The K_Task_Name function

This function gives you the ability to name a task, thus helping the user to know 
name of the task, when working with CMX add on modules, such as CMXBug an
CMXTracker. The function is called with the slot number of the task to be named
a pointer to the task’s name that the user wants to name it. Note that the tasks na
be as long as the user would like, but only the first 12 characters of the task’s nam
be displayed by CMXBug and CMXTracker.  This is an example of the K_Task_Name 
function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Name(byte, char *); /* this is the function prototype */

✗          WARNING: Make sure the task about to be removed does not 
own a resource.  This function does not test to see if a task is 
callin g it so you must also ensure onl y tasks call this function.
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unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* global, declared earlier */

char *TASK_NAME; /* The address of the user defined task name */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Delete(TASK_SLOT,TASK_NAME);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the name where the particular task's slot number resides.

TASK_NAME is the address of where the user defined task name resides in mem
Note that the name may be any number of characters, but only the first 12 charac
the task’s name will be shown by CMXBug and CMXTracker.

unsigned char task2_slot; /* defined earlier, contains task 2 slot number */

void task2(void)
{

/* application code here */
K_Task_Name(task2_slot,"TASK2"); /* Name task 2, utilized by 
CMXBug and CMXTracker when displaying tasks */

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

☞   Only if the task is not removing itself

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task identification number does not exist or the task was i
WAIT state.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task has been successfully named. 

EVENT MANAGER FUNCTIONS

The event manager is part of the CMX library and provides the necessary function
controlling events.  The event manager functions are listed below along with their
references.  

K_Event_Wait (Page 30)
K_Event_Signal (Page 34)
K_Event_Reset (Page 39)
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The CMX event functions are very sophisticated and powerful, yet easy to use.  
task has 16 events.  Each event is considered a bit, with the bit capable of being
set or cleared.  An event, or bit, that is set, indicates the event occurred.  Tasks ca
on any combination of events.  When any event the task is waiting on occurs, the
is awakened and notified which event occurred.  Also, a task can specify a time-
period to wait for, or to wait indefinitely.  

The task can specify the event it is waiting for be automatically cleared prior to wa
for that event (which means the task will become suspended), automatically clea
after the event occurred, and the task is awakened, or not cleared at all.  Tasks a
call a function that will reset an event at any time.

The signaling of an event is very flexible and can be done by tasks, interrupts, cy
timers and mailboxes.  You can specify to set an event in seven different ways: 

a specific task 
the highest priority task 
the highest priority task that is waiting for this event 
all tasks 
all tasks waiting on this event 
all tasks with the same priority 
all tasks with the same priority waiting on this event.

The K_Event_Wait function

This function allows a task to wait for specific events with a specified time out if s
desired.  This function is very flexible and powerful because it allows a task to wa
one or more events to happen.  It also allows the task to specify a certain amount o
it is willing to wait, so it can take corrective action if the events do not become se
Also, the clear mode command offers the task the ability to be truly synchronized o
with respect to the entities that may set an event such as other tasks, mailboxes,
timers and interrupts.

The task supplies the K_Event_Wait function with three parameters: 

1.) the event(s) to wait on 

2.) the command whether to automatically clear the event(s) the task wants to w
prior to testing, after the event(s) happen, both prior and after or not at all 

3.) A time period indicating whether to wait for a certain amount of time or indefinit
for a match.  A time period of zero means that the task will wait indefinitely for th
event(s) to occur.
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The specified events are tested when this function is called.  If one or more of the e
specified are set when the K_Event_Wait function is called, the task is returned to 
immediately identify which of the events are a match (set).  If the events are not pr
when the task calls this function, then the task will wait for the events.  The task 
automatically resume (wake up) when at least one of the specified events is set 
specified time period expires.  Also, the K_Task_Wake_Force function could be used 
to forcefully wake this task, without the events being set or the time period expiri

The clear mode command

The clear mode command has four different possibilities.

A clear mode value of 0 (zero) indicates not to clear the task's event flags at all wh
the K_Event_Wait is called and used.  This means the task's events will stay in the
present state.

A clear mode value of 1 indicates the K_Event_Wait function will automatically clear 
the task's events it is waiting on.  This means if the task is about to wait for events
2, then those events will be cleared prior to testing to see if there is a match.  Thi
result in the task becoming suspended for there will be no match.  

A clear mode value of 2 will have the K_Event_Wait function automatically clear the
events the task is waiting for after there is a match.  The task will still be notified w
events became set that the task was waiting for and those event states will be cl
Of course if the specified time out period expires or the task is awakened by the 
K_Task_Wake_Force function, then the event states will be left as they were, in th
clear state.

A clear mode value of 3 instructs the K_Event_Wait function to perform clear mode 
values 1 and 2.  This means the events the task is about to wait on will be forced
clear state and when the task resumes, because at least one of the events it was
on happened, then those events will be cleared.  Clear mode values 1 and 2 are
explained in the above two paragraphs.

Remember, the K_Event_Wait function works and manipulates only the events the 
calling task is requesting.  This means all of the task's other event states, will be 
their state.  Also remember, each task has 16 events and the K_Event_Wait function will 
not manipulate the other task's event states. 

Only tasks may call this function.  When called, the task will be suspended until t
required match takes place or the time out period expires (if time period was non z
When an event becomes set that the task is waiting on, the task will automatical
put back into the RESUME state, again ready to RESUME running.  The value retu
will indicate what events were set that the task was waiting for.  Keep in mind tha
possibly more than one event may be set and identified to the calling task when th
resumes.  This is because the task may not immediately become the RUNNING
because of its priority.
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If the time period expires, the task will be placed into the RESUME state and its v
returned to zero indicating a time out occurred.  When a time out occurs, it allow
task to possibly take corrective action because the events did not take place with
amount of specified time.  

If a task calls K_Event_Wait with a clear mode of 0 (zero) or 2, and the event flags 
already set to the specified criteria, then the task will not be suspended.  If you wa
task to wait for only one event, then use the K_Task_Wait and the K_Task_Wake 
functions.  These functions are a little faster in execution time because the 
K_Task_Wake function deals with one specific task where as the K_Event_Signal 
function could possibly deal with several tasks.  

This is an example of the K_Event_Wait function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Event_Wait(word16,word16,byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define MATCH ???

#define TIME_CNT ???

#define MODE ???

unsigned short EVENTS; /* should be local */

EVENTS = K_Event_Wait(MATCH,TIME_CNT,MODE);

Passed

MATCH is a 16 bit wide parameter indicating the specific events that this task wo
like to have set.  More than 1 event bit may be specified.  

TIME_CNT is the number of system ticks to wait for a match.  If the value is 0 then
task will wait indefinitely for event match.  The maximum value is 65535.

MODE is the mode in which this function will clear event bits, when they are set 
become set.  The values are below.

0 = do not clear the event bits.

1 = clear the event bit(s) according to the ones set within the MATCH parameter
BEGINNING of function.
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2 = clear the event bit(s) according to the ones set within the MATCH parameter
END of function.

3 = do both modes 1 and 2.

#define TSK2_EVENT1 0x01

#define TSK2_EVENT3 0x04

#define TSK2_EVT1AND3 TSK2_EVENT1 | TSK2_EVENT3

void task2(void)
{

unsigned short events;

/* application code here */
/* NOTE: could use any 1 of 3 ways to identify the events */
events = K_Event_Wait (TSK2_EVENT1 | TSK2_EVENT3,100,2);
events = K_Event_Wait (TSK2_EVT1AND3,100,2);
events = K_Event_Wait (0x05,100,2);
/* task 2 will wait for the events 0 and/or 2 to be set.  Task 
2 will wait for 100 system ticks for this match to happen. Also 
task 2 is requesting that the clear mode command be of value 
2, which indicates that the events 0 and 2 will be 
automatically cleared when a match happens and the task RESUMES 
execution.  If the time period expires, then the value returned 
to task 2 will be 0, indicating that the time period expired, 
prior to the events 0 or 2 being set. */
if (events == 0) /* test to see if error */

{
/* events 0 or 2 did NOT become set, take corrective action, 
within the specified time period or the K_Task_Wake_Force  
function was used on this task. */
}

else
{
if (events & TSK2_EVENT1)

{
/* application code here for event 0 being set */
}

if (events & TSK2_EVENT3)
{
/* application code here for event 2 being set */
}

}
}

NOTE: you could set up a switch statement by doing the 
following */
MASK = 0x0001;
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for (ctr = 0; ctr < 16; ctr++)
{
switch (events & MASK)

{
case 0x0001:
.....
break;
case 0x0002:
.....
break;
case 0x0004:
.....
break;
case 0x0008:
.....
break;
etc....

case 0x8000:
.....
break;
default:
break;
}

MASK = MASK << 1;
}

}

Returned

EVENTS will either contain a zero indicating the time period specified expired be
any of the events the task is waiting on became set, or the specific events that we
only according to the MATCH parameter.  

☞   Remember only events that are selected by the MATCH parameter are worked with
function.  The MODE parameter allows powerful synchronization as to when the tas
events are cleared.

The K_Event_Signal function

The K_Event_Signal function sets a specific event.  This can be done in a variety 
modes.  This function may be called by tasks, cyclic timers, mailboxes or interrup
The caller will select which event, the mode of event set it wants, and the task sl
number or priority, depending upon the mode selected.  Some cyclic timer and ma
functions use K_Event_Signal to signal that time expired or mail has arrived at the 
mailbox, respectively.
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Only a single event should be set each time by the K_Event_Signal function.  
Technically you could call the K_Event_Signal function with more than one event to b
set.  CMX recommends that you do not however, because there is rarely any rea
set more than one event.

Mode values in the K_Event_Signal function

The caller will specify either the task slot number, the priority or an unused value
wants the K_Event_Signal function to work with, depending upon the mode comma

The caller will also specify the mode of action the K_Event_Signal function will 
perform.  There are seven different ways the function will work.  The mode will spe
one of the following:   

A mode value of 0 (zero) sets the specified event of the specified task by passing
task's slot number.  The specified task does not have to be waiting on that event
is the fastest, for the K_Event_Signal function does not have to test many variables 
loop.  This mode can be used very effectively by interrupts, cyclic timers, and 
mailboxes.  Mailboxes, however, can only use this mode to notify a particular task
there are messages (mail) in the mailbox (see Message Management chapter fo
details).

A mode value of 1 sets the highest priority task event.  In this mode, the 
K_Event_Signal function automatically finds the highest priority task created and s
the specified event of that task.  If two or more tasks have the highest priority, the
first one created by the K_Task_Create function will have its event set.  (Note that th
parameter that normally specifies either the task slot number or priority is not use
may be any value.) 

A mode value of 2 indicates that the K_Event_Signal function will find the highest 
priority task that is WAITING for this event to be set.  This will make the function s
at the highest priority task, test to see if the task is waiting for this event (becaus
task used the K_Event_Wait function) and if not will continuously go to the next highe
priority task and perform the test again.  When either the task is found (because 
waiting on the event) or ALL tasks have been tested, then the function will quit.  (A
note that the parameter that specifies the task slot number or priority may contai
value, for it is not used in this case.)

A mode value of 3 tells the K_Event_Signal function to set the specified event in ALL
tasks.  The function will loop through all tasks setting the specified event, regardle
whether the task is waiting for this event to be set or not.  Remember that this will
a fair amount of time depending upon the number of tasks created.  (The paramet
represents the task slot number or priority is not used and may be any value.)
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A mode value of 4 sets the event of all tasks WAITING on this event.  The 
K_Event_Signal function will loop through testing all tasks.  If the task is waiting fo
this event, then the task specified event will be set.  When the function has teste
tasks, then it will have finished.  (Again the parameter that specifies the task's sl
number or priority is not used in this case and may be any value.)

A mode value of 5 causes the K_Event_Signal function to set the specified event of a
tasks that have the same priority as the one specified.  The task slot number or p
parameter must contain the priority of the tasks the caller would like to have their e
set.  The tasks do not have to be waiting for this event to be set.  The function will
through, testing to see if each task has the same priority as the one specified an
will set that task's specified event.  Note that if none of the tasks have the same p
as the specified priority, then no task will have their event set.

A mode value of 6 indicates that any task with the same specified priority and 
WAITING on a specified event, will have its event set.  The K_Event_Signal function 
will test each task and if it meets the criteria, the task will be put into the READY
RESUME state.

When the K_Event_Signal function is called, if a task is waiting on the specified eve
and the mode selects this task, then the following will occur.  The task that is wa
on the event, will have its event set.  This will then place the task into the READY
RESUME state, indicating that the task is able to resume its code where it left off.  
if the task is just awakened because the event it was waiting on occurred and ha
higher priority than the current RUNNING task, then rescheduling will be done af
the K_Event_Signal function finishes, creating a task switch.  If a task is not waiting 
the specified event and has its event set, its state will stay the same.

Remember the tasks, cyclic timers, mailboxes or interrupts that calls the 
K_Event_Signal function, do not have to know whether any task is waiting for an ev
match, or that one or more tasks are waiting on this event.  The K_Task_Wait and 
K_Task_Wake functions can be used if only single "event" synchronization is need
These are slightly faster.

This is an example of the K_Event_Signal function:

Called

Tasks, interrupts, cyclic timers and mailboxes

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Event_Signal(byte, byte, word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define MODE ???
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#define EVENT_TO_SET ???

unsigned char TASK_PRI;

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Event_Signal(MODE,TASK_PRI,EVENT_TO_SET);

Passed

MODE is the mode in which this function will determine which tasks to work with.  T
values are as below.

☞   The following parameter is not always used depending on the MODE.  

TASK_PRI is either the task slot number or the priority in which this function will wo
with according to the MODE selected.  

EVENT_TO_SET is an unsigned 16 bit wide variable or constant indicating the de
event bit to set.

#define TSK2_EVENT1 0x01

#define Mode_0 0x00

unsigned char task2_slot

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;

/* application code here */
status = K_Event_Signal (Mode_0,task2_slot,TSK2_EVENT1);

Mode Tasks to Work With

0 the specified task

1 highest priority task, excluding CMX timer task

2 highest priority task, that is WAITING for the specified event.

3 all tasks, all tasks created will have this event bit set

4 all tasks WAITING on the specified event

5 all tasks with the specified priority

6 all WAITING tasks with the specified priority and specified event
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/* task 1 will now set task 2's event (really bit 0), does not 
care if task 2 is waiting for event or not, if task2 is waiting 
on this event, then task 2 will automatically resume. */

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task does not exist if MODE = 0, or the MODE is out of ra

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the function performed as the MODE indicated it 
should.  

Remember that cyclic timers and mailboxes can be coded to automatically call th
function.  Also interrupts may call this function.

The above two functions, K_Event_Wait and K_Event_Signal, allow a task or interrupt 
to signal other tasks and interrupts without the calling task or interrupt knowing th
task is waiting for its signal.  For example, if task 1 is waiting for a pneumatic valv
close to continue its job responsibilities, and task 2 is waiting for task 1 to receive
signal before task 2 can go any further with its code, then task 2 would call the 
K_Task_Wait function, identifying that it will wait indefinitely, until a task or interrup
wakes it up.  

Task 1 would then call the K_Event_Wait function indicating a match of the event flag
meaning the pneumatic valve was closed.  This is sensed by an external sensor f
its output to an interrupt.  When the sensor indicated the valve had closed and gen
an interrupt, the interrupt code could call K_Event_Signal with the proper parameters
to indicate the event had happen and to set an event in task 1.  

At the time of the K_Event_Signal call, task 1 would automatically leave the suspend
state and become READY again.  Task 1 then could use the K_Task_Wake function to 
notify task 2 that it had received the signal and the proper global variables were s
for task 2 to continue processing.  Possibly, if the interrupt did not happen and ta
had used the time out period of non 0, then at the end of the time period task 1 w
become READY.  When the task started RUNNING again it could look at the ret
value and if a time out had occurred by the return value being 0 (zero), it could ta
corrective action, such as sounding an alarm.
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The K_Event_Reset function

The K_Event_Reset function allows a task to clear one or more specific events of a ta
This means that a task can clear another task's specific event or its own.  This giv
the ability to clear events, if not done so with the clear mode command within the
K_Event_Wait function.  Note, however, that tasks do not wait on events to becom
clear, so the respective task will not know that one of its event states was cleared 
the task is clearing its own.

This is an example of the K_Event_Reset function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Event_Reset(byte tskid,word16 event); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* should be global, slot number of task */

unsigned short EVENTS_TO_CLEAR; /* the event bits to clear, or could be a #d

#define EVENTS_TO_CLEAR ??? instead of variable. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Event_Reset(TASK_SLOT,EVENTS_TO_CLEAR);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the slot number of the task for which the event bit(s) will be clear

EVENTS_TO_CLEAR is a unsigned 16 bit wide variable or constant indicating th
desired event bits to clear within this task.  

#define TSK1_EVENT1 0x0001

unsigned char task1_slot;

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Event_Reset (task1_slot,TSK1_EVENT1);
/* task 1 is requesting to clear its own event bit 0. */

.../* more task 1 code */
K_Task_End (); /* notify CMX that the task is done */

}
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Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task does not exist.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the event bits were cleared according to the 
EVENTS_TO_CLEAR parameter passed.

☞   This function clears just the event bits within the task that is being referenced.  It doe
change any of the other task event bits.  

QUEUE MANAGER FUNCTIONS

The queue manager is part of the CMX library and provides the necessary functio
controlling queues.  The queue manager functions are listed below along with their
references.  

K_Que_Create (Page 41)
K_Que_Reset (Page 43)
K_Que_Add_Top (Page 44)
K_Que_Add_Bottom (Page 46)
K_Que_Get_Top (Page 47)
K_Que_Get_Bottom (Page 49)

The K_Que_Create function

This function is use to create a circular queue.  You supply the number of slots o
records for this particular queue.  A maximum of 32767 slots per queue is allowe

Another parameter is the number of bytes to allocate to each slot.  You decide o
size of each slot within this queue.  The maximum size of each slot must be no m
than 255 bytes, and the size selected is the size for all the slots within this partic
queue.  The K_Que_Create function may be called before entering the CMX operatin
system or from within.

You supply the beginning address of external RAM where the queue will reside.

☞   On CPUs that require pointers or integers to reside on an even or odd address, the q
address supplied to the K_Que_Create function may have to reside on that particula
address boundary.  The number of bytes per slot may also be required to be a multi
the alignment size.
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 */
The memory needed for a particular queue calling the K_Que_Create function is the 
number of slots times the number of bytes per slot.  CMX does not test to see if 
have properly allocated the correct number of bytes for this queue.  If the queue s
smaller than the proper calculation of slot size times the number of slots, then unk
results are possible.  

Memory contention is not checked in this function.  The system assumes all the 
memory needed for this queue is free at all times.  This function allows tasks to ad
remove slots to and from the queue at any time.  

The queue number, which all queue functions will use, must also be supplied.  T
a number that identifies which queue the function is going to work with, so it may
properly manipulate the CMX queue's structure.  This number ranges from zero t
less than the maximum number of queues told to CMX by your configuration file.

Understand that the queue is maintained with each slot acting as an array of uns
characters, allowing the storage for characters, integers, pointers, longs, etc.  

If you want to pass a large number of bytes to a queue, it is recommended you pa
pointers of the source bytes to the queue.  This requires the size of the slots be o
size of a pointer.  This will make the queue very fast in execution speed, but then
storage location of the source bytes can not be used until you have removed that p
and used those bytes accordingly.  

The slot size may be 20 bytes in length, but not all 20 bytes need be filled each tim
add to this queue.  For example, using variable length records, the maximum rec
being 19 bytes, you could set up a structure where the first byte would be the nu
of bytes for this record (slot) and the remaining bytes be the record bytes.  Then
could pass the address of this structure to add to the queue functions.  

CMX would copy all 20 bytes, regardless if some of the last few bytes may be 
immaterial or belong to another data item.  The task receiving the slots from the q
would test the count byte and work with just the bytes identified.  Again make no
CMX suggests using pointers if at all possible, instead of a large slot size.  But the
times when the data should be truly copied and passed.

This is an example of the K_Que_Create function:

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Que_Create(sign_word16,byte,byte *,byte); /* this is the function prototype

#define NUM_SLOTS ???

#define SIZE_SLOT ???
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#define QUE_NUM ???

unsigned char STATUS;

unsigned char QUE_NAME[NUM_SLOTS * SIZE_SLOT];

/* should be global */

STATUS = K_Que_Create(NUM_SLOTS,SIZE_SLOT, QUE_NAME,QUE_NUM);

Passed

NUM_SLOTS is the number of slots that this particular queue will have and the 
maximum is 32767.

SIZE_SLOT is the number of bytes that each slot will hold (size of each slot) with
this queue.

QUE_NAME is the beginning address where this queue will reside in memory.

QUE_NUM is the queue identification number that all queue functions will use in
determining the queue's memory location.  

#define QUE1_SLOTS 50 /* this queue will have 50 slots */

#define QUE1_SIZE 10 /* each slot will be 10 bytes in length */

#define QUE1 1 /* identifier, identifies queue number 1, needed for functions, to 
identify to CMX with queue to work with. */

unsigned char queue1[QUE1_SLOTS * QUE1_SIZE]; /* allocate storage for que

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

/* application code here */
status = K_Que_Create (QUE1_SLOTS,QUE1_SIZE,queue1,QUE1);

/* create a circular queue with 50 slots (records) within this 
queue and each slot capable of storing 10 bytes worth of 
information.  Also pass down the queue beginning address. */

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful, queue created.
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K_ERROR = Error: queue number out of range.

☞   Remember that it is up to you to ensure enough memory for this queue exists.  No m
contention is tested for.

The K_Que_Reset function

The K_Que_Reset function is used to reset a queue to the empty state.  This funct
when called will free all used slots, permanently deleting all slots that contained 
information.  This function may be called by a task.  

The only parameter the K_Que_Reset function needs is the queue identification 
number.  This number ranges from zero to one less than the maximum number o
queues that CMX was told.  

This is an example of the K_Que_Reset function:

Called

Before entering RTOS and by tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Que_Reset(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define QUE_NUM ???

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Que_Reset(QUE_NUM);

Passed

QUE_NUM is the queue number, which identifies a particular queue, that was cre
with the K_Que_Create function.  This can be from zero to one less than the maxim
configured.

#define QUE1 1 /* queue 1 identifier */ 

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;
/* application code here */
status = K_Que_Reset (QUE1); /* reset queue1, all slots are now 
free */

}
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Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: queue was empty, no slot available.

The K_Que_Add_Top function

This function is used to fill the top free slot of a particular queue.  The caller send
K_Que_Add_Top function the queue number in which they want to add.  Also pas
is the source’s beginning address byte resides regardless of what will be copied,
whether it is a byte, integer, pointer, long, etc.  

Understand that if you create a queue with a slot size of two bytes, and pass the a
of the long, then just the first two bytes of the long will be copied.  In the same res
if you pass the address of just a byte, then that byte and the next contiguous byt
be copied.  

The K_Que_Add_Top function takes the next top free slot, if one is available, in th
circular queue and copies the contents from the supplied address into the queue
(according to the slot size for that particular queue as supplied by the K_Que_Create 
function).  This frees your address bytes for other uses.  

The K_Que_Add_Top function tests the validity of the queue number and also test
see if the queue slot size is greater than zero.  If the C compiler zeros out all non
initalized RAM, this will ensure the queue has been created.  The slot used by th
function will always be from the top of the circular queue.  Note that the queue w
wrap.  Tasks may call this function.

This is an example of the K_Que_Add_Top function:

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Que_Add_Top(byte,void *); /* this is the function prototype */

#define QUE_NUM ???

unsigned char *SOURCE_POINTER; /* could be local or global depending upon
application and user. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Que_Add_Top(QUE_NUM,SOURCE_POINTER);
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Passed

QUE_NUM is the queue number, which identifies a particular queue, that was cre
with the K_Que_Create function.  This can be from zero to one less than the maxim
configured.

SOURCE_POINTER is a pointer that should contain the address of the source b

#define QUE1 1 /* queue 1 identifier */ 

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Que_Add_Top(QUE1,"hello world"); /* add this 
message to top of queue */

}

Returned

The status of this operation will return one these status codes: 

K_OK: good operation, function was successful

K_QUE_FULL: the operation was good and now the queue is full

K_ERROR: an error indicating the queue was full or that the queue number was o
range or not created.

☞   Remember the pointer may point to anything.  This may be done by casting, so act
longs could be passed, other pointers, etc.  Remember that it is up to you to ensure t
queue number to this function is the queue in which they want to add this to, and tha
queue had been created.

The K_Que_Add_Bottom function

This function is used to fill the bottom free slot of a particular queue.  The caller s
to the K_Que_Add_Top function the queue number in which they want to add.  Als
passed is the address where the source's beginning byte resides regardless of w
be copied, whether it is a byte, integer, pointer, long, etc.  

Understand that if you create a queue with a slot size of two bytes and pass the a
of the long, then just the first two bytes of the long will be copied.  In the same res
if you pass the address of just a byte then that byte and the next contiguous byte 
copied.  
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The K_Que_Add_Bottom function takes the next bottom free slot, if one is available
this circular queue and copies the contents from the supplied address into the que
(according to the slot size for that particular queue as supplied by the K_Que_Create 
function).  This frees your address bytes for other uses.  

The K_Que_Add_Bottom function tests the validity of the queue number.  The slot u
by this function will always be from the bottom of the circular queue.  Tasks may
this function.

This is an example of the K_Que_Add_Bottom function:

Called

Before entering RTOS, and by tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Que_Add_Bottom(byte,void *); /* this is the function prototype */

#define QUE_NUM ???

unsigned char *SOURCE_POINTER; /* could be local or global depending upon
application and user. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Que_Add_Bottom(QUE_NUM,SOURCE_POINTER);

Passed

QUE_NUM is the queue number, which identifies a particular queue created with
K_Que_Create function.  Can be from zero to one less than the maximum configu

SOURCE_POINTER is a pointer that should contain the address of the source b

#define QUE1 1 /* queue 1 identifier */ 

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Que_Add_Bottom (QUE1,"12345\n"); /* add this message 
to bottom of queue */

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:
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K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: queue was full, no slot available.

K_QUE_FULL = Warning: queue is now full, slot was filled.

If the STATUS equals K_OK, the source contents were copied into the queue slot.
is also true if the STATUS equaled K_QUE_FULL, indicating that the queue is n
full.

The K_Que_Get_Top function

This function allows a task to remove the contents of a slot from a particular queue
slot that the contents will be copied from and returned to the caller is from the ver
top slot filled or used by the K_Que_Add_Top function.  

The caller accesses the K_Que_Get_Top function by passing parameters indicating th
queue number and the address where the slot's contents will be copied to.  This fu
then copies the contents of the last top slot used to the specified address, accord
the slot size of that queue, and releases the slot so it may be used again.  

No memory testing is done to insure the address supplied is truly a queue addre

This is an example of the K_Que_Get_Top function:

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Que_Get_Top(byte,void *); /* this is the function prototype */

#define QUE_NUM ???

unsigned char *DEST_POINTER; /* could be local or global depending upon 
application and user. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Que_Get_Top(QUE_NUM,DEST_POINTER);

Passed

QUE_NUM is the queue number, which identifies a particular queue, that was cre
with the K_Que_Create function.  This can be from zero to one less than the maxim
configured.
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DEST_POINTER is a pointer that should contain the address where the slot byte
be copied to in memory.

#define QUE1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;
unsigned char dest[20]; /* create area that will obtain 
contents from queue */

status = K_Que_Get_Top (QUE1,dest); /* remove the contents from 
last top slot filled (used) */

..../* process contents of dest */
}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: queue was empty, no slot available.

K_QUE_EMPTY = Warning: queue is now empty, the slot contents were transfe

If the STATUS equals K_OK, the slot contents were copied to the destination's add
This is also true if the STATUS equaled K_QUE_EMPTY, indicating that now the
queue is empty.

☞   Remember the slots may contain anything, bytes, integers, pointers, etc.  Once the c
from a slot are removed, you may cast those bytes into what you would like.  It is up 
to ensure that the queue number of this function is the same queue you added this t
that it has been created.  

The K_Que_Get_Bottom function

The K_Que_Get_Bottom function acts exactly as the above K_Que_Get_Top function 
with one exception.  The slot the contents are copied from and returned to the ca
the last one added to the bottom of the queue instead of the last one added to the
the queue as in the K_Que_Get_Top function.  This function allows a task to remove
the contents of a slot from a particular queue.
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The caller accesses the K_Que_Get_Bottom function by passing the parameters 
indicating the queue number and the address where the slot's contents will be cop
This function then copies the contents of the last bottom slot used to the specifie
address according to the slot size of that queue, and release the slot so it may b
again.  

☞   No memory testing is done to insure the address supplied is truly a queue address.

The queue functions allow tasks to pass parameters to other tasks.  You can use a
in many ways such as FIFO (first in, first out), LIFO (last in, first out), or a combinati
The contents of a slot from a queue may be a variety of things: integers, pointers
commands to the command task, error codes to the error task, the address locat
where other parameters are held that need processing by a task, and so forth.  Y
mix and match the K_Que_Get_Top and K_Que_Get_Bottom functions together when
dealing with a common queue.  

Remember, when a slot is removed from either the top or bottom of a queue the 
considered empty and the queue marks it as free.  No other remove functions wil
access to this slot until the slot becomes used again.  

The larger the slot size for a particular queue, the longer it will take you to copy t
contents from the source to the slot, or slot to destination.  It is recommended tha
keep the slot size low and use pointers for large data blocks, then just pass and r
the pointers to the queue.

This is an example of the K_Que_Get_Bottom function:

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Que_Get_Bottom(byte,void *); /* this is the function prototype */

#define QUE_NUM ???

unsigned char *DEST_POINTER; /* could be local or global depending upon 
application and user. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Que_Get_Bottom(QUE_NUM,DEST_POINTER);

Passed

QUE_NUM is the queue number, which identifies a particular queue was created
the K_Que_Create function.  Can be from zero to one less than the maximum 
configured.
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DEST_POINTER is a pointer that contains the address where the slot bytes will 
copied to in memory.

#define QUE1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;
unsigned char dest[20]; /* create area that will obtain 
contents from queue */

status = K_Que_Get_Bottom (QUE1,dest); /* remove the contents 
from last bottom slot filled (used) */

..../* process contents of dest */
}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: queue was empty, no slot available.

K_QUE_EMPTY = Warning: queue is now empty, the slot contents were transfe

If the STATUS equals K_OK, the slot contents were copied to the destination's add
This is also true if the STATUS equaled K_QUE_EMPTY, indicating that now the
queue is empty.

☞   Remember the slots may contain anything, bytes, integers, pointers, etc.  Once the c
from a slot are removed, you may cast those bytes into what you would like.  It is up 
to ensure the queue number of this function is the same queue you added this to, an
has been created.  

MEMORY MANAGER FUNCTIONS

The memory manager is part of the CMX library and allows you to create fixed b
size memory pools, get a free block from a memory pool and release that block b
the memory pool.  The functions are listed below along with their page reference

K_Mem_FB_Create (Page 51)
K_Mem_FB_Get (Page 53)
K_Mem_FB_Release (Page 55)
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The K_Mem_FB_Create function

This function creates a memory pool.  No memory contention is checked for by t
function.  It is assumed the pool's memory is free to be used and will not be used
code except through the memory function supplied.  

When you call the K_Mem_FB_Create function, you supply the following parameters
First is the starting address for this memory pool.  Next is the size in bytes you w
each block size to be within this memory pool.  The last parameter is the numbe
blocks that will reside within the memory pool.  

If you are dealing with a CPU that needs integers and pointers aligned on either e
odd memory address, the memory block address should also be aligned on that ad
Also, the size of the blocks must be an even number.  This is because pointers a
maintained within each memory pool as to where the next free block resides.

When a memory pool is created, an additional number of bytes are needed and 
number is determined by the size of a character pointer.  For example, you identi
size of each block at 50, the number of blocks at 10 and the size of a character p
is two bytes.  Then 502 bytes are needed for this memory pool.  Declare an arra
unsigned characters with the size of the array dictated as above so the array's s
address will be the address of the memory pool.  You may create as many mem
pools as you like, provided the memory is not used for anything else.

You must align the memory pool to the CPU's requirements, so that the list starts
proper memory alignment boundary for integers.  This is because the address pa
the pointers when you call the K_Mem_FB_Get function must follow the CPU's 
memory requirements.  Also, the block size must follow the CPU's memory alignm
requirements as well.  

For example, Intel's 80196 processor dictates that integers reside on EVEN add
indicating that the memory begins on an EVEN address and that the block size b
multiple of two.  Some other processors may require the block size to be a multiple

It is assumed the memory buffer pool can be no larger than 64K bytes.  You are f
set up a structure to ensure the memory pool partition begins on the proper CPU
boundary.

The parameters supplied are assumed to be correct and are not tested in any way
a pool is created you may retrieve and release blocks from that memory pool.

This is an example of the K_Mem_FB_Create function:

Called

Before entering RTOS, tasks.
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#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Mem_FB_Create(void *,word16,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define BLK_SIZE ??? /* size of each memory block */

#define NUM_BLOCKS ??? /* number of memory blocks */

struct {

unsigned char *dummy_ptr; /* will allocated space for CMX */
unsigned char pool_bytes[BLK_SIZE * NUM_BLOCKS]; /* allocate enough 
memory for this memory pool. */

} MEM_POOL1; /* this is memory pool 1 */

void K_Mem_FB_Create(&MEM_POOL1,BLK_SIZE,NUM_BLOCKS);

Passed

&MEM_POOL1 is the beginning address where this memory pool will reside in 
memory.

BLK_SIZE is the size in bytes, that each block within this memory pool will have.
Maximum of 255 bytes

NUM_BLOCKS is the number of fixed blocks within this memory pool.  Maximum
65535.

#define BSIZE 10 /* should be a multiple of the alignment size if CPU cares abou
pointer alignment */

#define NBLOCKS 20 /* The number of blocks within memory pool */

struct {
unsigned char *head_ptr;
unsigned char body[BSIZE * NBLOCKS];
} MEM_POOL1;

void task2(void)
{

K_Mem_FB_Create (MEM_POOL1,BSIZE,NBLOCKS); /* create a fixed 
block memory pool with 20 fixed blocks of size 10 bytes each */

}

Returned

No status is returned.
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☞   Remember you must ensure enough memory for this memory pool to exist, and no m
contention is tested for.  Also, if the processor must have pointers residing on specif
boundaries, like an even address, then the size of a block must be even.  This is be
CMX places pointers within the unused memory blocks, for internal use.

The K_Mem_FB_Get function

The K_Mem_FB_Get function gets a fixed block of free memory from a memory po
if one is free.  Two parameters are passed to this function.  The beginning addre
the memory pool you would like to obtain a block from is the first parameter.  It is
to you to send the same beginning address of the particular memory pool as was 
the K_Mem_FB_Create function.  The second parameter is the address of the poin
that will receive the address of the block.  

The K_Mem_FB_Get function determines if a block is free and available from the 
specified memory pool and if so, returns the beginning address for that block to t
pointer.  When the block address is returned, you are guaranteed that the size, an
the size of the block as specified when the memory pool was created with the 
K_Mem_FB_Create function, is available for use.  

Make sure you do not exceed the block size of that particular memory pool.  This re
in memory corruption.  If all the blocks of a particular memory pool are in use, the
block will be released.  The status will notify you that no memory block was free f
the memory pool and the address sent to the pointer is invalid.  

The block's memory, if one was available, is contiguous and not fragmented, but
contain garbage from when the block was previously in use.  When you determin
are done with a particular block from a memory pool, you may release it back to 
memory pool.  This is described below.

This is an example of the K_Mem_FB_Get function:

Called

By tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Mem_FB_Get(void *,byte **); /* this is the function prototype */

struct {/* previous created by K_Mem_FB_Create function */
unsigned char *dummy_ptr;
unsigned char pool_bytes[BLK_SIZE * NUM_BLOCKS];
} MEM_POOL1; /* this is memory pool1 */

unsigned char *BLOCK_ADDR; /* block pointer could be local or global */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */
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STATUS = K_Mem_FB_Get(&MEM_POOL1,&BLOCK_ADDR);

Passed

&MEM_POOL1 is the beginning address where this particular memory pool will re
in memory.

&BLOCK_ADDR is the address of the unsigned char pointer, in which the addres
the fixed block will be placed.

#define BSIZE 10 /* should be a multiple of the alignment size if CPU cares abou
pointer alignment */

#define NBLOCKS 20 /* The number of blocks within memory pool */

struct {
unsigned char *head_ptr;
unsigned char body[BSIZE * NBLOCKS];
} MEM_POOL1;

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;
unsigned char *block_user_ptr; /* create a pointer to use as 
user wishes */
unsigned char *block_ptr; /* create another pointer to keep 
memory address passed back to block_ptr, for use with 
K_Mem_FB_Release function */

status = K_Mem_FB_Get(&MEM_POOL1,&block_ptr); /* load block 
pointer with memory address location of free block */
if (status == K_OK)

{
block_user_ptr = block_ptr; /* save memory address of block 
because block_ptr probably will corrupt this address */
}

else
{
/* error, do what ever */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: no free block within this memory pool.
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If STATUS equals K_OK, then BLOCK_ADDR contains the block's address.  Co
this address to another pointer, because when releasing this block, you will have t
this address back.

The K_Mem_FB_Release function

The K_Mem_FB_Release function releases a fixed block of memory back to a 
particular memory pool.  You supply the address of the memory pool the block w
retrieved from and the address the block was given when the K_Mem_FB_Get function 
was called.  This address must be the same as the address received for this bloc

When you release a block, it becomes free and added back into the free memory 
of the particular memory pool from which it was taken.  When a block is released
block's memory may be released again as another block and the contents are de

The addresses supplied to the above functions are not tested and are assumed 
correct.  If not, the memory could be corrupted, resulting in serious consequence

This is an example of the K_Mem_FB_Release function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Mem_FB_Release(void *,byte *); /* this is the function prototype */

struct {/* previously created by K_Mem_FB_Create function */
unsigned char *dummy_ptr;
unsigned char pool_bytes[BLK_SIZE * NUM_BLOCKS];
} MEM_POOL1; /* this is memory pool 1 */

unsigned char *BLOCK_ADDR; /* previously declared, block pointer could be loc
or global */

void K_Mem_FB_Release(&MEM_POOL1,BLOCK_ADDR);

Passed

&MEM_POOL1 is the beginning address where this particular memory pool will re
in memory.

BLOCK_ADDR is the contents of the BLOCK_ADDR address, which contains th
address of the block that was retrieved by the K_Mem_FB_Get function.

#define BSIZE 10 /* should be a multiple of the alignment size if CPU cares abou
pointer alignment */
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#define NBLOCKS 20 /* The number of blocks within memory pool */

struct {
unsigned char *head_ptr;
unsigned char body[BSIZE * NBLOCKS];
} MEM_POOL1;

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char *block_user_ptr; /* create a pointer to use as 
user wishes */
unsigned char *block_ptr; /* create another pointer to keep 
memory address passed back to block_ptr, for use with 
K_Mem_FB_Release function */

/* user code here dealing with block_ptr */

K_Mem_FB_Release(&MEM_POOL1,block_ptr); /* finished with this 
block of memory, release it back to memory pool */

}

Returned

No status is returned.

☞   Ensure that the block address passed to this function is the same address received
K_Mem_FB_Get function.  No testing is performed to check the validity of this addre

MESSAGE MANAGER FUNCTIONS

The message manager is part of the CMX library and allows messages to pass fro
to task.  The message manager functions are listed below along with their refere
pages.

K_Mesg_Send (Page 57)
K_Mesg_Send_Wait (Page 59)
K_Mesg_Get (Page 61)
K_Mesg_Wait (Page 63)
K_Mesg_Ack_Sender (Page 64)
K_Mbox_Event_Set (Page 66)

Just the address of the message is passed to the mailbox and not the message its
makes message passing very fast for the actual message data does not have to b
into the mailbox when sent by the K_Mesg_Send or K_Mesg_Send_Wait functions, or 
out of the mailbox when retrieved by the K_Mesg_Get or K_Mesg_Wait functions.  You 
tell the RTOS configuration module the total number of messages for all mailbox
The memory needed is set aside for storing message addresses and really does
belong to any one mailbox.  
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As you send messages to mailboxes, the message memory (a message block) i
to the intended mailbox.  CMX has already created and structured all of the mes
blocks at start up, which allows the message send and receive functions to quick
a message block to store the message address and a few other CMX data items
the messages which are passed to a particular mailbox are queued up as first in, fi
When all message blocks have been allocated to the mailboxes, then no further 
messages can be sent.

You also tell the RTOS configuration module the maximum number of mailboxes
Only tasks may have ownership rights to a mailbox and each task may "own" more
one.     It is assumed that each mailbox will belong to only one task, as far as retri
mail from that mailbox.  Tasks and interrupts are free to send messages to any ma

When a task decides it no longer needs a particular mailbox, another task may th
assume ownership of that mailbox.  This ownership theory only works when you 
used the K_Mbox_Event_Set function.  This function tells the mailbox to automaticall
set a particular task, an event number you define, when there is mail present in t
mailbox.  If this function is not used, or changed so that the task will not have an e
set, then any task, at any time can use any mailbox as long as no other task is w
on this mailbox.

The K_Mesg_Send function

This function allows tasks and interrupts to send a message to a mailbox.  Reme
the message itself is not sent, just the address of the message is passed to the m
The message contents can be virtually anything as long as the sender and receive
on the format.  This is extremely useful, as interrupts could send a message iden
a port's pin states for example.  Also, a task may own several mailboxes, so a pr
scheme could be set up with high priority message sent to mailbox one, lower pr
messages sent to mailbox two, and lowest priority messages sent to mailbox thr

When the K_Mesg_Send function is called by a task or interrupt, the caller must supp
the mailbox number this message will go to.  In addition to the mailbox number, 
caller must supply the address where the message resides in memory.  

The message length may be any size since the mailbox just receives the addres
message.  If at least one message block is free at the time of the call, the mailbo
receive the message.  Each mailbox does not have a limit on the number of mess
receives.  The only limitation is that a message block must be available to give to
mailbox.  Once a message block is given to a mailbox, the message block is unu
to all other mailboxes until the message is passed to a task.

The interrupt or task that sent the message will be returned to immediately.  How
if a task is waiting for a message from this mailbox and its priority is higher than 
task sending it, the scheduler will be notified to do an immediate task switch.  In 
case, the sending task or task running prior to an interrupt will become suspende
the task waiting on the message will become the new running task.  
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If the K_Mbox_Event_Set function has been enabled to set the task's event that ow
this mailbox and the mailbox is empty when this message arrives, then the 
K_Mesg_Send function will automatically set the specified event of the task that ow
this mailbox.

This is an example of the K_Mesg_Send function:

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Mesg_Send(byte,void *); /* this is the function prototype */

#define MBOX1 ??? /* numerical identifier that identifies the particular mailbox */

unsigned char SOURCE_BYTES[] = ??? /* could be global or local */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local to task */

STATUS = K_Mesg_Send(MBOX1,SOURCE_BYTES);

Passed

MBOX1 is the mailbox number to which the task would like to send messages.  T
number ranges from 0 to the maximum number of mailboxes specified minus 1.

SOURCE_BYTES is the address where the message bytes reside, which will be c
into the mailbox message's pointer.

#define MBOX1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Mesg_Send(MBOX1,"This message for mailbox 1\n");
/* send this message to mailbox 1 remember that the address of 
the message is really passed to the mailbox and not the 
contents. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status, see if good operation */

{
/* see why, maybe take corrective action */
}

}
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Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: there are NO more message blocks available or the mailbox
number is out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then a message has been placed into the mailbox mes
block.  Make note that each mailbox works as a FIFO (first in, first out) queue.

The K_Mesg_Send_Wait function

This function is identical to the K_Mesg_Send function but with this addition: the task
that calls the K_Mesg_Send_Wait function will pass the amount of time it is willing to
wait for the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function from the receiving task.  The amount of tim
may be zero, to wait indefinitely, or a value up to 65535.  The task will be suspen
until this message is retrieved out of the mailbox by a task and the task issues th
K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function, or the specified time period expires.

This acts as an acknowledgment to the caller.  The task that called K_Mesg_Send_Wait 
will automatically become READY to run when the destination task that receives
message calls the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function.  If the specified time period expires
then the task that sent the message will be automatically awakened and READY
resume.  When this task becomes the RUNNING task, it will be notified that the t
period expired, instead of being awakened by the receiving task calling the 
K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function.

Only tasks may call this function.  If the receiving task for this message never run
issues the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function prior to retrieving another message, then t
sender of the message will never run again unless the task specified a non zero ti
period and the time period expires.  The K_Task_Wake_Force function can also be used
to forcefully wake this task.  

This is an example of the K_Mesg_Send_Wait function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Mesg_Send_Wait(byte,word16,void *); /* this is the function prototype */

#define MBOX1 ??? /* numerical identifier that identifies the particular mailbox */

#define TIME_CNT ??? /* The period of time to wait or indefinitely. */
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unsigned char SOURCE_BYTES[] = ??? /* could be global or local */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local to task */

STATUS = K_Mesg_Send_Wait(MBOX1,TIME_CNT,SOURCE_BYTES);

Passed

MBOX1 is the mailbox number which the task would like to test for messages.  T
number ranges from zero to the maximum number of mailboxes specified minus

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks this task will wait for the 
K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function to wake it.  A period of zero indicates to wait 
indefinitely.  The period may range from zero to 65535.

SOURCE_BYTES is the address where the message bytes reside, which will be c
into the mailbox’s message pointer.

#define MBOX1 1

unsigned char mesg1[] = {"hello task 1\n"};

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Mesg_Send_Wait (MBOX1,100,mesg1);
/* send this message to mailbox 1 remember that the address of 
the message is really passed to the mailbox and not the 
contents.  Also wait up to 100 system TICKS for the 
K_Mesg_Ack_Sender  function */
if (status == K_ERROR) /* test status, see if error */

{
/* see why, maybe take corrective action */
}

if (status == K_TIMEOUT)
{
/* time out period specified has expired prior to 
K_Mesg_Ack_Sender  */
/* should we do any corrective action */
}

..../* good acknowledgment by receiving task, happened with in 
time out period specified. */

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:
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K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: there are no more message blocks available or the mailbox nu
is out of range.

K_TIMEOUT = Warning: That the time period expired before the 
K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function was used to wake this task.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then a message had been placed into the mailbox, a tas
received this message and issued the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function to notify this task 
(sender) that the message was received.

The K_Mesg_Get function

This function allows the calling task to retrieve a message from a mailbox, if the 
mailbox has any messages.  The K_Mesg_Get function is only called by tasks.  

The only parameter passed to this function is the mailbox number.  If the mailbox
no messages in it at the time of this function, then the function will return a null po
value to the caller indicating no message was available.  If the mailbox has at lea
message, then the first message address will be returned to the caller.  Also the m
block which contained this message address will automatically be returned to the
message blocks and marked free.  

A task may own more than one mailbox and it can receive a message from any o
mailboxes.  This is useful if you want to prioritize messages to a task and its mai

When a mailbox gives the message address to the task, the receiving task autom
obtains which task sent the message (because the sending task used the 
K_Mesg_Send_Wait function).  The receiver may then call the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender 
function to acknowledge it has received this message.  The receiving task is free 
the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function at any time prior to retrieving another message fro
any mailbox.

If a task calls the K_Mesg_Get function and specifies the same mailbox number anot
task has previous used in the K_Mesg_Wait function, and that task is currently waiting
for a message from that mailbox, then an a null value is returned to this task.  In 
words, no more than one task may wait on a single mailbox, at any time.

The K_Mesg_Get function returns immediately to the caller regardless of a messa
being available or not.  Messages are retrieved in the order they were received b
mailbox, which is first in, first out.  

This is an example of the K_Mesg_Get function:

Called

Tasks.
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#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void * K_Mesg_Get(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define MBOX1 ??? /* numerical identifier that identifies the particular mailbox */

unsigned char *RECV_PTR; /* could be local or global */

RECV_PTR = K_Mesg_Get(MBOX1);

Passed

MBOX1 is the mailbox number in which the task would like to test for messages.  
number ranges from zero to the maximum number of mailboxes specified minus

#define MBOX1 1

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* create a pointer that will receive 
the address of message */

recv_ptr = K_Mesg_Get (MBOX1); /* go get the message if one is 
available */
if (recv_ptr != (unsigned char *)NULL) /* test, see if not NULL 
*/

{
/* application code to deal with message */
}

}

Returned

RECV_PTR is the pointer that will be given the address where the message byte
located.  

If RECV_PTR = NULL (0), then there was NOT a message in this mailbox, when
task called.  If the RECV_PTR contains a non null value, this will be the address w
the message bytes are.

The K_Mesg_Wait function

The K_Mesg_Wait function performs just like the K_Mesg_Get function, but also gives 
the task the ability to wait for a message if one is not available for a specified tim
indefinitely.

This function requires two parameters.  The first is the mailbox number to check 
messages.  The second indicates the time period.  
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The K_Mesg_Wait function also allows a task to suspend itself waiting for a mess
if none were there at the time of the call, and automatically be put back into the RE
state.  This can be done in two ways.  First, a message is sent to the mailbox.  S
the specified time period by the task expires.  

The time period is the number of system ticks to wait for a message.  This numbe
range from one through 65535.  A time period of zero indicates this task will wait
indefinitely for a message.  

This is an example of the K_Mesg_Wait function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void * K_Mesg_Wait(byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define MBOX1  ??? /* numerical identifier that identifies the particular mailbox *

#define TIME_CNT ???

unsigned char *RECV_PTR; /* could be local or global */

RECV_PTR = K_Mesg_Wait(MBOX1,TIME_CNT);

Passed

MBOX1 is the mailbox number which the task would like to test for messages.  T
number ranges from zero to the maximum number of mailboxes specified minus

TIME_CNT is the number of system ticks to wait for a message.  The range is ze
through 65535.  If the value is zero, then the task will wait indefinitely for a messag
arrive.

#define MBOX1 1

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* create a pointer that will receive 
the address of message */

recv_ptr = K_Mesg_Wait (MBOX1,100); /* go get a message if one 
is available, if not wait for 100 TICKs for message to arrive 
in mailbox */
if (recv_ptr != (unsigned char *)NULL) /* test, see if not NULL 
*/

{
/* application code to deal with message */
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}
}

Returned

RECV_PTR is the pointer that will be given the address where the message byte
located.  

If RECV_PTR = NULL (0), then either the time period specified expired prior to a
message being retrieved or the mailbox number was out of range.  If the RECV_
contains a non null value, this will be the address of the message bytes.

A null value returned to the caller by the K_Mesg_Wait function indicates the 
following: no messages were in the mailbox, the mailbox number is out of range 
another task is waiting on this mailbox for a message to come in.

The K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function

After using either the K_Mesg_Get or K_Mesg_Wait function to retrieve a message, th
K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function should be used to acknowledge the sender and wak
the sending task.  Only tasks may call this function.

If the sender used the K_Mesg_Send function and the task that received the messag
was unaware an acknowledgment was not necessary, the task may still call this 
function.  The K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function knows the sender of the message is n
waiting for a reply.  

The task receiving the message must call this function to wake the suspended ta
(which used the K_Mesg_Send_Wait function) before retrieving another message or
terminating its code.  If not done, the sending task will be suspended until either 
time out period expires (if the time period specified was non zero) or you use the
K_Task_Wake_Force function, which forcefully wakes the sending task.

Any time a message is received, the receiving task should call the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender 
function to ensure the sending task is not suspended forever.  If you know the se
did not use the K_Mesg_Send_Wait function, then the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function 
need not be called.

This is an example of the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function:

Called

Tasks

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Mesg_Ack_Sender(void); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */
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STATUS = K_Mesg_Ack_Sender();

Passed

Nothing.

#define MBOX1 1

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* create a pointer that will receive 
the address of message */

recv_ptr = K_Mesg_Get (MBOX1); /* go get the message if one is 
available */
if (recv_ptr != (unsigned char *)NULL) /* test, see if not NULL 
*/

{
/* application code to deal with message */
K_Mesg_Ack_Sender (); /* go wake the task that sent this 
message, because the task that sent message used the 
K_Mesg_Send_Wait  function. */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_NOT_WAITING = Warning: The task that sent the received message was not
waiting.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task that sent the message had used the 
K_Mesg_Send_Wait function and the task was suspended is now placed into the 
READY state.  

☞   An immediate rescheduling will occur if the awakened task has a higher priority than
current running task.

The K_Mbox_Event_Set function

This function will signal the specified task when message(s) are present in the se
mailbox.  When the mailbox contains or receives a message, it will automatically
the K_Event_Signal function, setting a specific event bit of a particular task.  This 
allows a task to wait on the events.  When a message arrives in a mailbox, the m
will set the event, notifying the task that there are messages in the mailbox.  
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When you set up this function, you will pass three parameters to this function.  The
parameter is the mailbox number.  This number can range from zero to one less th
maximum number of mailboxes declared in the configuration file.  

The next parameter is a particular task's slot number which may be any valid tas
created with the K_Task_Create function and not removed by the K_Task_Delete 
function.  If the task slot number is zero, then no task will have its event set by th
mailbox.

The third parameter is the event (bit) that will be set in the declared task when mes
are available and present in this mailbox.  The K_Mbox_Event_Set function works as 
follows.  If the mailbox is empty when a message comes in, the mailbox will 
automatically call the K_Event_Signal function.  The K_Event_Signal function will use 
the parameters set up in the K_Mbox_Event_Set function.  Also the mode byte, 
declaring which mode the K_Event_Signal function will use, will be forced to zero.  
This identifies that only the specific task will have its event set.  

When the task retrieves the message using the K_Mesg_Get or K_Mesg_Wait function, 
then the task’s event will be set by this mailbox if any messages are still present

This allows tasks to wait on a variety of events and mailboxes.  When a task is wa
on one or more mailboxes, the task will be notified that a message has arrived or
are more messages available at the mailbox.  You would most likely set up the 
K_Event_Wait function so as the events occur, they will automatically be reset.  W
the task resumes running, the task would then retrieve the message.  When the 
retrieves the message, the mailbox automatically sets the task's event again if the
more messages present in its mailbox.

Mailboxes parameters can be changed at any time.  This may be useful if you w
another task to be the owner of this mailbox or change what event will be set wh
message is present.  Also, you may specify a task slot number of zero, so the m
will not set any task's event when a message is present.

Remember, any task can retrieve a message, if one is available, from any mailbo
long as there are no other tasks waiting on the mailbox.  CMX feels only one task s
own a mailbox which is why the K_Mbox_Event_Set function will only let a single task 
have its event set when there are messages present in a mailbox.

This is an example of the K_Mbox_Event_Set function:

Called

Before entering RTOS, tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Mbox_Event_Set(byte,byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */
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#define MBOX1 ??? /* numerical identifier that identifies the particular mailbox */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* Should be global */

#define EVENT ??? /* which event bit to set */

unsigned char STATUS; /* receives status of function. */

STATUS = K_Mbox_Event_Set(MBOX1,TASK_SLOT,EVENT);

Passed

MBOX1 is the mailbox number which the task would like to test for messages.  T
number ranges from zero to the maximum number of mailboxes specified minus

TASK_SLOT is the slot number of the task that will have an event bit set, when t
are messages in this mailbox.

EVENT is an unsigned 16 bit variable or constant that determines which event bi
be set in the declared task.

unsigned char task1_slot; /* contains task 1 slot number that K_Task_Create returned 
*/

#define MBOX1 1

#define MBOX2 2

#define TSK1_MB1_FLAG 0x0080 /* this is the event (bit) that the 
K_Mbox_Event_Set function will set when messages are present in its box. */

#define TSK1_MB2_FLAG 0x0040 /* this is the event (bit) that the 
K_Mbox_Event_Set function will set when messages are present in its box. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;
unsigned short event_bits; /* will indicate to task, which 
events are set by the K_Event_Wait  function */

unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* create a pointer that will receive 
the address of message */

status = K_Mbox_Event_Set (MBOX1,task1_slot,TSK1_MB1_FLAG);
/* this will tell mailbox 1 to set task1 event (bit 7) when a 
message is present */
status = K_Mbox_Event_Set (MBOX2,task1_slot,TSK1_MB2_FLAG);
/* this will tell mailbox 2 to set task1 event (bit 6) when a 
message is present */
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while(1)
{
event_bits = K_Event_Wait ((TSK1_MB1_FLAG ||   
TSK1_MB2_FLAG),0,2);
/* this will force task 1 to wait indefinitely for either 
mailbox 1 or mailbox 2 to signal that they have a message.  
Also when the task resumes because a message is present, the 
K_Event_Wait  function will automatically clear the event bit 
that was set.  This way the mailbox will again set the event 
when the task retrieves the message, if any messages are still 
in its mailbox or when a message arrives. */
if (event_bits & TSK1_MB1_FLAG)

{
recv_ptr = K_Mesg_Get (MBOX1); /* go get the message */
/* remember that the mailbox will automatically set the 
event (TSK1_MB1_FLAG) if and when another message is 
present in its mailbox. */
.../* process message */
/* do the following if message sender used the 
K_Mesg_Send_Wait  function. */
K_Mesg_Ack_Sender (); /* go wake the task that sent this 
message, because the task that sent message used the 
K_Mesg_Send_Wait  function. */
}

if (event_bits & TSK1_MB2_FLAG)
{
recv_ptr = K_Mesg_Get (MBOX2); /* go get the message */
/* remember that the mailbox will automatically set the 
event (TSK1_MB2_FLAG) if and when another message is 
present in its mailbox. */
.../* process message */
/* do the following if message sender used the 
K_Mesg_Send_Wait  function. */
K_Mesg_Ack_Sender ();
/* go wake the task that sent this message, because the task 
that sent message used the K_Mesg_Send_Wait  function. */
}

}/* will stay in while loop, processing messages from mailbox 
1 and mailbox 2. */

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the mailbox number is out of range.
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☞   Remember the mailbox will set the event the first time a message arrives and will al
the event each time the task retrieves a message, if more messages are in this mailbo
function may be called more than once to specify a different event and/or task.

RESOURCE MANAGER FUNCTIONS

The resource manager is part of the CMX library and contains the functions liste
below along with their reference pages.  These functions allow only one task to h
access to a particular resource at any one time.  You may elect to have the task 
into a suspended state, to wait for this resource for a specified amount of time or
indefinitely, if the resource is owned by another task.  You can also not suspend th
if the resource is busy. 

CMX has priority inheritance on resources. The highest priority task waiting for a
resource will become the owner of the resource when the resource is released b
current owner. This is described in the next 2 paragraphs. Please keep these 2 it
mind, when writing and debugging your application code.

Priority inheritance is where the current task that owns a resource will be tempor
bumped up to the priority level of the highest priority task waiting for the same 
resource. When the task releases the resource, then its priority will be restored t
original priority that it was prior to owning the resource.

When a resource is released by the current owner of the resource, the highest p
task waiting for this resource will become the new current owner. This is regardle
when it requested this resource in relationship to other task requesting this resou
well, if any. This means that resources do not work based on a first in, first out re
like some RTOSs, but that they determine who will become the owner based on 
priority of a particular task waiting for the resource.

K_Resource_Get (Page 70)
K_Resource_Wait (Page 71)
K_Resource_Release (Page 73)

The K_Resource_Get function

The K_Resource_Get function is used only by tasks to request the use of a particu
resource group.  The task will supply the resource number.  This number ranges
zero to one less than the maximum number of resources declared in the configu
module.

If the resource is free and not owned by any other task, then the task is given tha
resource and now owns it.  If the resource is owned, the task that called this func
will not be placed into the suspended state and will be notified that the resource 
already owned.  
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The task that calls K_Resource_Get will not be suspended if the resource is owned, n
will it be placed into the suspended state while waiting for this resource to be free. 
if the task becomes the owner of this resource by this call, then the task must us
K_Resource_Release function when finished with the resource so other tasks may 
obtain ownership.  

This is an example of the K_Resource_Get function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Resource_Get(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define RESOURCE_NUM  ??? /* identifies resource number */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Resource_Get(RESOURCE_NUM);

Passed

RESOURCE_NUM is the number of the particular resource that this task would lik
own.

#define RESOURCE1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Resource_Get (RESOURCE1);
/* pass resource 1 number to function, task 2 would like to 
become the owner of resource 1.  If resource 1 is not "owned" 
by another task, then task 2 will become the "owner" indicated 
by the value returned.  Task 2 will NOT be suspended if the 
resource is busy ("owned"), and the status returned will 
identify that the resource is busy. */
if (status == K_OK) /* see if good operation */

{
/* task 2 now OWNS resource 1, when done with resource, must 
call the K_Resource_Release  function to release it */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:
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K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_RESOURCE_OWNED = Error: the resource is owned by another task.

K_ERROR = Error: the resource number was out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task will own the resource.  If STATUS equals
K_RESOURCE_OWNED, or K_ERROR then the task does not own the resourc

☞   It is up to you to ensure the task checks the return status to see if it owns the resou
not.  If so, then the task may access this particular resource.  If not, then the task shou
access this resource, because another task is already using this resource.  Content
(possibly corruption) could exist if both tasks try to manipulate this resource.

The K_Resource_Wait function

This function works like the K_Resource_Get function.  The difference is that if the 
resource is owned at the time a task calls the K_Resource_Wait function, then the task 
is suspended until the resource becomes free.  

The resource wait queue works in the manner that when a resource is released b
current owner of the resource, the highest priority task waiting for this resource w
become the new current owner. This is regardless of when it requested this resou
relationship to other task requesting this resource as well, if any. This means tha
resources do not work based on a first in, first out.

If the task was suspended and put into the queue, when the resource becomes f
ownership is passed to this task, the task will automatically be put into the READ
RESUME state.  

Also, if the specified time period expires before the resource becomes free for this
then the task will automatically be awakened and able to resume its code.  It will
be notified that the time period expired and that this task does not own this resou

When a task becomes the owner of this resource by this call, then the task must a
the K_Resource_Release function when finished to release this resource so other ta
may obtain ownership.  

This is an example of the K_Resource_Wait function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Resource_Wait(byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define RESOURCE_NUM ??? /* identifies resource number */
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#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time period to wait for */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Resource_Wait(RESOURCE_NUM,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

RESOURCE_NUM is the number of the particular resource this task would like to 

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks to wait for this resource, ranging fr
zero to 65535.  If the value equals zero, then the task will wait indefinitely for this
resource.

#define RESOURCE1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Resource_Wait (RESOURCE1,100);
/* pass resource 1 number to function, task 2 would like to 
become the owner of resource 1.  If resource 1 is not "owned" 
by another task and is free, then task 2 will become the "owner" 
indicated by value returned.  Task 2 will be suspended for 100 
TICKs if the resource is busy ("owned").  If the resource 
becomes free before the time period expires and this task is 
the next one in line (based on priority) to receive ownership, 
then this task will automatically become the "owner" of this 
resource.  If the time period expires, then the task will be 
removed from the resource wait queue and be returned 
identifying that the time period expired and this task does NOT 
"own" the resource. */

if (status == K_OK) /* see if good operation */
{
/* task 2 now OWNS resource 1, when done with resource, must 
call the K_Resource_Release  function to release it */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_TIMEOUT = Error: the time period expired.  
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K_ERROR = Error: the resource number out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task now owns the resource.  If any other valu
returned to STATUS, then the task does not own the resource.

☞   Make sure the STATUS byte is tested to see if the task owns the resource or not.  If t
owns the resource, it may now use this resource knowing this task is the only one th
access to this resource.  The tasks must also make sure they release the resource w
done, using the K_Resource_Release function.

The K_Resource_Release function

The K_Resource_Release function is used by the task to give up ownership of a 
resource.  Only the task that has ownership of a resource is able to release that re
The task will call this function specifying which resource number to release since a
may own more than one resource group.  

It is your responsibility to ensure a task does not end without first releasing all th
resources owned.  Also, exercise caution when calling other functions that will sus
this task for a long period of time since other tasks may want access to this reso

This is an example of the K_Resource_Release function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Resource_Release(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define RESOURCE_NUM ??? /* identifies resource number */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Resource_Release(RESOURCE_NUM);

Passed

RESOURCE_NUM is the number of the particular resource this task would like t
release.

#define RESOURCE1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;
/* task 2 owns resource group 1, and is done with this resource.  
task 2 will now release resource 1 */
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status = K_Resource_Release (RESOURCE1); /* task 2 is releasing 
resource 1 */
if (status != K_OK) /* see if error, should not be */

{
/* If there was an error, take corrective action.  You should 
never get an error here, unless possibly when you called 
either the K_Resource_Get  or K_Resource_Wait  functions, they 
did not test status to see if the task truly owned the 
resource */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_RESOURCE_NOT_OWNED = Error: this task does NOT own this resource.  

K_ERROR = Error: the resource number is out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task now has released the particular resource

☞   The task that owns the resource must make sure it calls this function before finishin
code.  If the task is going to use the K_Task_Delete function, then the task must first r
the resource.  If the task does not release the resource, the tasks waiting in the reso
queue will be SUSPENDED forever or until their time period expires.  

The tasks must make sure they test the STATUS byte, to see if the resource is re
or not.  If the STATUS is returned with an error value, then there is a coding erro
within the application code.  If the task successfully releases a resource and the 
task in the waiting queue for this resource has a higher priority, then an immedia
rescheduling will occur, with that task becoming the RUNNING task.

SEMAPHORE MANAGER FUNCTIONS

The semaphore manager is part of the CMX library and contains the functions lis
below along with their reference pages.  These functions allow one or more task
have access to a particular semaphore at any one time.   

A task or interrupt can post to a semaphore, which increments the semaphore’s co
If a task is waiting for the semaphore, the waiting task will be placed into the RESU
state and the semaphore counter decremented.  
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A task can also pend on a semaphore.  If the semaphore’s counter is zero, depen
which semaphore pend function was used, either a status will be returned indicatin
the semaphore has not been posted to, or the calling task will be suspended, inde
or for a given time period, waiting for a posting to the semaphore.  If the counter 
greater than zero, the semaphore’s counter will be decremented and a status ret
indicating that the task now owns the semaphore.

Semaphores are quite useful in a couple of ways. The first way would be that a s
task would use a semaphore as a counter.  Each time this semaphore was poste
semaphore’s count would increase by one. A task could pend on a semaphore, w
for a posting. Once the semaphore was posted to, the task would be placed into
RESUME state, identifying that a task or interrupt has posted to this semaphore.
task could then perform some action and loop until the semaphore count reache

Another possible use would be to specify the number of tasks that can use the par
entity to which this semaphore is tied.   Lets say a semaphore is initialized with a 
of two.  Two tasks could successfully obtain this semaphore.  If a third task tried 
obtain this semaphore, depending on which semaphore pend function was used
would either receive a status indicating the semaphore was not available, or the 
would be suspended until one of the other tasks posted to the semaphore, thus re
it, or the task would wait until the specified time period expired.

K_Semaphore_Create (Page 76)
K_Semaphore_Get (Page 77)
K_Semaphore_Wait (Page 78)
K_Semaphore_Post (Page 80)
K_Semaphore_Reset (Page 82)

The K_Semaphore_Create function

This function initializes a semaphore.  Two parameters are needed by the 
K_Semaphore_Create function.  

The first parameter is the semaphore number.  This number ranges from zero to o
than the maximum number of semaphores declared in the configuration module.

The second parameter is the initial value of the counter for this semaphore. This co
is of type unsigned short, meaning it can range from 0 to 65535.

This is an example of the K_Semaphore_Create function:

Called

Before entering RTOS, tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Semaphore_Create(byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */
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#define SEM_NUM ??? /* Identifies the semaphore. */

#define SEM_COUNT ??? /* determines the initial setting of the semaphore coun

unsigned char STATUS;  /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Semaphore_Create(SEM_NUM,SEM_COUNT);

Passed

SEM_NUM is the number of the semaphore this function will work with.  Values ra
from 0 to 1 less than maximum number of semaphores declared.

SEM_COUNT is the initial numerical value of the semaphore counter.  Values ra
from 0 to 65535.

#define SEM1 1 /* define semaphore 1 */

#define SEM1_CNT 0 /* define initial semaphore count to be zero. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Semaphore_Create (SEM1,SEM1_CNT);
/* Set up semaphore 1 with an initial count of zero */
if (status != K_OK) /* see if error, should not be */

{
/* If there was an error, take corrective action.  You should 
never get an error here, unless possibly you have exceeded 
the maximum number of semaphores that was declared in the 
configuration module */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: semaphore number out of range.

The K_Semaphore_Get function

The K_Semaphore_Get function is used by tasks to request the use of a particular 
semaphore.  The task will supply the semaphore number.  This number ranges f
zero to one less than the maximum number of semaphores declared in the configu
module.
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If the semaphore counter is greater than zero, the task is given that semaphore. 
semaphore counter is zero, the task that called this function will be returned to w
status indicating the semaphore is not available.  The task will not be placed into
suspended state to wait for the semaphore.

If the task becomes the owner of this semaphore by this call, the task may need 
the K_Semaphore_Post function to notify other tasks when it is finished with the 
semaphore.  

This is an example of the K_Semaphore_Get function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Semaphore_Get(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define SEM_NUM  ??? /* identifies semaphore number */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Semaphore_Get(SEM_NUM);

Passed

SEM_NUM is the number of the semaphore this function will work with.  Values ra
from 0 to 1 less than maximum number of semaphores declared.

#define SEM1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Semaphore_Get (SEM1);
/* pass semaphore 1 number to function, task 2 would like to 
become the owner of semaphore 1.  If semaphore 1 is not “owned” 
by another task, then task 2 will become the “owner” indicated 
by the value returned.  Task 2 will NOT be suspended if the 
semaphore is busy (“owned”), and the status returned will 
identify that the semaphore is busy. */
if (status == K_OK) /* see if good operation */

{
/* task 2 now OWNS semaphore 1, when done with semaphore, must 
call the K_Semaphore_Get  function to release it */
}

}
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Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_SEMAPHORE_NONE = Error: the semaphore is owned by another task.

K_ERROR = Error: the semaphore number was out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task will own the semaphore.  If STATUS equ
K_SEMAPHORE_NONE or K_ERROR then the task does not own the semapho

☞   It is up to you to ensure the task checks the return status to see if it owns the semap
not.  If so, then the task may access this particular semaphore.  If not, then the task s
not access this semaphore, because another task is already using this semaphore. 
Contention (possibly corruption) could exist if both tasks try to manipulate this semap

The K_Semaphore_Wait function

This function works like the K_Semaphore_Get function.  The difference is that the tas
can specify a time period to wait for the semaphore.  If the time period expires the
will be placed into the RESUME state and notified that the time period expired an
semaphore was not available.

The semaphore wait queue works in the manner of first in, first out.  Tasks that ca
function and find the semaphore busy are placed into the wait queue.  When the
semaphore becomes free, the first task in the queue is the first task to own it.  

If the task was suspended, when the semaphore becomes free and ownership is
to this task, the task will automatically be put into the ready to RESUME state.  

If the task becomes the owner of this semaphore by this call, the task may need 
the K_Semaphore_Post function to notify other tasks when it is finished with the 
semaphore.  

This is an example of the K_Semaphore_Wait function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Semaphore_Wait(byte, word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define SEM_NUM ??? /* identifies semaphore number */

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time period to wait for */
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unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Semaphore_Wait(SEM_NUM,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

SEM_NUM is the number of the semaphore this function will work with.  Values ra
from 0 to 1 less than maximum number of semaphores declared.

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks to wait for this semaphore, ranging f
zero to 65535.  If the value equals zero, then the task will wait indefinitely for this
semaphore.  

#define SEM1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Semaphore_Wait (SEM1,100);
/* pass semaphore 1 number to function, task 2 would like to 
become the owner of semaphore 1.  If semaphore 1 is not “owned” 
by another task and is free, then task 2 will become the “owner” 
indicated by value returned.  Task 2 will be suspended for 100 
TICKs if the semaphore is busy (“owned”).  If the semaphore 
becomes free before the time period expires and this task is 
the next one in line to receive ownership, then this task will 
automatically become the “owner” of this semaphore.  If the 
time period expires, then the task will be removed from the 
semaphore wait queue and be returned identifying that the time 
period expired and this task does NOT “own” the semaphore. */

if (status == K_OK) /* see if good operation */
{
/* task 2 now OWNS semaphore 1, when done with semaphore, must 
call the K_Semaphore_Post  function to release it */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_TIMEOUT = Error: the time period expired.  

K_ERROR = Error: the semaphore number out of range.
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If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task now owns the semaphore.  If any other v
is returned to STATUS, then the task does not own the semaphore.

☞   It is up to you to ensure the task checks the return status to see if it owns the semap
not.  If so, then the task may access this particular semaphore.  If not, then the task s
not access this semaphore, because another task is already using this semaphore. 
Contention (possibly corruption) could exist if both tasks try to manipulate this semap

The K_Semaphore_Post function

The K_Semaphore_Post function is used by the task to give up ownership of a 
semaphore.  The task will call this function specifying which semaphore number 
release since a task may own more than one semaphore group. 

The K_Semaphore_Post function can also be used by tasks and interrupts as a coun
For example, an interrupt could post to a semaphore every time a data packet ca
through a serial port.  A task could be pending on the semaphore and process th
packets.

It is your responsibility to ensure a task does not end without first releasing all th
semaphores owned.  Also, exercise caution when calling other functions that wil
suspend this task for a long period of time since other tasks may want access to
semaphore.

This is an example of the K_Semaphore_Post function:

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Semaphore_Post(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define SEM_NUM ??? /* identifies semaphore number */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Semaphore_Post(SEM_NUM);

Passed

SEM_NUM is the number of the semaphore this function will work with.  Values ra
from 0 to 1 less than maximum number of semaphores declared.

#define SEM1 1
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void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Semaphore_Get (SEM1);/* get semaphore 1 */

/* application code here */

/* task 2 owns semaphore 1, and is done with this semaphore.  
task 2 will now release semaphore 1 */

status = K_Semaphore_Post (SEM1); /* task 2 is releasing 
semaphore 1 */

if (status != K_OK) /* see if error, should not be */
{
/* If there was an error, take corrective action.  You should 
never get an error here, unless possibly when you called the 
K_Semaphore_Get  or K_Semaphore_Wait  functions, they did not 
test status to see if the task truly owned the semaphore */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the semaphore number is out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task now has released the particular semapho

☞   The task that owns the semaphore must make sure it calls this function before finish
code.  If the task is going to use the K_Task_Delete function, then the task must first r
the semaphore.  If the task does not release the semaphore, the tasks waiting in the
semaphore's queue will be SUSPENDED forever or until their time periods expire.  

The tasks must make sure they test the STATUS byte, to see if the semaphore i
released or not.  If the STATUS is returned with an error value, then there is a co
error within the application.  If the task successfully releases a semaphore and th
task in the waiting queue for this semaphore has a higher priority, then an immed
rescheduling will occur, with that task becoming the RUNNING task.
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The K_Semaphore_Reset function

This function flushes out a particular semaphore.  The semaphore’s wait queue i
emptied and the semaphore’s counter is reset to the value given to the 
K_Semaphore_Create function when initializing the semaphore.  Two parameters a
needed by the K_Semaphore_Reset function. 

The first parameter is the semaphore number.  This number ranges from zero to o
than the maximum number of semaphores declared in the configuration module.

The second parameter is the flush mode.  A flush mode of zero means the sema
will not be flushed if a task owns the semaphore.  A flush mode greater than zero m
the semaphore will be flushed whether a task owns the semaphore or not.

This is an example of the K_Semaphore_Reset function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Semaphore_Reset(byte,byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define SEM_NUM ??? /* identifies semaphore number */

#define FLUSH_MODE ??? /* specifies whether to flush if semaphore is owned 

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Semaphore_Reset(SEM_NUM,FLUSH_MODE);

Passed

SEM_NUM is the number of the semaphore this function will work with.  Values ra
from 0 to 1 less than maximum number of semaphores declared.

FLUSH_MODE determines whether to flush the semaphore if the semaphore is 
currently owned by a task or not.  A value of zero will only flush the semaphore if it is
not owned by a task.  Any other value will always flush the semaphore.

#define SEM1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Semaphore_Reset (SEM1,0);
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/*  task2 requests a flush of semaphore 1 with mode zero.  If 
no task owns this semaphore it will be flushed and K_OK 
returned. If a task owns semaphore 1 K_ERROR will be returned 
and semaphore 1 will not be flushed. */

if (status == K_OK) /* see if good operation */
{
/* semaphore 1 wait queue is empty and semaphore 1 counter is 
reset to the value that was passed to the K_Semaphore_Create 
function. */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the semaphore number out of range, or if the flush mode was
a task owns the semaphore.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the semaphore was flushed.  If any other value is
returned to STATUS, then the semaphore was not flushed.

CYCLIC TIMERS MANAGER FUNCTIONS

The cyclic timer manager is part of the CMX library and contains the functions lis
below along with their page references.

K_Timer_Create (Page 84)
K_Timer_Start (Page 86)
K_Timer_Initial (Page 88)
K_Timer_Cyclic (Page 91)
K_Timer_Restart (Page 92)
K_Timer_Stop (Page 93)

The cyclic timers manager functions enables you to use timers to automatically ex
the event signal function at the specified number of system ticks.  You can also ind
whether the cyclic timer executes only once at the specified time or at each time pe

All cyclic timers are executed under the CMX timer task.  The CMX timer task is 
highest priority task.  The cyclic timers are executed in the order of zero through
less than the maximum number of cyclic timers declared by in the configuration mo
if the particular cyclic timer is running.  
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With the cyclic timers, you can have events signaled at specific time intervals.  T
can create timers by telling the timer what event to signal and what mode the 
K_Event_Signal function will perform.  The event and mode may be changed at a
time by a task.  Also, tasks can start a cyclic timer, specifying the initial time period
the cyclic time period.  Both tasks and interrupts are able to change a cyclic time
initial time period, or cyclic time period, to restart a stopped cyclic time period or 
stop a cyclic time period.

The K_Timer_Create function

This function sets up a cyclic timer's event function.  Four parameters are needed 
K_Timer_Create function.  

The first parameter is the cyclic timer number.  This number ranges from zero to
less than the maximum number of cyclic timers declared in the configuration mod

The second parameter is the mode that the K_Event_Signal function will operate in 
when the cyclic timer time period expires and calls the K_Event_Signal function.  This 
number can be between zero through six, and identifies what the K_Event_Signal 
function will perform when it is called by the cyclic timer.

The third parameter is the task slot number or priority that the K_Event_Signal function 
will work with if needed, This is dictated by the mode number supplied.  The mod
chosen for the second parameter determines if this parameter contains a task sl
number, a priority, or a value that is not used.

The fourth parameter is the event that may be set when the K_Event_Signal function is 
executed by this cyclic timer, depending on the mode selected.

Carefully study the chapter on Event Management which describes the K_Event_Signal 
function in full detail.  Because the cyclic timer calls this function automatically wh
its time period expires, you should fully understand the K_Event_Signal function, so 
you properly set up the parameters of the K_Timer_Create function.

The cyclic timers are very useful.  They may be used to synchronize tasks to spe
time intervals or signal a task that it should change states of the port pins.  Anoth
might be for an interrupt to continuously restart a cyclic timer’s initial time period.
the interrupt did not occur within the time period, then the cyclic timer would time 
signaling that the interrupt has not arrived within the specified time period.

This is an example of the K_Timer_Create function:

Called

Before entering RTOS, tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Timer_Create(byte,byte,byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */
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#define CYCLIC_NUM ??? /* Identifies the cyclic timer. */

#define MODE ??? /* determines the mode of the K_Event_Signal function. */

#define EVENT ??? /* determines which event to set. */

unsigned char TASK_PRI; /* works in conjunction of selected mode, specifies tas
priority or is not used. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Timer_Create(CYCLIC_NUM,MODE,TASK_PRI,EVENT);

Passed

CYCLIC_NUM is the numerical value of the cyclic timer this function will work with
Values range from 0 to 1 less than maximum number of cyclic timers declared.

MODE is the mode in which the K_Event_Signal function will execute.

TASK_PRI is the task’s slot number, the priority, or unused that is determined by
MODE selected.

EVENT is the event bit that will be set when the cyclic timer executes and calls t
K_Event_Signal function.

#define TMR1 1 /* define cyclic timer 1 */

#define TMR1_MODE 0 /* define what mode the K_Event_Signal function will use.  
This value indicates a specific task. */

#define TSK2_TM1_EVT 0x0002 /* this is the event that will be set by the cyclic tim
when its time period expires */

unsigned char task2_slot; /* will contain task 2 slot number */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;
status = 
K_Timer_Create (TMR1,TMR1_MODE,task2_slot,TSK2_TM1_EVT);
/* Set up cyclic timer 1 to automatically set task 2 event bit 
1, when its time period expires. */

if (status != K_OK) /* see if error, should not be */
{
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/* If there was an error, take corrective action.  User should 
never get an error here, unless possibly the user has exceeded 
the maximum number of cyclic timers that was declared in the 
configuration module */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: cyclic number out of range.

The status returned from the K_Timer_Create function indicates K_OK: it was 
successful or K_ERROR: an error occurred, because the cyclic timer number wa
of range.  Make note that this function does not test the task slot number, if pass
see if it is valid or not.  The K_Event_Signal function will test this parameter when the
cyclic timer calls it.

The K_Timer_Start function

This function is used to initially start a cyclic timer which is assumed to have bee
up by the K_Timer_Create function.  Only tasks may call this function.  You supply th
cyclic timer number of the cyclic timer you would like to start.  This may be in the ra
from zero through one less than the maximum number of cyclic timers declared i
configuration module.

Also supplied is the initial time in system ticks required before the cyclic timer exec
for the very first time.  This time period may range any where from one to 65535
you declare a value of zero for the initial time period, then this value is considere
be 65536.  

At each system tick, the cyclic timers with a non-zero time period are decrement
When this time period reaches zero, the cyclic timer then calls the K_Event_Signal 
function.  The time supplied is used only for the first execution of this cyclic timer 
then the cyclic timer will execute automatically at the time specified by the cyclic t
period unless that value has a time of zero, indicating a "one shot". 
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The last parameter supplied to the K_Timer_Start function is the cyclic time period the
timer will use.  This time period will automatically be loaded after the initial time per
expires.  The range of this value may be from zero through 65535.  If the value is
declared to be zero, then the cyclic timer will not be reloaded with the cyclic time
period, stopping this cyclic timer.  This way, the cyclic timer acts as a "one-shot" tim
If the cyclic time value is non-zero, then this value will automatically be loaded an
decremented by the system tick.  Again, when this value reaches zero, the cyclic
will call the K_Event_Signal function using the cyclic timer event parameters specifi
by the K_Timer_Create function.

You may, at any time, use the K_Timer_Start function to override the time remaining
normally used to start the procedure.  Also, the new cyclic time period that was 
specified would take effect after the new initial time period expired.

This is an example of the K_Timer_Start function:

Called

Before entering RTOS, tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Timer_Start(byte,word16,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define CYCLIC_NUM ??? /* Identifies what cyclic timer. */

#define INITIAL_PERIOD ??? /* initial time period. */

#define CYCLIC_PERIOD ??? /* cyclic time period. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Timer_Start(CYCLIC_NUM,INITIAL_PERIOD,CYCLIC_PERIOD);

Passed

CYCLIC_NUM is the cyclic timer number the caller wants to work with.  This may
range from zero to one less than the maximum number of cyclic timers declared.

INITIAL_PERIOD is the number of system ticks the cyclic timer will use immediate
in its time counters.  This time is reduced at each system tick and when it become
the cyclic timer executes the K_Event_Signal function.  This may range from one to 
65535.

CYCLIC_PERIOD is the number of system ticks the cyclic timer will use at the rec
time period.  This may range from zero to 65535.
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#define TIMER_0 0 /* cyclic timer 0 number */

#define T0_INIT_TIME 100 /* specify that initial time be 100 */

#define T0_CYCLE_TIME 50 /* specify cycle time of 50 */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Timer_Start (TIMER_0,T0_INIT_TIME,T0_CYCLE_TIME);
/* start cyclic timer 0.  This cyclic timer will execute in 100 
system "ticks".  The cycle time of 50 will then be reloaded 
each time this cyclic timer executes.  So it will take 100 
system "ticks" to execute this cyclic timer the first time and 
then only 50 ticks from then on. */
if (status != K_OK) /* see if error, should not be */

{
/* Take corrective action. */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: cyclic timer number out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the specified cyclic timer is started.  The initial tim
period and cyclic period are used for this cyclic timer.

This function may be called more than once for a particular cyclic timer, to change
the cyclic timer’s initial time and cyclic time.

The K_Timer_Initial function

The K_Timer_Initial function is used to change a cyclic timer's initial time period.  T
value will take effect immediately, overriding the current time value left that would
used to execute this cyclic timer when it reaches zero.  

This function may be called by tasks and interrupts.  The cyclic timer's cycle time
period is not changed in any way.  The caller will identify to the K_Timer_Initial 
function which cyclic timer and the new initial time period that the cyclic timer sho
use.  Again, this value may range from one through 65535.  
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The initial time period specified takes effect immediately.  For example, if the time
before this cyclic timer executes is two system ticks.  Then Task 1 calls this func
specifying a new initial time period of 30.  This value will replace the old value of t
preventing the cyclic timer from executing for another 30 ticks instead of two.

This is a very useful feature.  You could set up a software watchdog feature like a c
timer in a "one-shot" mode.  For example, say the initial time period set by the 
K_Timer_Start function was 200.  Task 1 should execute the K_Timer_Initial function 
(specifying a new initial time period of 100) approximately every 80 system ticks,
identifying that it has completed some specific duty.  If task 1 did not perform the
specific duty it was suppose to for whatever reason, then the cyclic timer will time
and signal an event.  

This function can also be used by interrupts to identify that a particular interrupt is
being received.  For example, say the timer is currently stopped.  When the inter
occurs, it could use the K_Timer_Initial function to start the cyclic timer.  

Another example is using the interrupt to clock in data from a pin of a port.  Each 
a data bit happened, it would also generate an interrupt.  The interrupt would the
the data bit, stuff it into a circular bit buffer, update the bit pointer, call the 
K_Timer_Initial function and then exit.  When the data bits stopped coming in, the
cyclic timer would time out and call the K_Event_Signal function telling a task that data
is now present to be processed by setting the event the task was waiting on.  

This is an example of the K_Timer_Initial function:

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
 byte K_Timer_Initial(byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define CYCLIC_NUM ??? /* Identifies what cyclic timer. */

#define NEW_INITIAL_PERIOD ??? /* new initial period. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Timer_Initial(CYCLIC_NUM,NEW_INITIAL_PERIOD);

Passed

CYCLIC_NUM is the number of the cyclic timer that the caller wants to work with
May range from zero to one less than maximum number of cyclic timers declared
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NEW_INITIAL_PERIOD is the number of system ticks that the cyclic timer will use
immediately in its time counters.  This time is reduced at each system tick and wh
becomes zero, the cyclic timer executes the K_Event_Signal function.  May range from 
one to 65535.

#define TIMER_0 0 /* cyclic timer 0 number */

#define T0_INIT_TIME 100 /* specify that initial time be 100 */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

while(1)
{
.../* wait for, then process whatever, should happen every 60 
ticks or so */
status = K_Timer_Initial (TIMER_0,T0_INIT_TIME);
/* restart cyclic timer 0.  This cyclic timer will execute in 
100 system "ticks", unless task 2 restarts it again.  If so 
the cyclic timer has been programmed to set an event, 
notifying the watchdog task that task 2 did not execute when 
it was suppose to. */

if (status != K_OK) /* see if error, should not be */
{
/* Take corrective action. */
}

}
}

Returned

A status will be returned to caller indicating K_OK: a successful operation, the 
specified cyclic timer has its initial time changed and also the cyclic timer is starte
it was stopped or K_ERROR: the cyclic timer number was out of range.

This is very useful.  A cyclic timer could continuously have this function called by
watchdog function.  If the watchdog function did not execute or detected someth
wrong, the cyclic timer would eventually have its time counters decrement to zer
which could then notify a task to perform an orderly shutdown.  

The K_Timer_Cyclic function

The K_Timer_Cyclic function is very similar to the K_Timer_Initial function but is 
used to change a cyclic timer's cycle time period.  This value will override the cu
cycle time and will be the time used to reload the cyclic timer when current time 
remaining for the cyclic timer reaches zero.
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This function may be called by tasks and interrupts.  The cyclic timer's current 
remaining time period will not change in any way.  The caller will identify to the 
K_Timer_Cyclic function the new cycle time period that the cyclic timer should us
This value may range from zero through 65535.  If you specify the cyclic time as 
then the cyclic timer will act as a "one-shot", executing only once when the time 
remaining expires.

If the current cyclic timer is stopped when the K_Timer_Cyclic call is made, then the 
initial time out value for this cyclic timer will be 65536.  After that, the cyclic time 
passed to this function will be used for the time out period.

This is an example of the K_Timer_Cyclic function:

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Timer_Cyclic(byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define CYCLIC_NUM ??? /* Identifies what cyclic timer. */

#define NEW_CYCLIC_PERIOD ??? /* new cyclic period. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Timer_Cyclic(CYCLIC_NUM,NEW_CYCLIC_PERIOD);

Passed

CYCLIC_NUM is the number of the cyclic timer that the caller wants to work with
The number of the cyclic timer may range from 0 to 1 less than the maximum nu
of cyclic timers declared.

NEW_CYCLIC_PERIOD is the number of system ticks that the cyclic timer will u
at the recycle time period.  May range from 0 to 65535.

#define TIMER_0 0 /* cyclic timer 0 number */

#define T0_NEW_CYCLE_TIME 100 /* specify that new cycle time be 100 */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;
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status = K_Timer_Cyclic (TIMER_0,T0_NEW_CYCLE_TIME);
/* Change cyclic timer 0 cycle time.  The new cycle time will 
not take effect until the current cyclic timer's time 
decrements to 0. */

if (status != K_OK) /* see if error, should not be */
{
/* Take corrective action. */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: cyclic timer number out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, the specified cyclic timer has its cyclic time changed and
timer started, if it was stopped.

The K_Timer_Restart function

The K_Timer_Restart function restarts a cyclic timer.  The current cyclic timer's 
remaining time and cyclic time are untouched.  

This function is very useful for restarting a cyclic timer that has been stopped by 
K_Timer_Stop function.  None of the time values are touched.  If the cyclic timer w
stopped because it was running in the "one-shot" mode, then when started, the i
time period used for the first execution will be 65536 system ticks.

This is an example of the K_Timer_Restart function:

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Timer_Restart(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define CYCLIC_NUM ??? /* Identifies the cyclic timer. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Timer_Restart(CYCLIC_NUM);
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Passed

CYCLIC_NUM is the number of the cyclic timer that the caller wants to work with
This may range from zero to one less than maximum number of cyclic timers dec

#define TIMER_0 0 /* cyclic timer 0 number */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;
status = K_Timer_Restart (TIMER_0);
/* Restart cyclic timer 0.  None of the cyclic timer's time 
values will be touched. */
if (status != K_OK) /* see if error, should not be */

{
/* Take corrective action. */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: cyclic timer number out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the specified cyclic timer is restarted if it was stopp
If already started, this function has no effect.

The K_Timer_Stop function

The K_Timer_Stop function stops a cyclic timer once it is started.  The cyclic timer
values (the remaining time period before it executes and the cyclic time period) wi
be touched by this function.  

The caller only specifies the cyclic timer to stop.  This parameter is in the range of
through one less than the maximum number of cyclic timers declared in the 
configuration module.  

When this function is called, the cyclic timer will be put into the stop mode and 
removed from the cyclic timer start list.  The time remaining will have its value lef
the time of the K_Timer_Stop function call.  Also, the cyclic time period for this time
will not be touched so that when the cyclic timer is restarted using the K_Timer_Restart 
function, the time values for this cyclic timer will be used.

This is an example of the K_Timer_Stop function:
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Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Timer_Stop(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define CYCLIC_NUM ??? /* Identifies what cyclic timer. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Timer_Stop(CYCLIC_NUM);

Passed

CYCLIC_NUM is the number of the cyclic timer that the caller wants to work with
This may range from zero to one less than maximum number of cyclic timers dec

#define TIMER_0 0 /* cyclic timer 0 number */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Timer_Stop (TIMER_0);
/* Stop cyclic timer 0.  Cyclic timer 0 will immediately be 
stopped and removed from the cyclic timers run list.  Remember 
that the cyclic timer's time values, both the remaining 
execution time and cyclic time values will be untouched. */

if (status != K_OK) /* see if error, should not be */
{
/* Take corrective action. */
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: cyclic timer number out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the specified cyclic timer is stopped or if already 
stopped, then has no effect.
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UART MANAGER FUNCTIONS

The UART manager is NOT part of the CMX library.  It contains the following 
functions listed here with their page references.  

K_Init_Recv (Page 97)
K_Init_Xmit (Page 98)
K_Update_Recv (Page 99)
K_Update_Xmit (Page 98)
K_Put_Char (Page 99)
K_Put_Char_Wait (Page 100)
K_Put_Str (Page 102)
K_Put_Str_Wait (Page 104)
K_Get_Char (Page 106)
K_Get_Char_Wait (Page 107)
K_Get_Str (Page 109)
K_Get_Str_Wait (Page 111)
K_Get_Str_Wait_Return (Page 113)
K_Get_Str_Return (Page 116)
K_Recv_Count (Page 117)

These specialized UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter) 
functions give you the ability to have the onboard serial UART(s) work in a true 
interrupt fashion.  This way, both receiver and transmitter do not have to be polle
while waiting to receive a character or the transmitter to be empty before the nex
character can be transmitted.  

For each UART, there will be a receive buffer and transmit buffer.  You determine
size of the buffers for the particular application requirements.  The buffer size for
transmitter does not have to be the same size as the receiver.  The following will e
how each of the buffers work and how CMX interfaces with them.

The Receive Buffer

The receive buffer is a circular buffer with a head and tail pointer.  The head poin
indicates where the next character will be placed into the buffer.  The tail pointer
indicates where to get the character from the receive buffer.  The characters are
retrieved in the order they have been received, this being a FIFO (first in, first ou
structure.  There is also a count byte, indicating the current number of characters
residing in the receive buffer that have not been retrieved yet.  If the count byte re
the size of the receive buffer, then the receive buffer is marked full and no furthe
characters will be placed into the buffer.  

The receiver will also automatically wake a task that has requested a specific nu
of bytes from the receive buffer which are not there, if they become available.  T
receive buffer can only be "owned" by one task at a time.  You will need to use a
resource if more than one task wants to use this receiver at the same time.  
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The Transmit Buffer

The transmit buffer is a linear type of buffer with a head and tail pointer.  The hea
pointer points to the last character within the buffer that should be transmitted by
interrupt transmit routine.  The tail pointer points to the character that will be 
transmitted out, when the transmitter is free to transmit.  Each time the transmit b
is used, the buffer is reset to the beginning.  

The transmit buffer can only be "owned" by one task at a time.  You will want to u
resource if more than one task wants to use this transmitter at the same time.  If
transmit buffer has had characters loaded into it, then it is considered busy while
transmit these characters out.  If this is so, any further request to load more char
into the transmit buffer will be blocked.  

The source code of the CMX UART C module will need to be edited to set up the
BAUD rate, number of data bits, parity and size of the receive and transmit buffe
Also you may have to set up the address of the specific CPU UART's address and
variables.  You may want to add some specific functions to handle the possible re
errors that may occur such as overrun error, parity error, framing error, etc.  Bec
CMX cannot determine what you may want to do when an receiver error takes pla
how you will want to handle this error, coding for this is up to you.  

It should also be stated that these C code routines will add a greater amount of int
latency than normally would occur without these routines.  This is because the U
interrupts can occur at any time and are completely asynchronous to "critical regio
code".  Therefore the CMX UART functions must GLOBALLY disable and re-ena
the interrupts.  Depending upon the CPU and C compiler used, this may range for
microseconds or more.  It is up to you to determine whether the possible added int
latency introduced will be satisfactory or not.  

You also determine whether the selected BAUD rate will be allowed.  This depend
how long it takes these functions to execute and the latency that the disabling an
enabling of interrupts will place on the application code and other interrupts.

These functions should meet the requirements of the application program.  Howe
CMX really recommends you code the UART interrupt functions in assembly.  Th
will speed up the time it takes for the UART interrupts to execute and reduce the
amount of interrupt latency the above functions introduce.  This can be done by s
up flags that indicate the state of a task.  
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For example, the assembly coded receiver routine could receive characters and 
them into the receive buffer you create.  When either a END_OF_PACKET chara
was received or the specified time period elapsed (detected by a timer interrupt rou
the receiver interrupt could call the interrupt pipe to trigger the particular task that
process the received packet of information.  The receiver could receive multiple pa
by having multiple buffers and then change the buffer pointers the receiver would
CMX includes some examples for how to program UART interrupt routines in 
assembly.

The K_Init_Recv function

The K_Init_Recv function will initialize the receive buffer by setting its associated 
pointers to the beginning of the receive buffer.  Also the receive count_in variable
indicates the number of bytes received but not retrieved yet, will be reset to zero.
receiver status flags will be reset indicating the receiver is fine and that no errors
or otherwise, exist.  

You are free to call the K_Init_Recv at any time, as long as a task is not waiting for t
receiver, because the specified number of characters the task wants, are not yet p
Remember, if there are characters in the receive buffer that have not yet been ret
these characters will be lost.  The receiver BAUD rate, number of data bits, parity
number of stop bits can be set here.

This is an example of the K_Init_Recv function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Init_Recv(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_Init_Recv();

Passed

main()
{

K_Init_Recv (); /* go initialize the UART receiver */
...

}

Returned

Nothing is returned.
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The K_Init_Xmit function

The K_Init_Xmit function will initialize the transmit buffer by setting its associated
pointers to the beginning of the transmit buffer.  Also the transmit count_out varia
indicating the number of bytes which need to be transmitted, will be reset to zero.
transmitter status flags will be reset indicating the transmitter is fine and not busy.
should only call the K_Init_Xmit once.  There is no reason to ever reinitialize the 
transmit buffer.  The transmitter BAUD rate, number of data bits, parity and numb
stop bits can be set here.

This is an example of the K_Init_Xmit function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Init_Xmit(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_Init_Xmit();

Passed

main()
{

K_Init_Xmit (); /* go initialize the UART transmitter */
...

}

Returned

Nothing is returned.

The K_Update_Xmit function

The K_Update_Xmit function is called by the transmitter interrupt.  First the functio
will determine whether the transmitter empty flag is set.  If so, then the transmit 
count_out variable will be tested for zero.  If the count_out variable is non-zero, 
indicating that there are additional characters to transmit, the transmitter will 
automatically be loaded with the next buffer character, the count_out variable 
decremented and the tail pointer incremented so it is pointing to the next charact
the count_out variable is zero, it will test to see if there is a task waiting to transmit 
characters.  Remember, only one task should have exclusive ownership of the 
transmitter (through the use of the resource functions).  If the task is waiting, the
task will automatically be put into the RESUME state, indicating it may now put m
characters into the transmit buffer when it becomes the highest priority task able t
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The K_Update_Recv function

If the receive buffer is not full, then the received character will be placed into the
receive buffer and the receive head pointer will be incremented to point to the ne
storage location.  The receiver count_in variable will also be incremented, indica
the number of bytes received.  If a task is waiting on the receiver for a specified nu
of characters, then the K_Update_Recv function will test to see if the required numbe
of characters are present now.  If so, the task will automatically be put into the 
RESUME state, indicating the required number of characters are present.

The K_Put_Char function

The K_Put_Char function allows the task that owns the transmitter to transmit one
character.  The parameter passed to this function is the address of the character t
wants to transmit.  If the transmitter is already transmitting characters, then the 
character will not be put into the transmit buffer and the function will return a stat
indicating the transmitter was busy.  If the transmitter is not transmitting, then the
character will be placed into the transmit buffer.  Then the transmitter will 
automatically be started.  The task will be returned to immediately, indicating the
operation was successful.  The task will not have to wait for the character to be 
transmitted by the UART.  The interrupt system will take care of that.  

This is an example of the K_Put_Char function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Put_Char(void *); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *src_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location tha
function gets the character. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* results of function. */

STATUS = K_Put_Char(src_PTR);

Passed

src_PTR = the address where the character resides in memory for this function.

unsigned char src_byte = '3'; /* This is the address to hold the character which w
sent out.  Could also be local. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;
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status = K_Put_Char (&src_byte); /* go send character. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
or/* this shows another way. */
status = K_Put_Char ("3"); /* go send character. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_BUSY = Error: transmitter was busy.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task which called this function will have the 
character placed into the transmitter and the transmitter will automatically start, 
sending out the character.

The K_Put_Char_Wait function

The K_Put_Char_Wait is like the above function.  In addition this task will wait for th
specified time period or indefinitely if the transmitter is busy.  The parameters pa
to this function are the address of the character to transmit and the amount of time
wait for the transmitter to be free.  This function allows the task that owns the 
transmitter to transmit one character.  

If the transmitter is already transmitting characters, then the task will be placed int
suspended state.  The task can specify to wait indefinitely by specifying a time o
period of zero or to wait for one to 65535 system ticks.  If the transmitter becomes
then the task will automatically awaken, allowing it to then place the character into
transmit buffer.  The task is returned to immediately indicating a successful opera
If the specified time period expires prior to the transmitter being free, then the char
will not be placed into the transmit buffer and the task will be returned to with the s
indicating the time period expired.  

This is an example of the K_Put_Char_Wait function:

Called

Tasks.
0
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#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Put_Char_Wait(void *,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *src_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location tha
function gets the character. */

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time wait period. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* results of function. */

STATUS = K_Put_Char_Wait(src_PTR,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

src_PTR = the address where the character resides in memory for this function.

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks this task is willing to wait for the 
transmitter to be free.  Range is zero to 65535.

unsigned char src_byte = '3';

/* This is the address to hold the character, which will be sent out.  Could also be 
*/

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;
status = K_Put_Char_Wait (&src_byte,100); /* go send character.  
Wait up to 100 system ticks for the transmitter to be free if 
need be. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
or/* this shows another way. */
status = K_Put_Char_Wait ("3",100); /* go send character.
Wait up to 100 system ticks for the transmitter to be free if 
need be. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:
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K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_TIMEOUT = Warning/error: The time period expired, transmitter still busy.

K_BUSY = Error: transmitter was busy.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task which called this function will have the 
character placed into the transmitter and the transmitter will automatically start, 
sending out the character.

The K_Put_Str function

The K_Put_Str function allows the task that owns the transmitter to transmit one o
more characters.  The parameters passed to this function are the address of the s
characters to transmit and the count of the number of characters to send.  The st
characters do not have to be terminated by any special character and the function
tasks to send binary characters.  

If the transmitter is already transmitting characters, then the string of characters w
be put into the transmit buffer and the function will return a status indicating the 
transmitter was busy.  If the transmitter is not transmitting, then the string of chara
will be placed into the transmit buffer according to the count parameter.  Then th
transmitter will automatically be started.  The task will be returned to immediately
indicating the operation was successful.  The task will not have to wait for the 
characters to be transmitted by the UART.  The interrupt system will take care of 
It is up to you to determine the correct count of characters you want copied from
string source to the transmit buffer.

This is an example of the K_Put_Str function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Put_Str(void *,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *src_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location tha
function gets the character. */

#define NUMBER ??? /* the number of characters to place into the transmit buff

unsigned char STATUS; /* results of function. */

STATUS = K_Put_Str(src_PTR,NUMBER);
2
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src_PTR = the address where the characters reside in memory for this function.

NUMBER is the number of characters to place into the transmit buffer.

unsigned char src_bytes[] = {"From task 1"};

/* This is the address to hold the string of characters, which will be sent out.  Could
be local. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;
status = K_Put_Str (src_bytes,sizeof src_bytes);
/* go send character.  Remember it is the second parameter that 
determines the number of characters that are actually copied 
to the transmit buffer. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if characters not sent. */
}

...
or/* this shows another way. */
status = K_Put_Str ("From task 1",12);
/* go send character.  Remember it is the second parameter that 
determines the number of characters that are actually copied 
to the transmit buffer. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_BUSY = Error: transmitter was busy.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task which called this function will have a 
NUMBER of character(s) placed into the transmit buffer and the transmitter will 
automatically start sending out the characters.
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☞   The number of characters placed into the transmit buffer is determined by the NUM
and not by the length of the string.  It is up to you to determine the proper number o
characters to transmit.

The K_Put_Str_Wait function

The K_Put_Str_Wait is like the above function.  In addition, this task will wait for th
specified time period or indefinitely if the transmitter is busy.  The parameters pa
to this function are the address of the string of characters to transmit, the numbe
characters in the string and the amount of time it will wait for the transmitter to be f
This function allows the task that owns the transmitter to transmit one or more 
characters.  

If the transmitter is already transmitting characters, then the task will be placed int
suspended state.  The task can specify to wait indefinitely by specifying a time o
period of zero or wait for one to 65535 system ticks.  If the transmitter becomes 
then the task will automatically awaken, allowing it to place the characters into th
transmit buffer according to the count parameter passed to this function.  The tas
returned to immediately indicating a successful operation.  If the specified time pe
expires prior to the transmitter being free, then the characters will not be placed in
transmit buffer and the task will be returned to with the status indicating the time p
expired.  

This is an example of the K_Put_Str_Wait function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Put_Str_Wait(void *,word16,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *src_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location tha
function gets the character. */

#define NUMBER ??? /* the number of characters to place into the transmit buff

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time wait period. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* results of function. */

STATUS = K_Put_Str_Wait(src_PTR,NUMBER,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

src_PTR = the address where the character resides in memory for this function.

NUMBER is the number of characters to place into the transmit buffer.
4
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TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks that this task is willing to wait for th
transmitter to be free.  Range is zero to 65535.

unsigned char src_bytes[] = {"Task1 transmitting this"};

/* This is the address to hold the character, which will be sent out.  could also be 
*/

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;
status = K_Put_Str_Wait (src_bytes,size of src_bytes, 100);
/* go send characters.  Wait up to 100 system ticks for the 
transmitter to be free. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
or/* this shows another way. */
status = K_Put_Str_Wait ("Task1 running",14,100);
/* go send characters.  Wait up to 100 system ticks for the 
transmitter to be free. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_TIMEOUT = Warning/error: The time period expired, transmitter still busy.

K_BUSY = Error: transmitter was busy.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task which called this function will have the 
character placed into the transmitter and the transmitter will automatically start se
out the character.
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The K_Get_Char function

The K_Get_Char allows a task that owns the receiver to retrieve a character from
receive buffer if there is one available.  The parameter passed to the K_Get_Char 
function is the address where the task would like the character to be copied to.  I
receive buffer has one or more characters in its buffer, then only one character w
placed at the destination address.  

If the receive buffer is empty, indicating either no characters have been received b
UART or that all characters that have been received and retrieved, then no chara
will be placed into the destination address.  

The task will be returned to immediately with the value specifying the number of 
characters transferred.  If the return value is zero, no character was retrieved.  Oth
the task will receive a count of one indicating one character was retrieved.  Once
character has been retrieved, the tail pointer of the receive buffer is incremented a
receive buffer count_in variable is decremented.

This is an example of the K_Get_Char function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Get_Char(void *); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *DEST_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location
the function puts the character. */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters retrieved fro
buffer. */

COUNT = K_Get_Char(DEST_PTR);

Passed

DEST_PTR = the address where this function will place the character.

unsigned char recv_array[80];

/* this will receive up to 80 characters, could be local if user wants or could just b
depth of 1 in this case for this function only returns one character at the most. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned short count; /* local */
unsigned char c;
6
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unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* could be local or global. */

recv_ptr = recv_array; /* load pointer with address of 
recv_array. */
count = K_Get_Char (recv_ptr); /* go get character. */
if (count)

{
c = *recv_ptr++; /* get character and increment pointer. */
...
}

...
or/* this shows another way. */
count = K_Get_Char (&c); /* go get character. */
if (count)

{
.../* process c here, etc. */
}

...
}

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that were transferred from the UART receive
buffer to the destination address.

If the COUNT value is zero, there were no characters in the UART receive buffer w
this function was called.  If the COUNT is non-zero, (which for this function would
1), then one character was transferred to the destination address passed to this fu
Make note that the task would just have to pass the address of a character type va
instead of loading a pointer with the address and then passing the pointer (which 
passes the address that the pointer has).

The K_Get_Char_Wait function

The K_Get_Char_Wait function is like the above function.  This function also has t
ability to wait for a specific amount of time for the character to arrive if the receiv
buffer is empty.  Also, this function allows a task that owns the receiver to retriev
character from the receive buffer, if there is one available.  If there is not a charac
the receive buffer, then the task will wait for the specified time period.  The param
passed to this function are the address where the character is to be copied and t
amount of time it is willing to wait if a character is not present.  The time period m
be zero indicating an indefinite wait or a time period of one to 65535 system ticks

If the receive buffer has one or more characters in its buffer, then only one chara
will be placed at the destination address.  The task will be returned to immediately
the return value of one indicating a good operation.  
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If the receive buffer is empty, indicating either no characters have been received b
UART or that all characters have been received and retrieved, then the task will 
placed into the suspended state waiting for either the time period to expire or the re
buffer to receive a character.  If the specified time period expires before a charac
received, then the task will be returned to with the count being zero indicating the
period had expired and no character was transferred.  

If the receiver receives a character while the task is suspended the receiver will 
automatically wake the task, copy the character to the destination address, and r
with a value of one indicating a successful operation.  

Once a character has been retrieved, the tail pointer of the receive buffer is increm
and the receive buffer count_in variable is decremented.

This is an example of the K_Get_Char_Wait function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Get_Char_Wait(void *,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *DEST_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location
the function puts the character. */

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time wait period. */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters retrieved fro
buffer. */

COUNT = K_Get_Char_Wait(DEST_PTR,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

DEST_PTR = the address where this function will place the character.

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks that this task will wait for a characte
be received.  May range from zero to 65535, with zero indicating an indefinite wa

unsigned char recv_array[80];

/* this will receive up to 80 characters, could be local if you want or could just be
depth of one in this case since this function only returns one character at the mo

void task1(void)
{

unsigned short count; /* local */
8
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unsigned char c;
unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* could be local or global. */

recv_ptr = recv_array; /* load pointer with address of 
recv_array. */
count = K_Get_Char_Wait (recv_ptr,20);
/* go get character, if there is no character, wait for 20 
system ticks for one to arrive. */
if (count)

{
c = *recv_ptr++; /* get character and increment pointer. */
...
}

...
or/* this shows another way. */
count = K_Get_Char_Wait (&c,20); /* go get character. */
if (count)

{
.../* process c here, etc. */
}

...
}

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that were transferred from the UART receive
buffer to the destination address.

If the COUNT value is zero, there were no characters in the UART receiver buffer w
this function was called, or the time period expired.  If the COUNT is non-zero, (w
for this function would be one), then one character was transferred to the destina
address passed to this function.  

The K_Get_Str function

The K_Get_Str allows a task that owns the receiver to retrieve one or more chara
from the receive buffer, if the desired number of characters is available.  The param
passed to the K_Get_Str function are the address where the task would like the 
characters to be copied to and the number of characters to retrieve from the rece
buffer.  

If the receive buffer has at least the desired number of characters in its buffer, th
characters will be copied to the destination address.  If the receive buffer does no
the desired number of characters according to the count parameter, then no cha
will be copied.  
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The task will be returned to immediately, with a value specifying the number of 
characters transferred.  If the return value is zero, no characters were retrieved. 
characters were retrieved, the return value will specify that number.  Each time a
character is copied to the destination address, the tail pointer of the receive buffe
incremented and the receive buffer count_in variable is decremented.

This is an example of the K_Get_Str function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Get_Str(void *,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *DEST_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location
the function puts the character. */

#define NUMBER ??? /* number of characters to get. */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters retrieved fro
buffer. */

COUNT = K_Get_Str(DEST_PTR,NUMBER);

Passed

DEST_PTR = the address where this function will place the character.

NUMBER is the number of characters to retrieve from the UART receive buffer.  O
the specified number will be transferred.

unsigned char recv_array[80];

/* this will receive up to 80 characters, could be local if you want or could just be
depth of the maximum number that this task would ask for. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned short count; /* local */
unsigned char c;
unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* could be local or global. */

recv_ptr = recv_array; /* load pointer with address of 
recv_array. */
count = K_Get_Str (recv_ptr,5); /* go get 5 characters. */
while (count--)

{
c = *recv_ptr++; /* get character and increment pointer. */
0
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...
}

...
}

Comments

This allows a task to retrieve a specific number of characters from the UART rec
buffer if that number is available.  The task will not wait for that number of charac
to come in.  

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that were transferred from the UART receive
buffer to the destination address.

If the COUNT value is zero, the required NUMBER of characters were not in the
UART receive buffer when this function was called.  If the COUNT is non-zero, th
the value will represent the number of characters that were transferred to the desti
address passed to this function.  The COUNT value should match the NUMBER p
in this case.  

The K_Get_Str_Wait function

The K_Get_Str_Wait function is like the above function.  In addition, this function h
the ability to wait for a specific amount of time for the characters to arrive if the rec
buffer does not have the desired number of characters present.  

This function allows a task that owns the receiver to retrieve a specified number 
characters from the receive buffer if they are available.  If the desired number of 
characters are not in the receive buffer, the task will wait for the specified time pe
to receive that number.  

The first parameter passed to the K_Get_Str_Wait function is the address the task woul
like the characters to be copied to.  The second parameter is the number of char
the task would like to retrieve from the receive buffer.  Also passed is the amoun
time it is willing to wait if the desired number of characters is not present.  The tim
period may be zero indicating an indefinite wait or a time period of one to 65535 sy
ticks.  

If the receive buffer has at least the desired number of characters in its buffer, th
number of characters will be copied to the destination address.  The task will be 
returned to immediately indicating the number of characters that were transferre
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If the receive buffer does not have the desired number of characters, the task wi
placed into the suspended state waiting for either the time period to expire or the re
buffer to receive the specified number of characters.  If the specified time period ex
before the specified number of characters is received, then the task will be return
with a value set at zero.  This indicates the time period had expired and no chara
was transferred.  If the desired number of characters are received before the time
expires, the receiver will automatically wake up the suspended task.  

The K_Get_Str_Wait function will then copy the specified number of characters fro
the receive buffer to the destination address.  The task will be returned to immed
with a count of the number of characters transferred (the same as the requested n
indicating a good operation.  

Each time a character has been retrieved, the tail pointer of the receive buffer is 
incremented and the receive buffer count_in variable is decremented.

This is an example of the K_Get_Str_Wait function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Get_Str_Wait(void *,word16,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *DEST_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location
the function puts the character. */

#define NUMBER ??? /* number of characters wanted. */

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time wait period. */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters retrieved fro
buffer. */

COUNT = K_Get_Str_Wait(DEST_PTR,NUMBER,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

DEST_PTR = the address where this function will place the characters.

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks that this task will wait for character
be received.  May range from zero to 65535, with zero indicating an indefinite wa

NUMBER is the number of characters to retrieve from the UART receive buffer.  O
the specified number will be transferred.

unsigned char recv_array[80];
2
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/* this will receive up to 80 characters, could be local if you want or could just be
depth of the specified number that the task will want to retrieve. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned short count; /* local */
unsigned char c;
unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* could be local or global. */

recv_ptr = recv_array; /* load pointer with address of 
recv_array. */
count = K_Get_Str_Wait (recv_ptr,40,20);
/* go get 40 characters, if there are not 40 characters, wait 
for up to 20 system ticks for 40 to arrive. */
while (count--)

{
c = *recv_ptr++; /* get character and increment pointer. */
...
}

...
}

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that were transferred from the UART receive
buffer to the destination address.

If the COUNT value is zero, the number of characters requested was not present
UART receive buffer and the time period expired.  If the COUNT is non-zero, then
number of characters requested was transferred to the destination address passe
function.  

The K_Get_Str_Wait_Return function

The K_Get_Str_Wait_Return function is like the above function.  In addition, this 
function retrieves the receive buffer characters that are present after the time out 
expires, even if the specified count is not present.  

If the desired number of characters are not in the receive buffer, then the task wil
for the specified time period for the receive buffer to receive that number.  

The first parameter passed to the K_Get_Str_Wait_Return function is the address the 
task would like the characters to be copied to.  The second parameter is the num
characters the task would like to retrieve from the receive buffer.  Also passed is
amount of time it is willing to wait if the desired number of characters are not pres
The time period may be zero, indicating an indefinite wait, or a time period of one
65535 system ticks.  
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If the receive buffer has at least the desired number of characters in its buffer, the
number of characters will be copied to the destination address.  The task will be 
returned to immediately indicating the number of characters that were transferre

If the receive buffer does not have the desired number of characters, then the ta
be placed into the suspended state, waiting for either the time period to expire or
receive buffer to receive the specified number of characters.  If the specified time p
expires before the characters are received, then the K_Get_Str_Wait_Return function 
will still copy the actual number of characters that have been received (which wil
less than the specified number).  The task will then be returned to with a value 
indicating the true number of characters that were transferred.  

If the desired number of characters are received before the time period expires, 
receiver will automatically wake up the suspended task.  The K_Get_Str_Wait_Return 
function will then copy the specified number of characters from the receive buffe
the destination address supplied.  The task will be returned to immediately with a 
of the number of characters transferred (which will be the same as the requested
number) indicating a good operation.  This is a very powerful function and designe
protocols with variable length data packets that are sent and received.  

Each time a character has been retrieved, the tail pointer of the receive buffer is 
incremented and the receive buffer count_in variable is decremented.

This is an example of the K_Get_Str_Wait_Return function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Get_Str_Wait_Return(void *,word16,word16); /* this is the function 
prototype */

unsigned char *DEST_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location
the function puts the character. */

#define NUMBER ??? /* number of characters wanted. */

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time wait period. */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters retrieved fro
buffer. */

COUNT = K_Get_Str_Wait_Return(DEST_PTR,NUMBER,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

DEST_PTR = the address where this function will place the characters.
4
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TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks this task will wait for characters to 
received.  May range from zero to 65535, with zero indicating an indefinite wait.

NUMBER is the number of characters to retrieve from the UART receive buffer.

unsigned char recv_array[80];

/* this will receive up to 80 characters, could be local if user wants or could just b
depth of the specified number that the task will want to retrieve. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned short count; /* local */
unsigned char c;
unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* could be local or global. */

recv_ptr = recv_array; /* load pointer with address of 
recv_array. */
count = K_Get_Str_Wait_Return (recv_ptr,40,20);
/* go get 40 characters, if there are not 40 characters, wait 
for up to 20 system ticks for 40 to arrive.  Still retrieve the 
number of characters in the buffer after time period expires. 
*/
if (count < 40)

{
.../* maybe test to see if count requested less than count 
received and possibly act on it in some way. */
while (count--)

{
c = *recv_ptr++; /* get character and increment pointer. */
...
}

}
...

}

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that were transferred from the UART receive
buffer to the destination address.

If the COUNT value is zero, there were no characters in the UART receive buffer w
the time period expired.  If the COUNT is non zero, then the number of characte
requested or present after time period expired were transferred to the destination
address passed to this function.  
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The K_Get_Str_Return function

The K_Get_Str_Return function allows a task to retrieve all the UART receive buffe
characters present when this function call is performed.  No time out is allowed an
task will not wait on any time period.  The count returned will be the number of 
characters transferred to the destination address passed to this function from the

The task could call the K_Recv_Count function to determine the approximate numbe
of characters in the receive buffer.  (Approximate as the K_Recv_Count passes the true
number of characters at the time of its call, but other characters may be received
to the K_Get_Str_Return function executing.)

This is a very useful function.  A task may call the K_Task_Wait function to wait 
indefinitely.  When the UART receive interrupt determines the UART had received
proper number of characters (variable length packet), then the interrupt could us
K_Task_Wake function to wake the task that was suspended.  When the task resu
running, it could then issue the K_Get_Str_Return function to retrieve the characters 
and process them.  Also note the task could just be idle and the interrupt could u
K_Task_Start function to start the task.

This is an example of the K_Get_Str_Return function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Get_Str_Return(void *); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *DEST_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location
the function puts the character. */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters retrieved fro
buffer. */

COUNT = K_Get_Str_Return(DEST_PTR);

Passed

DEST_PTR = the address where this function will place the characters.

unsigned char recv_array[80];

/* the size of the destination the characters will be transferred to, should be as la
the receive buffer.  This way the function will not transfer characters into the wro
memory locations. */

void task1(void)
6
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{
unsigned short count; /* local */
unsigned char c;
unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* could be local or global. */
recv_ptr = recv_array; /* load pointer with address of 
recv_array. */
count = K_Get_Str_Return (recv_ptr);
/* go get what ever number of characters that are present in 
the UART receive buffer at the time of this call. */
while (count--)

{
c = *recv_ptr++; /* get character and increment pointer. */
...
}

...
}

☞   This is very useful when a task is either IDLE or waiting indefinitely.  The receiver inter
could call the K_Task_Start or K_Task_Wake functions respectively, telling the task to
get the characters in the buffer since the variable length packet had arrived.

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that were transferred from the UART receive
buffer to the destination address.

If the COUNT value is zero, there were no characters in the UART receive buffer w
this function was called.  If the COUNT is non-zero, then the number of characte
present in the receive buffer were transferred to the destination address passed 
function.  

The K_Recv_Count function

The K_Recv_Count function allows a task to obtain the number of characters that 
currently reside in the UART receive buffer.  

This is an example of the K_Recv_Count function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters in receiver bu
*/

COUNT = K_Recv_Count();
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Passed

Nothing is passed.

void task1(void)
{

count = K_Recv_Count ();
/* Go find out how many characters are currently in the UART 
receive buffer. */
/* now possibly use a function to retrieve one or more 
characters from the receive buffer. */
...

}

☞   The receiver may receive one or more characters after this function passes back the

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that are present in the UART receive buffer a
time of this function call.

If the COUNT value is zero, there were no characters in the UART receive buffer w
this function was called.  If the COUNT is non-zero, it is the number of character
currently in the receive buffer.

THE OPERATING SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

These functions are part of the CMX operating system and are described on thei
respective pages, also listed.  

K_OS_Init (Page 119)
K_OS_Start (Page 120)
K_OS_Disable_Interrupts  (Page 121)
K_OS_Enable Interrupts  (Page 122)
K_OS_Intrp_Entry (Page 123)
K_OS_Intrp_Exit (Page 124)
K_OS_Slice_On (Page 126)
K_OS_Slice_Off (Page 127)
K_OS_Tick_Update (Page 128)
K_OS_Low_Power_Func (Page 129)
K_OS_Task_Slot_Get (Page 130)
K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr (Page 131)
8
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The K_OS_Init function

This function is called to initialize the CMX variables, parameters and configurab
system maximums.  The K_OS_Init function must be called before any other CMX 
functions are called.  This is done in the user’s start up code.  The file containing
function should be compiled each time you change the "CXCONFIG.H" file, whic
declares the application’s maximums.

This is an example of the K_OS_Init function:

Called

Before using any other CMX function calls.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Init(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_OS_Init();

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

Nothing.

☞   Remember this function must be called before any other CMX function is called.  If 
then disastrous results will occur.

K_OS_Init Example:

void main(void)
{

/* define any locals within main */

K_OS_Init (); /* initialize CMX */
...
/* now the user can access any CMX function, that is allowed 
to be accessed prior to entering the CMX operating system */
...

}
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The K_OS_Start function

The K_OS_Start function is called to invoke the CMX operating system.  Once this
function is called, the CMX operating system takes control of the CPU and determ
when tasks should run and cyclic timers should execute.  It is up to you to make s
least one task is READY or will become READY by using the K_Task_Start function 
before calling K_OS_Start.  

The K_Task_Start function call may be called within the start up code or by an interr
after entering the CMX operating system.  If none of the tasks become READY, 
the CMX operating system will own all the CPU time except to allow interrupts an
cyclic timers, if so started, to execute.

This is an example of the K_OS_Start function:

Called

When you want to enter the CMX operating system.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Start(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_OS_Start();

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

Never returns from the CMX operating system.

K_OS_Start Example:

void main(void)
{

/* define any locals within main */

K_OS_Init (); /* initialize CMX */
...
/* now the user can access any CMX function, that is allowed 
to be accessed prior to entering the CMX operating system */
...
/* Set up CMX by create tasks, cyclic timers, etc.  Possibly 
create queues, set up mailboxes, etc.  Start at least one task. 
*/
...
K_OS_Start (); /* enter into the CMX operating system */
/* NOTE: will never return to this point */
0
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The K_OS_Disable_Interrupts

Purpose: This function GLOBALLY disables the interrupts.  Any non-maskable 
interrupt will not be immediately recognized.  If the interrupt sets a latch, then this
not be prevented.  This uses the particular CPU instruction that masks out all no
maskable interrupts from being acknowledged and processed.  

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Disable_Interrupts(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_OS_Disable_Interrupts();

Passed

Nothing is passed.

Returned

Nothing is returned.

Read the particular CPU manual that further describes the action and the effect 
on interrupts when the interrupts are GLOBALLY disabled.

K_OS_Disable_Interrupts example:

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
.../* application code here */

K_OS_Disable_Interrupts (); /* do critical region of code 
stuff. */
...
K_OS_Enable_Interrupts (); /* re-enable interrupts. */

.../* application code here */
}

Comments
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Use this function sparingly, or not at all, if possible.  ALL maskable interrupts will 
be recognized until the interrupts are re-enabled.  This will also add latency time t
interrupt processing its code.  If used, the user must remember to re-enable inte
using the K_OS_Enable_Interrupts function.

Some C vendor compilers have special instructions that will allow the interrupts t
GLOBALLY disabled and the code placed inline.  This executes faster than callin
equivalent CMX function.

The K_OS_Enable_Interrupts

Purpose: This function GLOBALLY enables interrupts.  It is used in conjunction w
the K_OS_Disable_Interrupts function.  All non-maskable interrupts that were 
GLOBALLY disabled, will be enabled.  If any interrupt is pending, then the interru
will now be recognized and processed according to the CPU interrupt hardware 
mechanism and priority scheme.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Enable_Interrupts(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_OS_Enable_Interrupts();

Passed

Nothing is passed.

Returned

Nothing is returned.

Read the particular CPU manual that further describes the action and the effect 
interrupts when they are GLOBALLY enabled.

K_OS_Enable_Interrupts example:

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
.../* application code here */

K_OS_Disable_Interrupts (); /* do critical region of code 
items. */
...
K_OS_Enable_Interrupts (); /* re-enable interrupts. */
2
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.../* application code here */
}

Comments

This function should be called as soon as possible after the K_OS_Disable_Interrupts 
function is called.  Some C vendor compilers have special instructions that allow
interrupts to be GLOBALLY enabled and the code placed inline.  This executes f
than calling the equivalent CMX function.

The K_OS_Intrp_Entry function

The K_OS_Intrp_Entry function is used by most interrupts.  The interrupt's first 
instruction is to call the K_OS_Intrp_Entry function.  This informs CMX it should save
the context of the CPU registers and swap in the interrupt stack when a interrupt oc
See the chapter on Processor Specific Information for details on the particular CP
are working with.

An interrupt does not have to call the K_OS_Intrp_Entry function.  If it does not, then 
it is up to you to properly save and restore the contents of any register the interrup
use.  Also, that interrupt cannot use any CMX function calls.  The interrupt's code 
not call the K_OS_Intrp_Exit function when finished.

Please read the Processor Specific Information chapter which fully describes how
interrupt must call this function.

This is an example of the K_OS_Intrp_Entry function:

Called

Interrupts only.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Intrp_Entry(void); /* this is the function prototype */

☞   The call must be written in assembly language to the specific CPU instruction set.

call K_OS_Intrp_Entry ;written in assembly some CPU'S

jsr K_OS_Intrp_Entry ;other CPU'S.  etc.

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

Nothing.
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☞   Interrupts are disabled when this function returns.  The user may allow this interrup
re-enable interrupts or not.  Interrupts such as the NMI cannot be disabled though.  W
this function is called, the task (if one is RUNNING) contexts will be saved.  If this is
first interrupt (CMX allows nested interrupts), then the interrupt stack will be switched

K_OS_Intrp_Entry example:

☞   Written in assembly.

INTERRUPT_X_HANDLER: ;this is where the specific interrupt will vector to, whe
;the interrupt is recognized by the CPU.

; prologue code if need be.  DEPENDENT on CPU.

;

call K_OS_Intrp_Entry ;written in assembly some CPU'S

jsr K_OS_Intrp_Entry ;Hitachi H8/300 series

Now the interrupt may finish the code necessary to process this interrupt.  Some 
calls are allowed.  The interrupt code could now call the interrupt function code wr
in C language.  This is not recommended though, since interrupts should be as f
possible.  Also at this point this interrupt may re-enable interrupts.  If you decide 
enable interrupts, make sure that either this interrupt is masked out (won't be 
acknowledged again) or that the CPU hardware will not vector to this interrupt ag
until this interrupt has finished its code.

;interrupt's code ...

call K_OS_Intrp_Exit ;epilogue, must be called by interrupts that have used the 
K_OS_Intrp_Entry call.

If the interrupt used the K_OS_Intrp_Entry call, then the CPU's instruction that 
indicates return from interrupt (RETI on 8051 CPU, RTE on the Hitachi H8/300 se
CPU's) is not needed.  CMX will inform the CPU that the interrupt is finished with
the K_OS_Intrp_Exit code.

The K_OS_Intrp_Exit function

The K_OS_Intrp_Exit function is called by most interrupts.  This function is the las
instruction the interrupt's code will call.  The interrupt that called the 
K_OS_Intrp_Entry should not use the instruction that signifies RETURN FROM 
INTERRUPT.  When this function is called, CMX will automatically issue the 
RETURN FROM INTERRUPT instruction, informing the CPU that the interrupt h
finished.  
4
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Also the CMX operating system will determine whether to restore the contexts of
task or interrupt, or to perform a rescheduling, allowing the highest priority task in
READY state to run.  

For most processors, the K_OS_Intrp_Entry and K_OS_Intrp_Exit functions MUST be 
called from an assembler routine.  A C function can be called to handle the bulk o
interrupt processing, if desired, after K_OS_Intrp_Entry is called.

Please read the Processor Specific Information chapter that fully describes how 
interrupt must call this function.

This is an example of the K_OS_Intrp_Exit function:

Called

Interrupts only.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Intrp_Exit(void); /* this is the function prototype */

☞   Call must be written in assembly language to the specific CPU instruction set.

call K_OS_Intrp_Exit ;written in assembly some CPU'S

jsr K_OS_Intrp_Exit ;other CPU'S.  etc.

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

Does not return.

☞   If the interrupt is nested (meaning this interrupt is at least the second interrupt) then
call will return to the prior interrupt’s code.  If this is the first interrupt, then this call w
invoke the scheduler.  The scheduler will determine whether the interrupt used a CM
that requires a task swap, or that the task RUNNING prior to this interrupt should sti
the RUNNING task.

K_OS_Intrp_Exit example:

☞   Written in assembly.

INTERRUPT_X_HANDLER: ;this is where the specific interrupt will vector to, whe
;the interrupt is recognized by the CPU.

; prologue code if need be.  DEPENDENT on CPU.
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;call K_OS_Intrp_Entry ;written in assembly some CPUs

;jsr K_OS_Intrp_Entry ;Hitachi H8/300 series

Now the interrupt may finish the code necessary to process this interrupt.  Some 
calls are allowed.  The interrupt code could now call the interrupt function code wr
in C language.  This is not recommended though, since interrupts should be as f
possible.  Also at this point this interrupt may re-enable interrupts.  If you decide 
enable interrupts, make sure that either this interrupt is masked-out (won't be 
acknowledged again) or that the CPU hardware will not vector to this interrupt ag
until this interrupt has finished its code.

;interrupt's code ...

call K_OS_Intrp_Exit ;epilogue, must be called by interrupts that have used the 
K_OS_Intrp_Entry call.

If the interrupt used the K_OS_Intrp_Entry call, then the CPU instruction that indicate
return from interrupt (RETI on 8051 CPU, RTE on the Hitachi H8/300 series CPU
not needed.  CMX will inform the CPU that the interrupt is finished within the 
K_OS_Intrp_Exit code.

The K_OS_Slice_On function

The K_OS_Slice_On function allows you to turn on time slicing.  This allows tasks wi
the same priority to be time sliced according to the TSLICE_SCALE value you 
declared within the "CXCONFIG.H" file.  No parameters are passed to this functi
and only tasks may call it.  

See the Time Slice Chapter on time slicing for a complete explanation on how tim
slicing works in the CMX operating system.

This is an example of the K_OS_Slice_On function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Slice_On(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_OS_Slice_On();

Passed

Nothing is passed.
6
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Returned

Nothing is returned.

Study the Time Slice Chapter to better understand how time slicing works.

K_OS_Slice_On example:

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */

K_OS_Slice_On (); /* enable time slicing. */

.../* application code here */

K_OS_Slice_Off (); 
/* disable time slicing, if user wants. */
...

}

Comments

You can freely allow tasks to enable and disable time slicing when necessary.  In
cases time slicing will not be needed.

The K_OS_Slice_Off function

The K_OS_Slice_Off function allows you to turn off time slicing.  This will disable tim
slicing if it was enabled by the K_OS_Slice_On function.  No parameters are passed 
this function and only tasks may call it.  

See the Time Slice Chapter on time slicing for a complete explanation on how tim
slicing works in the CMX operating system.

This is an example of the K_OS_Slice_Off function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Slice_Off(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_OS_Slice_Off();

Passed

Nothing is passed.
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Returned

Nothing is returned.

Study the Time Slice Chapter to better understand how time slicing works.

K_OS_Slice_Off example:

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */

K_OS_Slice_On (); /* enable time slicing. */

.../* application code here */

K_OS_Slice_Off (); /* disable time slicing. */
...

}

Comments

You can freely allow tasks to enable and disable time slicing when necessary.  In
cases, time slicing will not be needed.

The K_OS_Tick_Update function

This function is usually called by a timer interrupt.  CMX needs one of the timer 
interrupts to use as a clock to perform scheduling for tasks which have used a fun
that invokes a time period, and for cyclic timers.  

The K_OS_Tick_Update function MUST be called by an interrupt.  This interrupt is
selectable and should cause an interrupt at a specified time period.  The interrup
frequency should be constant since all time related activities are based on this 
frequency.  The interrupt should first call the K_OS_Intrp_Entry function, then call the 
K_OS_Tick_Update function.  The K_OS_Tick_Update function will decrement a 
counter that has been pre-loaded with the number of times the interrupt must ca
function, before the scheduler flag is set.  This counter is loaded with a value you 
in the "CXCONFIG.H" file and the C define CMX_RTC_SCALE, as described in t
RTOS Configuration File chapter.  
8
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When the count specified by the CMX_RTC_SCALE reaches zero, then the coun
will be reloaded with the CMX_RTC_SCALE value, and the CMX time flag will be s
if any task timers or cyclic timers need servicing.  When the interrupt leaves the 
K_OS_Intrp_Exit function, the scheduler will determine whether to let the CMX tim
task execute or to resume execution of the current running task.  If the schedule
determines the CMX timer task should execute, then the task that was running pr
this interrupt will be put into the ready to RESUME state, saving its context.  The
scheduler will then let the CMX timer task execute.  (See the Scheduler chapter 
more detailed description on how the scheduler works.) 

If the current task prior to the interrupt used the CMX K_Task_Lock function, then the 
CMX time flag would be set and the counter reloaded according to the 
CMX_RTC_SCALE value.  This would not invoke the scheduler when the interru
leaves.  This is because the privilege flag has been set by the K_Task_Lock function.  
The privilege flag will not allow any task switch until the privilege flag has been 
lowered (cleared), which must be done by the task that raised it.  To lower the priv
flag, the task must call the CMX K_Task_Unlock function.

The K_OS_Low_Power_Func function

The K_OS_Low_Power_Func function is called by the CMX scheduler module writte
in assembly.  It is up to you to code this function to invoke the CPU power down m

You will most likely use the processor’s instruction that reduces power, yet allow
interrupts to wake the processor up.  This is because the interrupt used to call th
K_OS_Tick_Update function should be allowed to happen.  This allows the interrup
wake the processor up and the CMX timer task to execute and decrement any c
timers’ time count and/or suspend tasks to decrement their time count also.  

Be careful when coding this.  Depending on the CPU and the power down mode
selected, this function may do different things.  The CMX assembly module assu
the function will return to the instruction that called it.  You must ensure the powe
down mode exits properly and returns to the next instruction with all registers an
stack in the state they were prior to the K_OS_Low_Power_Func function being called.

You may write this function in assembly language and manipulate the registers a
stack to ensure the processor returns to the instruction following the instruction t
called the K_OS_Low_Power_Func function.

CMX provides an empty K_OS_Low_Power_Func function so no power down state is
entered unless you code one.  It is highly recommended this function be written 
the application code has been fully written, debugged and tested.

This is an example of the K_OS_Low_Power_Func function:
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Called

By the CMX scheduler.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Low_Power_Func(void); /* this is the function prototype */

...

"in assembly coded scheduler module"

call K_OS_Low_Power_Func

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

Nothing.

☞   Remember, you should code this function for the power down state you would like a
ensure the processor returns to the instruction following the call to 
K_OS_Low_Power_Func.

K_OS_Low_Power_Func Example:

The scheduler will determine when NO tasks are able to run, because the tasks are
IDLE or SUSPENDED.  

call K_OS_Low_Power_Func ;proper assembly code instruction by CMX within the
scheduler assembly code.

void K_OS_Low_Power_Func (void)
{

.../* user written routine here. */
/* NOTE: may be coded in assembly if need be for the particular 
CPU and / or C vendor tools. */

}

The K_OS_Task_Slot_Get function

This function returns the task slot number of the currently RUNNING task.  The s
number was assigned by the CMX K_Task_Create function when the task was create

This is an example of the K_OS_Task_Slot_Get function:
0
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Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_OS_Task_Slot_Get(void); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT;  /* could be global or local */

TASK_SLOT = K_OS_Task_Slot_Get();

Passed

Nothing.

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char task_slot;

task_slot = K_OS_Task_Slot_Get ();
/*  returns the task slot number of the task that is currently 
in the RUNNING state */

}

Returned

TASK_SLOT is the task slot number of the currently RUNNING task.

The K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr function

Every time the CMX K_OS_Tick_Update function is called by the timer interrupt,  a 
global variable called K_tick_count is incremented.  This variable contains the run
total of the "true" system ticks.  The current value of K_tick_count is returned by 
K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr function.  

See the K_OS_Tick_Update section for a complete explanation on how the 
K_OS_Tick_Update function works in the CMX operating system.

This is an example of the K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word32 K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr(void); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned long TICK_COUNT;  /* could be global or local */
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TICK_COUNT = K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr();

Passed

Nothing.

void task2(void)
{

unsigned long tick_count;

tick_count = K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr ();
/*  returns the total number of system ticks (updated by one 
each time K_OS_Tick_Update was called) that have occurred since 
the RTOS has started */

}

Returned

TICK_COUNT is the current total number of CMX system ticks.  This value will b
the total number of times the K_OS_Tick_Update function was called.

THE CMX TIMER TASK

The CMX timer task is created by CMX.  It must be created first and is done 
automatically by the CMX K_OS_Init function.  (You should never use zero for any
CMX function that requires a task slot number.  If you do, an error will be returned
the CMX function called will not perform its code.)

The timer task is called by the scheduler when the do_timer_tsk flag is set.  The 
do_timer_tsk flag is set by the K_OS_Tick_Update function when there is a need for 
the timer task to execute.  This need arises when there are tasks waiting on a tim
period and/or cyclic timers are running.

The timer task determines if a particular task timer (the task has used a CMX fun
to wait for a specific time period) needs to be reduced, and if so, will decrement the
timer.  When and if the task timer reaches zero, (specifically reduced by the timer 
the timer task will automatically take the suspended task, wait at least the specified
period, and put the task into the READY state.  The timer task will also notify the 
when the task becomes the RUNNING task again and that the time period had el

Another job the timer task performs is executing the cyclic timers when their time
value decrements to zero, if there are any started.  When a cyclic timer is started
the specified time period decrements down to zero, then the cyclic timer will 
automatically execute, calling the K_Event_Signal function with its events’ parameters
2
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The CMX timer task will execute, at your specified scheduling frequency.  If the cur
RUNNING task calls the CMX K_Task_Lock function, then the timer task will be 
delayed (blocked) until the RUNNING task calls the CMX K_Task_Unlock function, 
which releases the block and allows the timer task to execute.  

STACKS IN GENERAL

This chapter will discuss both task and interrupt stacks.  Since all C compilers pl
arguments (parameters) on the stack, functions (tasks are functions) use the sta
allocate local data space and save the return address, it is very important for you
understand this chapter.  

On most microprocessors and microcomputers the stack resides in external mem
though some processors have an internal stack.  There are slight differences am
processors.  The way processors work with the stack are described later in the Pro
Specific Information chapter.  

All processors have a stack pointer register (some are dedicated, others use a s
register according to the C compiler manufacturer).  Also some C manufacturers c
a frame pointer to access the locals created within a function and also to access
parameters passed to a function.  Again the frame pointer is a dedicated register
register chosen by the C compiler manufacturer.  

CMX lets you configure the size of external memory to set aside for all task stack
the size for the interrupt stack.  Each task will have its own stack.  This allows CM
save a task's context very fast.  When a task's contexts are saved, just the registe
to be pushed on to the stack.  Then the stack pointer gets loaded with another m
address.  (The memory address swapped in will be the interrupt stack or another
stack.) 

It is up to you to ensure each task stack and the interrupt stack are large enough i
The task's stack must be large enough to hold that particular task's local data are
return addresses that are pushed on to the stack as each function is called and a
functions’ local data areas.  

Each of the task's stacks must be able to hold all of the CPU's REGISTERS in ca
an interrupt.  If the CPU has a "non-maskable interrupt", then the task's stack mu
capable of holding the additional number of bytes.  This is so the CPU's REGIST
will be saved when the non-maskable interrupt occurs.

We will show how to calculate the stack size needed and provide two examples.
recommended you double the estimated size of all task's stacks and the interrupt
at least initially.  As you become more proficient and code testing indicates the s
size may be decreased, then the stack sizes may be reduced.  

Unpredictable results can occur when either a task's stack or the interrupt stack p
into memory that is not a part of this stack's memory.  
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A warning about the examples.  All C compilers are not exactly the same in the w
function is called (some use a stack frame, some do not) CMX highly recommend
study the C compiler manual that describes stack usage, locals and parameter p
and the code (assembly source) produced by the C compiler to better understan
particular C compiler stack usage.  

These are examples only.  CMX does not guarantee this is exactly the true numb
bytes needed for the tasks and interrupt stack.  The examples below assume ints
two bytes long.  On some processors ints will be (4) four bytes long.

Example 1: (a lot of locals, no nested function calls)

void Task1(void) /* tasks may not receive nor return parameters)
{

/* note that some C compilers create a stack frame which will 
use some of this task stack space to save the stack frame 
pointer and possibly other registers */

int a; /* 2 bytes of local space */
char b; /* 1 byte of local space *
char *ptr; /* 2 bytes of local, for processors that address up 
to 65535 bytes and no bank switching.  Also NO alignment 
boundaries. */

☞   Some processors need integers, pointers, etc. to be aligned properly to the process
alignment boundary.  In some cases this is at an EVEN memory address, other time
an ODD memory address.  If the local is aligned incorrectly, according to the proces
alignment rule, then an additional byte will be used in the local space.  Be aware of 

func_A(char,int); /* func_A is a function that will receive a 
character and an integer.  3 bytes worth of stack space PLUS 2 
bytes for the return address */
func_B(int,int); /* func_B is a function that will receive an 
integer and an integer.  4 bytes worth of stack space PLUS 2 
bytes for the return address */

}

void func_A(char,int)
{

char a; /* 1 byte of local really used from task 1 stack area */
int b; /* 2 bytes of local, really used from task 1 stack area 
*/ 
..../* func_A code */

}

void func_B(int,int)
{

int a; /* 2 bytes of local really used from task 1 stack area */
int b; /* 2 bytes of local, really used from task 1 stack area 
*/ 
4
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..../* func_B code */
}

In the above example, the number of bytes used from task 1 stack area would be
bytes for task 1 locals, four bytes for func_B arguments, two bytes for func_B ret
address and four bytes for func_B locals.  Make note that func_A is not calculate
because func_B uses more memory than func_A.  

This calculation does not include saving the stack frame pointer, if one is used, n
ALIGNMENT if the CPU requires it.

Example 2: ( a lot of locals, some nested function calls)

void Task1(void) /* tasks may not receive nor return parameters)
{

/* note that some C compilers create a stack frame which will 
use some of this task stack space to save the stack frame 
pointer and possibly other registers */

int a; /* 2 bytes of local space */
char b; /* 1 byte of local space *
char *ptr; /* 2 bytes of local, for processors that address up 
to 65535 bytes and no bank switching.  Also NO alignment 
boundaries. */

☞   Some processors need integers, pointers, etc. to be aligned properly to the process
alignment boundary.  In some cases this is at an EVEN memory address, other time
an ODD memory address.  If the local is aligned incorrectly, according to the proces
alignment rule, then an additional byte will be used in the local space.  Be aware of 

func_A(char,int); /* func_A is a function that will receive a 
character and an integer.  3 bytes worth of stack space PLUS 2 
bytes for the return address */

func_B(int,int); /* func_B is a function that will receive an 
integer and an integer.  4 bytes worth of stack space PLUS 2 
bytes for the return address */

}

void func_A(char,int)
{

char a; /* 1 byte of local really used from task 1 stack area */
int b; /* 2 bytes of local, really used from task 1 stack area 
*/ 
..../* func_A code */

func_C(int,int); /* nested function call to func_C.  Func_C is 
a function that will receive 2 integers.  4 bytes worth of task 
1 stack space PLUS 2 bytes for the return address */

}
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void func_B(int,int)
{

int a; /* 2 bytes of local really used from task 1 stack area */
int b; /* 2 bytes of local, really used from task 1 stack area 
*/ 
..../* func_B code */
}
void func_C(int,int)
{
int a; /* 2 bytes of local really used from task 1 stack area */
int b; /* 2 bytes of local, really used from task 1 stack area 
*/ 
..../* func_C code */

}

In the above example, the number of bytes used from task 1 stack area would be
bytes for task 1 locals, three bytes for func_A arguments, two bytes for func_A re
address, three bytes for func_A locals, four bytes for func_C arguments, two byte
func_C return address, four bytes for func_C locals.  Make note that func_B is no
calculated because func_A that calls func_C uses more memory than func_B.  

This calculation does not include saving the stack frame pointer, if one is used, n
ALIGNMENT if the CPU requires it.

As you can see, the task 1 stack gets used for task 1 locals and all functions tha
called by task 1.  This includes the functions’ locals and the return address for al
functions that task 1 will call.  

CMX suggests you enter a pattern into all the tasks’ stack area, like the value AA
and then run the application code.  Then you may view each particular task's stac
and see how much of the task's stack has really been used.  If the stack pushes
pass its allocated memory, then serious negative results will occur, with the syst
crashing and corrupting memory.

THE RTOS CONFIGURATION FILE

The following has been removed, as it is proprietary information.

TIME SLICE CHAPTER

CMX allows time slicing if you feel it is necessary.  CMX believes most applicatio
will not need time slicing.  However it is provided for those times it is needed and
desirable.  

To enable time slicing, call the K_OS_Slice_On function.  This turns on time slicing. 
When you call this function the CMX_TSLICE_SCALE value will be used to 
determine a task's time slice count.  All tasks will use this value.
6
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When time slicing is enabled, the current running task's priority determines which 
are time sliced for the moment.  All tasks, starting with the next task with the sam
lower priority than the current running task, will be time sliced.  If a higher priority ta
preempts, then the priority of this task will be used to determine the starting priori
the tasks that are time sliced.  

When time slicing is enabled, a task will automatically RUN for the number of TIM
SLICE ticks.  At the end of its time slice, a new time sliced task will be enabled if
possible.  A time sliced task has to be READY or ready to RESUME to be consid
when the scheduler determines the next slice task to run.  

All capable time sliced tasks will run in a “round robin” type of execution.  Each sli
task will run for the number of slice ticks chosen.  If a time slice task is blocked bec
it is waiting on some entity, that task will not be considered to run when the CMX
scheduler decides what slice task to run next.

If a time slice task calls a CMX function that puts the task into the SUSPENDED s
then this task is assumed to have its slice time expired.  This task will not resume
it comes out of the SUSPENDED state and is the next time sliced task in line to re
control.

Also note that if a task calls the K_Task_Coop_Sched function which does a 
cooperative scheduling, then the time slice period for the current running task wi
lost.  Also, the next task in the linked list of tasks capable of running, regardless 
priority, will become the new RUNNING task.

You may at any time have a task disable time slicing with the K_OS_Slice_Off function.  
Remember, only a task can disable time slicing and the task must be running to b
to call this function.

You must not assume that all tasks with the same priority or lower as the current
RUNNING task will run.  This is because higher priority tasks may constantly pree
the lower priority tasks before the SLICE TICK count expires.  This would let the n
task with the same priority execute.  

INTERRUPTS IN GENERAL

This chapter deals with CPU's interrupts and using the CMX "interrupt pipe".  Th
Processor Specific Information chapter explains specifically the interrupts and ho
use them for the particular processor you are using.  

CMX allows nesting of interrupts.  When an interrupt is acknowledged by the CP
hardware many things happen.  This is a general description of what takes place
Different CPUs may do things slightly different.  

The following has been removed, as it is considered proprietary information.
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The following has been removed, as it is considered proprietary information.

THE CMX SCHEDULER CHAPTER

The following has been removed, as it is considered proprietary information.

CMX OPERATING FLAGS

The following has been removed, as it is considered proprietary information.
8
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QUICK REFERENCE

The following pages are a quick reference to all the CMX functions. The functions
listed within their respective manager in alphabetical order so you can easily loo
the desired function for reference. These are intended  to assist the user in synta
use of the function.

[Before entering RTOS] means the call may be used prior to entering the CMX 
operating system. [Tasks] mean a task may use this CMX call.  [Interrupts] mean
interrupts may use this CMX call INDIRECTLY.  

☞   The K_OS_Init function must be called before any CMX function call may be used.

Each CMX call also lists what CMX parameters or arguments are needed and pa
and a description indicating what should be loaded into these parameters or argum
The CMX call will show the return STATUS parameter values most CMX function
return.  If STATUS is returned, it is of unsigned character size.  

An example is shown using the parameters or arguments needed for this CMX cal
the CMX call.  For a detailed description of each CMX function, please refer to th
appropriate function manager chapter at the beginning of this document.

USING CMX WITH C COMPILERS

CMX is designed to work with most C compilers from different manufacturers.  As 
can see from the supplied source code, CMX does try to always follow true ANS
specifications.  There may be exceptions, to keep the code size as small as poss
Most C compilers will not generate an error, but will sometimes produce a warnin
message.  

The C vendor compiler may use keywords, #pragma's, etc., for processor specif
entities.  One C vendor’s header files may not be compatible with another C ven
tools.

If an error does occur, it is most likely one of the following: because the C compile
a switch to detect incompatibilities from the ANSI standard.  Most C compilers al
you to toggle, or invoke a switch when compiling to allow less strict use of C cod

There is a possibility the C compiler does not support the data types used by CMX
as the void pointer or a function pointer.  There is nothing CMX can do if the C com
does not support these types of pointers.  

You will notice CMX uses void pointers very often.  In many of the CMX calls, 
especially the ones that move a block of data, such as message passing and rece
queue adding and removing, these pointers will be used.  
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CMX RETURN STATUS BYTE VALUES 

Some functions, such as K_Mesg_Get, may return a NULL pointer if there is no 
message available.  This indicates a possible warning/error to the caller, for NO 
message was retrieved.  In some cases a return value of zero indicates the CMX
function is telling the caller the item it wanted was not there or a time out occurre

Symbol Hex Value Explanation

K_OK 00 Good CMX call was successful

K_TIMEOUT 01 Warning 
or Error

Time out occurred

K_NOT_WAITING 02 Error Task not waiting for wake 
request

K_RESOURCE_OWNED 05 Error Resource is already 
"owned"

K_RESOURCE_NOT_OWNED 06 Error Resource not owned by 
calling task

K_QUE_FULL 0A Warning Queue now full, slot was 
added

K_QUE_EMPTY 0B Warning Queue now empty, slot was
removed

K_SEMAPHORE_NONE 0C Error Semaphore is not available

K_ERROR FF Error General error, CMX call 
unsuccessful
0
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K_Event_Reset

Purpose: This function clears (resets) one or more specific events within a task. 
does not change a task state, nor does it specify which events were set or not.  I
cases, this function is not needed.  The K_Event_Wait function automatically clears the
events of a task, if so programmed.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Event_Reset(byte tskid,word16 event); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* should be global, slot number of task */

unsigned short EVENTS_TO_CLEAR; /* the event bits to clear, or could be a #d

#define EVENTS_TO_CLEAR ??? instead of variable. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Event_Reset(TASK_SLOT,EVENTS_TO_CLEAR);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the slot number of the task for which the event bit(s) will be clear

EVENTS_TO_CLEAR is a 16 bit wide variable or constant indicating the desired e
bits to clear within this task.  

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task does not exist.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the event bits were cleared according to the 
EVENTS_TO_CLEAR parameter passed.

☞   This function clears just the event bits within the task that is being referenced.  It doe
change any of the other task event bits.  

K_Event_Reset example:
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#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Event_Reset(byte tskid,word16 event); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char task1_slot; /* should be global, slot number of task 1. */

#define EVENT1 0x0001 /* event bit location 0 */

#define EVENT16 0x8000 /* event bit location 15 */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Event_Reset (task1_slot,EVENT1 | EVENT16);

/* task 1 will clear task 1's event bits 0 and 15.  Does not 
notify whether the bits were set or reset. */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* maybe take corrective action. */
}

...
}

2
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K_Event_Signal

Purpose: The K_Event_Signal function sets a specific event.  This can be done in a
variety of modes.  This function may be called by tasks, cyclic timers, mailboxes
interrupts.  The caller will select which event, the mode of event set it wants, and
task slot number or priority, depending upon the mode selected.

Called

Tasks, interrupts, cyclic timers and mailboxes

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Event_Signal(byte,byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define MODE ???

unsigned char TASK_PRI;

#define EVENT_TO_SET ???

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Event_Signal(MODE,TASK_PRI,EVENT_TO_SET);

Passed

MODE is the mode in which this function will determine which tasks to work with.  T
values are as below.

TASK_PRI is either the task slot number or the priority in which this function will wo
with according to the MODE selected. 

☞   This parameter is not always used depending on the MODE.  

EVENT_TO_SET is the events to set.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task does not exist if MODE = 0, or the MODE is out of ra
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If STATUS equals K_OK, then the function performed as the MODE indicated it 
should.  

Remember that cyclic timers and mailboxes can be coded to automatically call th
function.  Interrupts may also call this function.

K_Event_Signal example:

unsigned char task2_slot; /* should be global. */

#define EVENT1 0x0001 /* define event bit 0 */

#define EVENT16 0x8000 /* define event bit 15 */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Event_Signal (0,task2_slot,EVENT16);

/* task 1 will tell the K_Event_Signal  function to set event 
bit 15 of only task 2, whether task 2 is waiting or not for 
this event.  If task 2 is waiting, then task 2 will 
automatically resume. */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* take corrective action. */
}
status = K_Event_Signal (3,0,EVENT1);

/* task 1 will tell the K_Event_Signal  function to set event 
bit 0 of all tasks that have been created, whether the task is 
waiting or not for this event.  If the task is waiting, then 
the task will automatically resume.  Notice how TASK_PRI 
parameter not used, may contain any value. */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* take corrective action. */
}

...
}

Comments

This function is very flexible and powerful.  As you can see, the caller has the ab
set an event within one or more tasks depending upon the MODE selected.  Car
read the chapter on Event Management for a thorough understanding of how ev
work.
4
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EVENT MANAGER FUNCTION

K_Event_Wait

Purpose: This function allows a task to wait for specific events with a specified tim
if desired.  The task will also specify the mode that indicates when to automatica
clear the event bits that match.  The task will be suspended until either the numb
system ticks has expired or at least one event bit it is waiting for is set or become
A time period of zero indicates the task will wait indefinitely for an event match.  
there is a match as specified when the task calls this function, the task will not be
suspended and will immediately be returned to.  

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Event_Wait(word16,word16,byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define MATCH ???

#define TIME_CNT ???

#define MODE ???

unsigned short EVENTS; /* should be local */

EVENTS = K_Event_Wait(MATCH,TIME_CNT,MODE);

Passed

MATCH is a 16 bit wide parameter indicating the specific events that this task wo
like to have set.  More than 1 event bit may be specified.  

TIME_CNT is the number of system ticks to wait for a match.  If the value is 0 then
task will wait indefinitely for event match.

MODE is the mode in which this function will clear event bits, when they are set 
become set.  The values are below.

0 = do not clear the event bits.

1 = clear the event bit(s) according to the ones set within the MATCH parameter
BEGINNING of function.

2 = clear the event bit(s) according to the ones set within the MATCH parameter
END of function.
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Returned

EVENTS will either contain a zero indicating the time period specified expired be
any of the events the task is waiting on became set, or the specific events were 
according to the MATCH parameter.  

☞   Remember only events that are selected by the MATCH parameter are worked with
function.  The MODE parameter allows powerful synchronization as to when the tas
events are cleared.

K_Event_Wait example:

void task1(void)
{

unsigned short events; /* local */
...
events = K_Event_Wait (0x0005,0x0010,2);

/* task 1 will wait for only its event bits 0 or 2 to be set 
or to become set within 16 system ticks.  It is also telling 
the K_Event_Wait  function to clear the task's event bits 0 and 
/ or 2 if they are or become set within the time period of 16 
ticks.  Events variable will contain the states of only tasks 
event bits 0 and 2. */

if (events)
{
if (events & 0x0001)

{
/* process code for task event bit 0 being set. */
}

if (events & 0x0004)
{
/* process code for task event bit 2 being set. */
}

}
else

{
/* maybe take corrective action, for neither event bit was 
already set, nor became set. */
}

...
}

☞   There are other means to wait for an event.  Please read the Event Manager Funct
chapter that explains the differences of these functions.
6
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K_Get_Char

Purpose: This allows a task to retrieve a character from the UART receive buffer, i
is available.  If there is at least one character, then that character will be placed a
address specified by the task and returned to immediately with the return count s
one.  If there is no character, then the task will again be returned to immediately,
the return count set to zero indicating no character was transferred.  Remember,
assumes only one task may have ownership to the UART receive buffer.  If more
one task has access at the same time, a resource should be set up.  

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Get_Char(void *); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *DEST_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location
the function puts the character. */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters retrieved fro
buffer. */

COUNT = K_Get_Char(DEST_PTR);

Passed

DEST_PTR = the address where this function will place the character.

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that were transferred from the UART receive
buffer to the destination address.

If the COUNT value is zero, there were no characters in the UART receive buffer w
this function was called.  If the COUNT is non-zero, (which for this function would
1), then one character was transferred to the destination address passed to this fu
Make note that the task would just have to pass the address of a character type va
instead of loading a pointer with the address and then passing the pointer (which 
passes the address that the pointer has).

K_Get_Char example:

unsigned char recv_array[80];
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/* this will receive up to 80 characters, could be local if user wants or could just b
depth of 1 in this case for this function only returns one character at the most. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned short count; /* local */
unsigned char c;
unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* could be local or global. */

recv_ptr = recv_array; /* load pointer with address of 
recv_array. */
count = K_Get_Char (recv_ptr); /* go get character. */
if (count)

{
c = *recv_ptr++; /* get character and increment pointer. */
...
}

...
or/* this shows another way. */
count = K_Get_Char (&c); /* go get character. */
if (count)

{
.../* process c here, etc. */
}

...
}

8
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K_Get_Char_Wait

Purpose: This allows a task to retrieve a character from the UART receive buffer, i
is available.  If there is at least one character, then that character will be placed a
address specified by the task and returned to immediately with the return count s
one.  If there is no character, then the task will wait for the desired time period spec
This time period may range from zero to 65535, with zero indicating an indefinite w
When either a character is received or the specified time period specified, then th
will be returned to, identifying whether a character was retrieved or not by the co
being non-zero or zero respectively.  CMX assumes only one task may have own
to the UART receive buffer.  If more than one task has access at the same time a
resource should be set up.  

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Get_Char_Wait(void *,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *DEST_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location
the function puts the character. */

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time wait period. */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters retrieved fro
buffer. */

COUNT = K_Get_Char_Wait(DEST_PTR,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

DEST_PTR = the address where this function will place the character.

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks that this task will wait for a characte
be received.  May range from zero to 65535, with zero indicating an indefinite wa

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that were transferred from the UART receive
buffer to the destination address.

If the COUNT value is zero, there were no characters in the UART receiver buffer w
this function was called, or the time period expired.  If the COUNT is non-zero, (w
for this function would be one), then one character was transferred to the destina
address passed to this function.  
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K_Get_Char_Wait example:

unsigned char recv_array[80];

/* this will receive up to 80 characters, could be local if you want or could just be
depth of one in this case since this function only returns one character at the mo

void task1(void)
{

unsigned short count; /* local */
unsigned char c;
unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* could be local or global. */

recv_ptr = recv_array; /* load pointer with address of 
recv_array. */
count = K_Get_Char_Wait (recv_ptr,20);
/* go get character, if there is no character, wait for 20 
system ticks for one to arrive. */
if (count)

{
c = *recv_ptr++; /* get character and increment pointer. */
...
}

...
or/* this shows another way. */
count = K_Get_Char_Wait (&c,20); /* go get character. */
if (count)

{
.../* process c here, etc. */
}

...
}

0
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K_Get_Str

Purpose: This allows a task to retrieve a specific number of characters from the U
receive buffer if that specified number of characters are available.  If there are at
the specified number of characters they will be placed at the address specified b
task and returned to immediately with the return count set to the number request
there is less than the requested number of characters, then the task will again be r
to immediately, with the return count set to zero, indicating no characters were 
transferred.  CMX assumes that only one task has ownership to the UART receiv
buffer.  If more than one task has access at the same time then a resource shoul
up.  

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Get_Str(void *,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *DEST_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location
the function puts the character. */

#define NUMBER ??? /* number of characters to get. */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters retrieved fro
buffer. */

COUNT = K_Get_Str(DEST_PTR,NUMBER);

Passed

DEST_PTR = the address where this function will place the character.

NUMBER is the number of characters to retrieve from the UART receive buffer.  O
the specified number will be transferred.

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that were transferred from the UART receive
buffer to the destination address.

If the COUNT value is zero, the required NUMBER of characters were not in the
UART receive buffer when this function was called.  If the COUNT is non-zero, th
the value will represent the number of characters that were transferred to the desti
address passed to this function.  The COUNT value should match the NUMBER p
in this case.  
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K_Get_Str example:

unsigned char recv_array[80];

/* this will receive up to 80 characters, could be local if you want or could just be
depth of the maximum number that this task would ask for. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned short count; /* local */
unsigned char c;
unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* could be local or global. */

recv_ptr = recv_array; /* load pointer with address of 
recv_array. */
count = K_Get_Str (recv_ptr,5); /* go get 5 characters. */
while (count--)

{
c = *recv_ptr++; /* get character and increment pointer. */
...
}

...
}

Comments

This allows a task to retrieve a specific number of characters from the UART rec
buffer if that number is available.  The task will not wait for that number of charac
to come in.  
2
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K_Get_Str_Return

Purpose: This function allows the task to immediately receive whatever number 
characters are presently in the UART receive buffer.  The task will not wait on any 
period.  The count returned to the task will indicate the number of characters retri
if any.  It is up to the task to ensure that the count will not exceed the depth of th
destination where the characters will be placed.  You can use the K_Recv_Count 
function to get an idea how many characters are present in the receive buffer, th
this number could change before this function was executed.  

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Get_Str_Return(void *); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *DEST_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location
the function puts the character. */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters retrieved fro
buffer. */

COUNT = K_Get_Str_Return(DEST_PTR);

Passed

DEST_PTR = the address where this function will place the characters.

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that were transferred from the UART receive
buffer to the destination address.

If the COUNT value is zero, there were no characters in the UART receive buffer w
this function was called.  If the COUNT is non-zero, then the number of characte
present in the receive buffer were transferred to the destination address passed 
function.  

K_Get_Str_Return example:

unsigned char recv_array[80];

/* the size of the destination the characters will be transferred to, should be as la
the receive buffer.  This way the function will not transfer characters into the wro
memory locations. */
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void task1(void)
{

unsigned short count; /* local */
unsigned char c;
unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* could be local or global. */
recv_ptr = recv_array; /* load pointer with address of 
recv_array. */
count = K_Get_Str_Return (recv_ptr);
/* go get what ever number of characters that are present in 
the UART receive buffer at the time of this call. */
while (count--)

{
c = *recv_ptr++; /* get character and increment pointer. */
...
}

...
}

☞   This is very useful when a task is either IDLE or waiting indefinitely.  The receiver inter
could call the K_Task_Start or K_Task_Wake functions respectively, telling the task to
get the characters in the buffer since the variable length packet had arrived.
4
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K_Get_Str_Wait

Purpose: This allows a task to retrieve a specified number of characters from the U
receive buffer and wait for a specified amount of time if that number is not availa
If there are at least the number of characters wanted, then those characters will 
placed at the address specified by the task and returned to immediately with the 
count set to the number requested.  If the number of characters are not present, t
task will wait for the desired time period specified.  This time period may range fr
zero to 65535, with zero indicating an indefinite wait.  When either the number o
characters is received or the time period specified expires, then the task will be ret
to identifying whether the desired number of characters were retrieved or not, by
count being non-zero or zero respectively.  CMX assumes only one task has own
to the UART receive buffer.  If more than one task has access at the same time, 
resource should be set up.  

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Get_Str_Wait(void *,word16,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *DEST_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location
the function puts the character. */

#define NUMBER ??? /* number of characters wanted. */

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time wait period. */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters retrieved fro
buffer. */

COUNT = K_Get_Str_Wait(DEST_PTR,NUMBER,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

DEST_PTR = the address where this function will place the characters.

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks that this task will wait for character
be received.  May range from zero to 65535, with zero indicating an indefinite wa

NUMBER is the number of characters to retrieve from the UART receive buffer.  O
the specified number will be transferred.
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Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that were transferred from the UART receive
buffer to the destination address.

If the COUNT value is zero, the number of characters requested was not present
UART receive buffer and the time period expired.  If the COUNT is non-zero, then
number of characters requested was transferred to the destination address passe
function.  

K_Get_Str_Wait example:

unsigned char recv_array[80];

/* this will receive up to 80 characters, could be local if you want or could just be
depth of the specified number that the task will want to retrieve. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned short count; /* local */
unsigned char c;
unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* could be local or global. */

recv_ptr = recv_array; /* load pointer with address of 
recv_array. */
count = K_Get_Str_Wait (recv_ptr,40,20);
/* go get 40 characters, if there are not 40 characters, wait 
for up to 20 system ticks for 40 to arrive. */
while (count--)

{
c = *recv_ptr++; /* get character and increment pointer. */
...
}

...
}

6
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K_Get_Str_Wait_Return

Purpose: This function is like the above K_Get_Str_Wait function, with the difference 
being that if the specified number of characters requested are not in the receive 
after the time period, then the number of characters present will still be transferre
there are at least the number of characters wanted, then those characters will be
at the address specified by the task and returned to immediately with the return c
set to the number requested.  If the number of characters is not present, then the
will wait for the desired time period specified.  This time period may range from z
to 65535, with zero indicating an indefinite wait.  When either the number of chara
is received or the specified time period expires, the task will be returned to with t
number of characters received transferred.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word16 K_Get_Str_Wait_Return(void *,word16,word16); /* this is the function 
prototype */

unsigned char *DEST_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location
the function puts the character. */

#define NUMBER ??? /* number of characters wanted. */

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time wait period. */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters retrieved fro
buffer. */

COUNT = K_Get_Str_Wait_Return(DEST_PTR,NUMBER,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

DEST_PTR = the address where this function will place the characters.

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks this task will wait for characters to 
received.  May range from zero to 65535, with zero indicating an indefinite wait.

NUMBER is the number of characters to retrieve from the UART receive buffer.

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that were transferred from the UART receive
buffer to the destination address.
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If the COUNT value is zero, there were no characters in the UART receive buffer w
the time period expired.  If the COUNT is non zero, then the number of characte
requested or present after time period expired were transferred to the destination
address passed to this function.  

K_Get_Str_Wait_Return example:

unsigned char recv_array[80];

/* this will receive up to 80 characters, could be local if user wants or could just b
depth of the specified number that the task will want to retrieve. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned short count; /* local */
unsigned char c;
unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* could be local or global. */

recv_ptr = recv_array; /* load pointer with address of 
recv_array. */
count = K_Get_Str_Wait_Return (recv_ptr,40,20);
/* go get 40 characters, if there are not 40 characters, wait 
for up to 20 system ticks for 40 to arrive.  Still retrieve the 
number of characters in the buffer after time period expires. 
*/
if (count < 40)

{
.../* maybe test to see if count requested less than count 
received and possibly act on it in some way. */
while (count--)

{
c = *recv_ptr++; /* get character and increment pointer. */
...
}

}
...

}

8
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K_Init_Recv

Purpose: The K_Init_Recv function will initialize the receive buffer by setting its 
associated pointers to the beginning of the receive buffer.  Also the receive coun
variable, that indicates the number of bytes received but not retrieved yet, will be
to zero.  The receiver status flags will be reset indicating the receiver is fine and th
errors, full or otherwise, exist.  

You are free to call the K_Init_Recv at any time, as long as a task is not waiting for t
receiver, because the specified number of characters the task wants, are not yet p
Remember, if there are characters in the receive buffer that have not yet been ret
these characters will be lost.  The receiver BAUD rate, number of data bits, parity
number of stop bits can be set here.

This is an example of the K_Init_Recv function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Init_Recv(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_Init_Recv();

Passed

main()
{

K_Init_Recv (); /* go initialize the UART receiver */
...

}

Returned

Nothing is returned.
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K_Init_Xmit

Purpose: The K_Init_Xmit function will initialize the transmit buffer by setting its 
associated pointers to the beginning of the transmit buffer.  Also the transmit coun
variable, indicating the number of bytes which need to be transmitted, will be res
zero.  The transmitter status flags will be reset indicating the transmitter is fine an
busy.  You should only call the K_Init_Xmit once.  There is no reason to ever reinitializ
the transmit buffer.  The transmitter BAUD rate, number of data bits, parity and num
of stop bits can be set here.

This is an example of the K_Init_Xmit function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Init_Xmit(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_Init_Xmit();

Passed

main()
{

K_Init_Xmit (); /* go initialize the UART transmitter */
...

}

Returned

Nothing is returned.
0
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K_Mbox_Event_Set

Purpose: This function sets up the mailbox.  When the mailbox contains or recei
message, it will automatically use the K_Event_Signal function, setting a specific even
bit of a particular task.  This allows a task to wait on events.  When a message a
in a mailbox, the mailbox will set the event, notifying the task that there are mess
in the mailbox.

Called

Before entering RTOS, tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Mbox_Event_Set(byte,byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* Should be global */

#define EVENT ??? /* which event bit to set */

#define MBOX1 ??? /* numerical identifier that identifies the particular mailbox */

unsigned char STATUS; /* receives status of function. */

STATUS = K_Mbox_Event_Set(MBOX1,TASK_SLOT,EVENT);

Passed

MBOX1 is the mailbox number in which the task would like to test for messages.  
number ranges from zero to the maximum number of mailboxes specified minus

TASK_SLOT is the slot number of the task that will have an event bit set, when t
are messages in this mailbox.

EVENT is the event identifier that determines which event bit will be set in the decl
task.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the mailbox number is out of range.
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☞   Remember the mailbox will set the event the first time a message arrives and will al
the event each time the task retrieves a message, if more messages are in this mailbo
function may be called more than once to specify a different event and/or task.

K_Mbox_Event_Set example:

#define MBOX1 1 /* this is mailbox 1 identifier */

#define EVENT_MBOX1 0x4000 /* identify which event to set. */

unsigned char task2_slot; /* should be global. */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
unsigned short events;
...
status = K_Mbox_Event_Set (MBOX1,task2_slot,EVENT_MBOX1);

/* Task 1 will set up mailbox 1 to set task 2 event bit 14.  
When a message is placed into mailbox 1, then task 2 will have 
its event set.  This is very useful for tasks to wait on 
multiple events, then process the specified event when it 
happens.  Tasks can have many mailboxes and when the mailboxes 
receive a message, notify the task. */

if (status)
{
/* error, mailbox number out of range */
}

while(1)
{
events = K_Event_Wait (EVENT_MBOX1,0,2); /* now let task wait 
indefinitely for an event to match.  Could wait on more than 
one event.  When task resumed, then could test events for what 
to do.  Event auto cleared when match happened. */
if (events & EVENT_MBOX1)

{
/* go get message and process, etc. */
}

if (events & ???)
{
/* process this event setting, etc. */
}
...  etc.

}
...

}

2
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MEMORY MANAGER FUNCTION

K_Mem_FB_Create

Purpose: This function creates a fixed block memory pool.  No memory contentio
checked for by this function.  It is assumed the pool's memory is free to be used an
not be used by code except through the memory function supplied.  

You specify the number of fixed blocks, and the size of each block within this mem
pool.  You also pass the beginning address of memory where they would like thi
memory pool to reside.  It is up to you to ensure the memory allocated to this blo
large enough to support the memory requirements of this pool.  The memory 
requirement for a pool is the number of blocks times the size of each block, plus th
of a character pointer.  In addition, you must align this memory space to the align
rules for the particular processor you are using.

Called

Before entering RTOS, tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Mem_FB_Create(void *,word16,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define BLK_SIZE ??? /* size of each memory block */

#define NUM_BLOCKS ??? /* number of memory blocks */

struct {
unsigned char *dummy_ptr; /* will allocated space for CMX */
unsigned char pool_bytes[BLK_SIZE * NUM_BLOCKS]; /* allocate enough memo
for this memory pool. */
} MEM_POOL1; /* this is memory poo1 1 */

K_Mem_FB_Create(&MEM_POOL1,BLK_SIZE,NUM_BLOCKS);

Passed

&MEM_POOL1 is the beginning address where this memory pool will reside in 
memory.

BLK_SIZE is the size in bytes, that each block within this memory pool will have.
Maximum of 255 bytes

NUM_BLOCKS is the number of fixed blocks within this memory pool.  Maximum
65535.
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Returned

No status is returned.

☞   Remember you must ensure enough memory for this memory pool to exist, and no m
contention is tested for.  Also, if the processor must have pointers residing on specif
boundaries, like an even address, then the size of a block must be even.  This is be
CMX places pointers within the unused memory blocks, for internal use.

K_Mem_FB_Create Example:

#define BLK_SIZE 10 /* each memory block to be 10 bytes */

#define NUM_BLOCKS 15 /* there will be 15 memory blocks */

struct {
unsigned char *dummy_ptr; /* this will allocated space for CMX */
unsigned char pool_bytes[BLK_SIZE * NUM_BLOCKS]; /* allocate enough memo
for this memory pool. */
} MEM_POOL1; /* this is memory pool 1 */

void task2(void)
{

...
K_Mem_FB_Create (&MEM_POOL1,BLK_SIZE,NUM_BLOCKS);

/* task 2 will create a fixed block memory pool.  This memory 
pool will be created with each block having a size of 10, and 
there will be 15 blocks within this memory pool. */
...

}

4
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K_Mem_FB_Get

Purpose: This function retrieves a fixed block of memory, if one is available and re
the address of this block.  The fixed block memory is contiguous, but may have ga
left in the block's bytes from past usage of this block.

Called

By tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Mem_FB_Get(void *,byte **); /* this is the function prototype */

struct {/* previous created by K_Mem_FB_Create function */
unsigned char *dummy_ptr;
unsigned char pool_bytes[BLK_SIZE * NUM_BLOCKS];
} MEM_POOL1; /* this is memory pool 1 */

unsigned char *BLOCK_ADDR; /* block pointer could be local or global */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Mem_FB_Get(&MEM_POOL1,&BLOCK_ADDR);

Passed

&MEM_POOL1 is the beginning address where this particular memory pool will re
in memory.

&BLOCK_ADDR is the address of the unsigned char pointer, in which the addres
the fixed block will be placed.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: no free block within this memory pool.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then BLOCK_ADDR contains the block's address.  Co
this address to another pointer, because when releasing this block, you will have t
this address back.
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struct {/* previously created by K_Mem_FB_Create function */
unsigned char *dummy_ptr;
unsigned char pool_bytes[BLK_SIZE * NUM_BLOCKS];
} MEM_POOL1; /* this is memory pool 1 */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status/* local */
unsigned char *blk_addr; /* local, for remembering address of 
block. */
unsigned char *blk_ptr; /* local, for using memory block */
...
status = K_Mem_FB_Get(&MEM_POOL1,&blk_addr);

/* task 2 will retrieve a free block out of memory pool 1, if 
a free block exists. */

if (status == K_OK)
{
blk_ptr = blk_addr; /* copy address of block into block 
pointer, now block pointer may be used freely. */
...
}

...
}

Comments

You must ensure the address is passed back, held, and left untouched since it w
passed to the K_Mem_FB_Release function when you have finished with this block an
would like to release it.  Again, no memory testing is done to see if the memory p
address is a valid one or not.  
6
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K_Mem_FB_Release

Purpose: This function releases the block of memory back to a particular pool, w
will then be considered free and available.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Mem_FB_Release(void *,byte *); /* this is the function prototype */

struct {/* previously created by K_Mem_FB_Create function */
unsigned char *dummy_ptr;
unsigned char pool_bytes[BLK_SIZE * NUM_BLOCKS];
} MEM_POOL1; /* this is memory pool 1 */

unsigned char *BLOCK_ADDR; /* previously declared, block pointer could be loc
or global */

K_Mem_FB_Release(&MEM_POOL1,BLOCK_ADDR);

Passed

&MEM_POOL1 is the beginning address where this particular memory pool will re
in memory.

BLOCK_ADDR is the contents of the BLOCK_ADDR address, which contains th
address of the block that was retrieved by the K_Mem_FB_Get function.

Returned

No status is returned.

☞   Ensure that the block address passed to this function is the same address received
K_Mem_FB_Get function.  No testing is performed to check the validity of this addre

K_Mem_FB_Release Example:

struct {/* previously created by K_Mem_FB_Create function */
unsigned char *dummy_ptr;
unsigned char pool_bytes[BLK_SIZE * NUM_BLOCKS];
} MEM_POOL1; /* this is memory pool 1 */

void task2(void)
{
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unsigned char *blk_addr; /* local, for remembering address of 
block. */
unsigned char *blk_ptr; /* local, for using memory block */
...
K_Mem_FB_Release(&MEM_POOL1,blk_addr);

/* task 2 will now release this particular block back to its 
particular memory pool.  When this block is released, it is 
then considered free, and may be again released to another 
task, or even again to this task, when a block is requested out 
of this memory pool. */
...

}

8
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K_Mesg_Ack_Sender

Purpose: This function wakes a task that sent a message using the K_Mesg_Send_Wait 
function.  The task that retrieves the message must issue this call prior to retrievin
next message.  The task may always call this function if it is not sure whether the
message retrieved was sent with either the K_Mesg_Send_Wait or K_Mesg_Send 
functions.  This function is intelligent enough to determine whether a task is waitin
this call or not.

Called

Tasks

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Mesg_Ack_Sender(void); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Mesg_Ack_Sender();

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_NOT_WAITING = Warning: The task that sent the received message was not
waiting.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task that had sent the message had used the
K_Mesg_Send_Wait function and the task was suspended is now placed into the 
READY state.  

☞   An immediate rescheduling will occur if the awakened task has a higher priority than
current running task.  

K_Mesg_Ack_Sender example:

#define MBOX1 1 /* mailbox 1 identifier. */

void task2(void)
{
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unsigned char status; /* local */
unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* local pointer to receive address 
of message. */
...
recv_ptr = K_Mesg_Get (); /* go get message if one is available 
*/

if (recv_ptr) /* not NULL, must be message */
{
status = K_Mesg_Ack_Sender ();

/* Task 2 will wake task 1, which is the one that sent message 
with the K_Mesg_Send_Wait  function. */

.../* process message.  NOTE: the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender  function 
can be called any time prior to calling another function that 
retrieves a message, such as the K_Mesg_Get  or K_Mesg_Wait  
functions. */
}

...
}

0
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K_Mesg_Get

Purpose: This function allows a task to retrieve a message address from a mailb
one is available.  The task will not be suspended whether there is a message or 

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void * K_Mesg_Get(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define MBOX1 ??? /* numerical identifier that identifies the particular mailbox */

unsigned char *RECV_PTR; /* could be local or global */

RECV_PTR = K_Mesg_Get(MBOX1);

Passed

MBOX1 is the mailbox number in which the task would like to test for messages.  
number ranges from zero to the maximum number of mailboxes specified minus

Returned

RECV_PTR is the pointer that will be given the address where the message byte
located.  

If RECV_PTR = NULL (0), then there was NOT a message in this mailbox when 
task called.  If the RECV_PTR contains a non null value, this will be the address o
message bytes.

K_Mesg_Get example:

#define MBOX1 1 /* this is mailbox 1 identifier */

unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* create a pointer to receive the message address, cou
be local variable to task */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
recv_ptr = K_Mesg_Get (MBOX1);
/* Task 1 will try to get a message from mailbox 1.  If a 
message is available, then the address where the message is 
will be returned back to the caller. */
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if (recv_ptr) /* see if non NULL value */
{
/* process message code here */
}

...
}

2
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MESSAGE MANAGER FUNCTION

K_Mesg_Send

Purpose: This function allows tasks and interrupts to send a message to a mailbo
calling task or interrupt will not wait for a K_Mesg_Ack_Sender request.  Remember,
the message itself is not sent, just the address of the message is passed to the m
The message contents can be virtually anything as long as the sender and receive
on the format.  This is extremely useful, as interrupts may send a message ident
a port's pin states for example.  Also, a task may own several mailboxes, so a pr
scheme could be set up with high priority message sent to mailbox one, lower pr
messages sent to mailbox two, and lowest priority messages sent to mailbox thr

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Mesg_Send(byte,void *); /* this is the function prototype */

#define MBOX1 ??? /* numerical identifier that identifies the particular mailbox */

unsigned char SOURCE_BYTES[] = ??? /* could be global or local */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local to task */

STATUS = K_Mesg_Send(MBOX1,SOURCE_BYTES);

Passed

MBOX1 is the mailbox number in which the task would like to test for messages.  
number ranges from 0 to the maximum number of mailboxes specified minus 1.

SOURCE_BYTES is the address where the message bytes reside, which will be c
into the mailbox’s message pointer.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: there are NO more message blocks available or the mailbox
number is out of range.
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If STATUS equals K_OK, then a message has been placed into the mailbox mes
block.  Make note that each mailbox works as a FIFO (first in, first out) queue.

K_Mesg_Send example:

unsigned char global_message[] = {"global message\n"}; /* this is a global messa

#define MBOX1 1 /* numerical identifier that identifies the particular mailbox */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Mesg_Send(MBOX1,global_mesg);

/* Task 2 will send a message to mailbox 1.  Just the address 
where this message resides, is placed into the mailbox message 
block. */
if (status != K_OK)

{
/* an error occurred because either there were no more message 
blocks available or the mailbox specified is out of range. */
...
}

status = K_Mesg_Send(MBOX1,"could pass a message like this");

/* This shows the user another way in which a message could be 
passed. */

}

☞   Mailboxes do not have a predetermined depth.  Mailboxes can be of any depth, for 
message blocks are the actual carrier of the message address.  As long as a messag
is free, it will be given to any mailbox that needs it.
4
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K_Mesg_Send_Wait

Purpose: This function sends a message to a mailbox.  The calling task will also
for either the time period to expire or for the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function to wake it.  
If there is a message block free, it will be linked into the mailbox and the address o
message bytes being sent will be placed into the message block.  The task will als
for the task that receives this message to issue the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function to 
wake this task.  The task can specify the time period it is willing to wait.  This can
indefinitely or for a number of system ticks. 

 Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Mesg_Send_Wait(byte,word16,void *); /* this is the function prototype */

#define MBOX1 ??? /* numerical identifier that identifies the particular mailbox */

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* amount of time to wait for */

unsigned char SOURCE_BYTES[] = ???; /* could be global or local */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local to task */

STATUS = K_Mesg_Send(MBOX1,TIME_PERIOD,SOURCE_BYTES);

Passed

MBOX1 is the mailbox number which the task would like to test for messages.  T
number ranges from zero to the maximum number of mailboxes specified minus

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks this task will wait for the 
K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function to wake it.  A period of zero indicates to wait 
indefinitely.  The period may range from zero to 65535.

SOURCE_BYTES is the address where the message bytes reside, which will be c
into the mailbox’s message pointer.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.
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K_ERROR = Error: there are no more message blocks available or the mailbox nu
is out of range.

K_TIMEOUT = warning: That the time period expired before the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender 
function was used to wake this task.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then a message had been placed into the mailbox, a tas
received this message and issued the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender function to notify this task 
(sender) that the message was received.

K_Mesg_Send_Wait example:

unsigned char global_message[] = {"global message\n"}; /* this is a global messa

#define MBOX1 1 /* numerical identifier that identifies the particular mailbox */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Mesg_Send_Wait (MBOX1,0,global_mesg);

/* Task 2 will send a message to mailbox 1.  Task 2 then will 
be suspended indefinitely, waiting for the task that receives 
this message to use the K_Mesg_Ack_Sender  function, notifying 
task 2 that the message was received. */
if (status != K_OK)

{
if (status == K_TIMEOUT) /* because of time out */

{
...
}

else
{
/* an error occurred because either there were no more 
message blocks available or the mailbox specified is out of 
range. */
}

}
...
status = K_Mesg_Send(MBOX1,30,"hello world");

/* Task 2 will now wait for only 30 system ticks for task that 
receives this message to use K_Mesg_Ack_Sender  function. */

}

6
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K_Mesg_Wait

Purpose: This function allows a task to wait for a message from a specific mailbo
a specified period of time.  The task will specify the number of system ticks to wai
a message.  A time period of zero will suspend the task indefinitely waiting for a 
message.  The task will remain suspended until either the specified number of tic
expire or a message is received, at which time the task will be put into the READY s

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void * K_Mesg_Wait(byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define MBOX1 ??? /* numerical identifier that identifies the particular mailbox */

#define TIME_CNT ???

unsigned char *RECV_PTR; /* could be local or global */

RECV_PTR = K_Mesg_Wait(MBOX1,TIME_CNT);

Passed

MBOX1 is the mailbox number in which the task would like to test for messages.  
number ranges from zero to the maximum number of mailboxes specified minus

TIME_CNT is the number of system ticks to wait for a message.  The range is ze
through 65535.  If the value is zero, then the task will wait indefinitely for a messag
arrive.

Returned

RECV_PTR is the pointer that will be given the address where the message byte
located.  

If RECV_PTR = NULL (0), then either the time period specified expired prior to a
message being retrieved or the mailbox number was out of range.  If the RECV_
contains a non null value, this will be the address where the message bytes are.

K_Mesg_Wait example:

#define MBOX1 1 /* this is mailbox 1 identifier */
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unsigned char *recv_ptr; /* create a pointer to receive the message address, cou
be local variable to task */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
recv_ptr = K_Mesg_Wait (MBOX1,100);

/* Task 1 will wait for a message.  If a message is available, 
then task 1 will not be suspended and the recv_ptr will have 
the message address on return.  Otherwise task 1 will wait for 
100 system ticks for a message to arrive.  If a message arrives 
within this time frame then task 1 will automatically be put 
into the READY state.  If the time period expires, then the 
task will be put into the READY state and notified that no 
message was received */

if (recv_ptr) /* see if non NULL value */
{
/* process message code here */
}

...
}

☞   If a task is waiting for a message and one comes in prior to the time period elapsing
task is immediately put back into the READY to resume state.
8
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K_OS_Disable_Interrupts

Purpose: This function GLOBALLY disables the interrupts.  Any non-maskable 
interrupt will not be immediately recognized.  If the interrupt sets a latch, then this
not be prevented.  This uses the particular CPU instruction that masks out all no
maskable interrupts from being acknowledged and processed.  

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Disable_Interrupts(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_OS_Disable_Interrupts();

Passed

Nothing is passed.

Returned

Nothing is returned.

Read the particular CPU manual that further describes the action and the effect 
on interrupts when the interrupts are GLOBALLY disabled.

K_OS_Disable_Interrupts example:

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
.../* application code here */

K_OS_Disable_Interrupts (); /* do critical region of code 
stuff. */
...
K_OS_Enable_Interrupts (); /* re-enable interrupts. */

.../* application code here */
}
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Use this function sparingly or not at all if possible.  ALL maskable interrupts will n
be recognized until the interrupts are re-enabled.  This will also add latency time t
interrupt processing its code.  If used, the user must remember to re-enable inte
using the K_OS_Enable_Interrupts function.

Some C vendor compilers have special instructions that will allow the interrupts t
GLOBALLY disabled and the code placed inline.  This executes faster than callin
equivalent CMX function.
0
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K_OS_Enable_Interrupts

Purpose: This function GLOBALLY enables interrupts.  It is used in conjunction w
the K_OS_Disable_Interrupts function.  All non-maskable interrupts that were 
GLOBALLY disabled, will be enabled.  If any interrupt is pending, then the interru
will now be recognized and processed according to the CPU interrupt hardware 
mechanism and priority scheme.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Enable_Interrupts(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_OS_Enable_Interrupts();

Passed

Nothing is passed.

Returned

Nothing is returned.

Read the particular CPU manual that further describes the action and the effect 
interrupts when they are GLOBALLY enabled.

K_OS_Enable_Interrupts example:

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
.../* application code here */

K_OS_Disable_Interrupts (); /* do critical region of code 
items. */
...
K_OS_Enable_Interrupts (); /* re-enable interrupts. */

.../* application code here */
}
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This function should be called as soon as possible after the K_OS_Disable_Interrupts 
function is called.  Some C vendor compilers have special instructions that allow
interrupts to be GLOBALLY enabled and the code placed inline.  This executes f
than calling the equivalent CMX function.
2
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K_OS_Init

Purpose: This function is called to set up all the memory needed for CMX and initi
the CMX variables, parameters and configurable system maximums.  The K_OS_Init 
function must be called before any other CMX functions are called.  This is done i
start up code.  The file containing the function K_OS_Init should be compiled each time
you change the "CXCONFIG.H" file, which declares the application’s maximums

Called

Before using any other CMX function calls.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Init(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_OS_Init();

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

Nothing.

☞   Remember this function must be called before any other CMX function is called.  If 
then disastrous results will occur.

K_OS_Init Example:

void main(void)
{

/* define any locals within main */

K_OS_Init (); /* initialize CMX */
...
/* now the user can access any CMX function, that is allowed 
to be accessed prior to entering the CMX operating system */
...

}
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OPERATING SYSTEM FUNCTION

K_OS_Intrp_Entry

Purpose: The K_OS_Intrp_Entry function is used by most interrupts.  The interrupt'
first instruction is to call the K_OS_Intrp_Entry function.  This informs CMX it should 
save the context of the CPU registers and swap in the interrupt stack when a inte
occurs.  See the chapter on Processor Specific Information for details on the par
CPU you are working with.

Because some C compilers generate code (such as setting up the frame pointer
function), the interrupt handler, for most processors, should be written in assemb
language.  The interrupt handler follows the guidelines for the particular CPU cal
the K_OS_Intrp_Entry routine.  After this is done, the interrupt handler may call th
interrupt processing code written in C, or just continue with the assembly langua
interrupt processing code.  

It is recommended to write all interrupt code in assembly, since greater speed is
achieved.  If the interrupt does not call this function, then the interrupt must save
restore all registers used, and this interrupt may not use any CMX calls.  Please re
Processor Specific Information chapter on interrupts and the additional interrupt 
supplied for the CPU you are working with.

Called

Interrupts only.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Intrp_Entry(void); /* this is the function prototype */

☞   The call must be written in assembly language to the specific CPU instruction set.

call K_OS_Intrp_Entry ;written in assembly some CPU'S

jsr K_OS_Intrp_Entry ;other CPU'S.  etc.

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

Nothing.

☞   Interrupts are disabled when this function returns.  The user may allow this interrup
re-enable interrupts or not.  Interrupts such as the NMI cannot be disabled though.  W
this function is called, the task (if one is RUNNING) contexts will be saved.  If this is
first interrupt (CMX allows nested interrupts), then the interrupt stack will be switched
4
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K_OS_Intrp_Entry example:

☞   Written in assembly.

INTERRUPT_X_HANDLER: ;this is where the specific interrupt will vector to, whe
;the interrupt is recognized by the CPU.

; prologue code if need be.  DEPENDENT on CPU.

;

call K_OS_Intrp_Entry ;written in assembly some CPU'S

jsr K_OS_Intrp_Entry ;Hitachi H8/300 series

Now the interrupt may finish the code necessary to process this interrupt.  Some 
calls are allowed.  The interrupt code could now call the interrupt function code wr
in C language.  This is not recommended though, since interrupts should be as f
possible.  Also at this point this interrupt may re-enable interrupts.  If you decide 
enable interrupts, make sure that either this interrupt is masked out (won't be 
acknowledged again) or that the CPU hardware will not vector to this interrupt ag
until this interrupt has finished its code.

;interrupt's code ...

call K_OS_Intrp_Exit ;epilogue, must be called by interrupts that have used the 
K_OS_Intrp_Entry call.

If the interrupt used the K_OS_Intrp_Entry call, then the CPU's instruction that 
indicates return from interrupt (RETI on 8051 CPU, RTE on the Hitachi H8/300 se
CPU's) is not needed.  CMX will inform the CPU that the interrupt is finished with
the K_OS_Intrp_Exit code.
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K_OS_Intrp_Exit

Purpose: Any interrupt that used the K_OS_Intrp_Entry call to have CMX save the 
current task context and switch in the interrupt stack, must use this function whe
interrupt has finished its code.  This takes the place of the normal CPU's return f
interrupt instruction.  This function is the last instruction of the interrupt's code.  

Please read the Processor Specific Information chapter on interrupts and the add
interrupt notes supplied for the CPU you are working with.

Called

Interrupts only.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Intrp_Exit(void); /* this is the function prototype */

☞   Call must be written in assembly language to the specific CPU instruction set.

call K_OS_Intrp_Exit ;written in assembly some CPU'S

jsr K_OS_Intrp_Exit ;other CPU'S.  etc.

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

Does not return.

☞   If the interrupt is nested (meaning this interrupt is at least the second interrupt) then
call will return to the prior interrupt’s code.  If this is the first interrupt, then this call w
invoke the scheduler.  The scheduler will determine whether the interrupt used a CM
that requires a task swap, or that the task RUNNING prior to this interrupt should sti
the RUNNING task.

K_OS_Intrp_Exit example:

☞   Written in assembly.

INTERRUPT_X_HANDLER: ;this is where the specific interrupt will vector to, whe
;the interrupt is recognized by the CPU.

; prologue code if need be.  DEPENDENT on CPU.
6
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;call K_OS_Intrp_Entry ;written in assembly some CPUs

;jsr K_OS_Intrp_Entry ;Hitachi H8/300 series

Now the interrupt may finish the code necessary to process this interrupt.  Some 
calls are allowed.  The interrupt code could now call the interrupt function code wr
in C language.  This is not recommended though, since interrupts should be as f
possible.  Also at this point this interrupt may re-enable interrupts.  If you decide 
enable interrupts, make sure that either this interrupt is masked-out (won't be 
acknowledged again) or that the CPU hardware will not vector to this interrupt ag
until this interrupt has finished its code.

;interrupt's code ...

call K_OS_Intrp_Exit ;epilogue, must be called by interrupts that have used the 
K_OS_Intrp_Entry call.

If the interrupt used the K_OS_Intrp_Entry call, then the CPU instruction that indicate
return from interrupt (RETI on 8051 CPU, RTE on the Hitachi H8/300 series CPU'
not needed.  CMX will inform the CPU that the interrupt is finished within the 
K_OS_Intrp_Exit code.
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K_OS_Low_Power_Func

Purpose: Lets the processor enter reduced power state.  The K_OS_Low_Power_Func 
function is called by the CMX scheduler module written in assembly.  It is up to yo
code this function to invoke the CPU power down mode.

In most cases, you select the state that allows the processor to resume normal a
when the interrupt used for the "system tick" occurs.  This way the tasks and cyc
timers that need their time periods reduced and tested will be able to do so.  Also
up to you that the processor returns properly to the next instruction within the asse
module that called the K_OS_Low_Power_Func function.  You can move this function
to the assembly module if need be.  Remember, CMX assumes that when the C
comes out of the reduced power state it will return properly to the instruction follow
the instruction that called this function.

Called

By the CMX scheduler.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Low_Power_Func(void); /* this is the function prototype */

...

"in assembly coded scheduler module"

call K_OS_Low_Power_Func

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

Nothing.

☞   Remember, you should code this function for the power down state you would like a
ensure the processor returns to the instruction following the call to 
K_OS_Low_Power_Func.

K_OS_Low_Power_Func Example:

The scheduler will determine when NO tasks are able to run, because the tasks are
IDLE or SUSPENDED.  
8
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call K_OS_Low_Power_Func ;proper assembly code instruction by CMX within the
scheduler assembly code.

void K_OS_Low_Power_Func (void)
{

.../* user written routine here. */
/* NOTE: may be coded in assembly if need be for the particular 
CPU and / or C vendor tools. */

}
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K_OS_Slice_Off

Purpose: This function disables time slicing if it had been previously enabled by 
K_OS_Slice_On function.  Tasks will no longer be time sliced.  When called, this 
function takes effect immediately.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Slice_Off(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_OS_Slice_Off();

Passed

Nothing is passed.

Returned

Nothing is returned.

Study the Time Slice Chapter to better understand how time slicing works.

K_OS_Slice_Off example:

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */

K_OS_Slice_On (); /* enable time slicing. */

.../* application code here */

K_OS_Slice_Off (); /* disable time slicing. */
...

}

Comments

You can freely allow tasks to enable and disable time slicing when necessary.  In
cases, time slicing will not be needed.
0
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K_OS_Slice_On

Purpose: This function enables time slicing.  Tasks will become time sliced accor
to their priority with other tasks.  The CMX_TSLICE_SCALE value defined in the
"CXCONFIG.H" file will be loaded into the slice_count variable and be used to 
determine when to perform a time slice task change.  The change will take effec
immediately.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Slice_On(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_OS_Slice_On();

Passed

Nothing is passed.

Returned

Nothing is returned.

Study the Time Slice Chapter to better understand how time slicing works.

K_OS_Slice_On example:

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */

K_OS_Slice_On (); /* enable time slicing. */

.../* application code here */

K_OS_Slice_Off (); 
/* disable time slicing, if user wants. */
...

}

Comments

You can freely allow tasks to enable and disable time slicing when necessary.  In
cases time slicing will not be needed.
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K_OS_Start

Purpose: The K_OS_Start function is called to invoke the CMX operating system.  
Once this function is called, the CMX operating system takes control of the CPU
determines when tasks should run and cyclic timers should execute.  It is up to y
make sure at least one task is READY or will become READY by using the 
K_Task_Start function before calling K_OS_Start.  Once you enter the CMX operating
system, there is no way to exit the CMX operating system.

Called

When you want to enter the CMX operating system.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_OS_Start(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_OS_Start();

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

Never returns from the CMX operating system.

K_OS_Start Example:

void main(void)
{

/* define any locals within main */

K_OS_Init (); /* initialize CMX */
...
/* now the user can access any CMX function, that is allowed 
to be accessed prior to entering the CMX operating system */
...
/* Set up CMX by create tasks, cyclic timers, etc.  Possibly 
create queues, set up mailboxes, etc.  Start at least one task. 
*/
...
K_OS_Start (); /* enter into the CMX operating system */
/* NOTE: will never return to this point */

}

2
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K_OS_Task_Slot_Get

Purpose: This function returns the task slot number of the currently RUNNING ta
The slot number was assigned by the CMX K_Task_Create function when the task was
created.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_OS_Task_Slot_Get(void); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT;  /* could be global or local */

TASK_SLOT = K_OS_Task_Slot_Get();

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

TASK_SLOT is the task slot number of the currently RUNNING task.

K_OS_Task_Slot_Get Example:

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char task_slot;

task_slot = K_OS_Task_Slot_Get ();
/*  returns the task slot number of the task that is currently 
in the RUNNING state */

}
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K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr

Purpose: Every time the CMX K_OS_Tick_Update function is called by the timer 
interrupt,  a global variable called cmx_tick_count is incremented.  This variable 
contains the running total of the "true" system ticks.  The current value of 
cmx_tick_count is returned by the K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr function.  

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
word32 K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr(void); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned long TICK_COUNT;  /* could be global or local */

TICK_COUNT = K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr();

Passed

Nothing.

Returned

TICK_COUNT is the current total number of CMX system ticks.  This value will b
the total number of times the K_OS_Tick_Update function was called. 

K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr Example:

void task2(void)
{

unsigned long tick_count;

tick_count = K_OS_Tick_Get_Ctr ();
/*  returns the total number of system ticks (updated by one 
each time K_OS_Tick_Update was called) that have occurred since 
the RTOS has started */

}

4
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K_OS_Tick_Update

Purpose: This function is usually called by a timer interrupt.  CMX needs one of t
timer interrupts to use as a clock to perform scheduling for tasks which have use
function that invokes a time period, and for cyclic timers.  

The K_OS_Tick_Update function MUST be called by an interrupt.  This interrupt is
selectable and should cause an interrupt at a specified time period.  The interrup
frequency should be constant since all time related activities are based on this 
frequency.  The interrupt should first call the K_OS_Intrp_Entry function, then call the 
K_OS_Tick_Update function.  The K_OS_Tick_Update function will decrement a 
counter that has been pre-loaded with the number of times the interrupt must ca
function, before the scheduler flag is set.  This counter is loaded with a value you 
in the "CXCONFIG.H" file and the C define CMX_RTC_SCALE, as described in t
RTOS Configuration File chapter.  

When the count specified by the CMX_RTC_SCALE reaches zero, then the coun
will be reloaded with the CMX_RTC_SCALE value, and the CMX time flag will be s
if any task timers or cyclic timers need servicing.  When the interrupt leaves the 
K_OS_Intrp_Exit function, the scheduler will determine whether to let the CMX tim
task execute or to resume execution of the current running task.  If the schedule
determines the CMX timer task should execute, then the task that was running pr
this interrupt will be put into the ready to RESUME state, saving its context.  The
scheduler will then let the CMX timer task execute.  (See the Scheduler chapter 
more detailed description on how the scheduler works.) 

If the current task prior to the interrupt used the CMX K_Task_Lock function, then the 
CMX time flag would be set and the counter reloaded according to the 
CMX_RTC_SCALE value.  This would not invoke the scheduler when the interru
leaves.  This is because the privilege flag has been set by the K_Task_Lock function.  
The privilege flag will not allow any task switch until the privilege flag has been 
lowered (cleared), which must be done by the task that raised it.  To lower the priv
flag, the task must call the CMX K_Task_Unlock function.
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K_Put_Char

Purpose: This allows a task to put a character into the UART transmitter buffer.  I
transmitter is busy, the character will not be placed into the transmitter and the tas
be notified that the transmitter was busy.  Remember, more than one task may try
the transmitter at the same time.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Put_Char(void *); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *src_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location tha
function gets the character. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* results of function. */

STATUS = K_Put_Char(src_PTR);

Passed

src_PTR = the address where the character resides in memory for this function.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_BUSY = Error: transmitter was busy.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task which called this function will have the 
character placed into the transmitter and the transmitter will automatically start, 
sending out the character.

K_Put_Char example:

unsigned char src_byte = '3';

/* This is the address to hold the character which will be sent out.  could also be lo

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;
6
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status = K_Put_Char (&src_byte); /* go send character. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
or/* this shows another way. */
status = K_Put_Char ("3"); /* go send character. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
}
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K_Put_Char_Wait

Purpose: This allows a task to put a character into the UART transmitter buffer.  I
transmitter is busy, then the task will wait up to a specified time period for it to bec
free.  The specified time period may be zero through 65535 with zero indicating 
indefinite wait.  If the transmitter is busy, then the task will be suspended until the
specified time period.  If the transmitter is free or becomes free within the time pe
the character will be placed into the transmit buffer and the transmitter started.  I
transmitter is busy after the time expires, then the character will not be placed in
transmit buffer and the task will be notified that the transmitter was busy.  Remem
that more than one task may try to use the transmitter at the same time.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Put_Char_Wait(void *,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *src_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location tha
function gets the character. */

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time wait period. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* results of function. */

STATUS = K_Put_Char_Wait(src_PTR,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

src_PTR = the address where the character resides in memory for this function.

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks this task is willing to wait for the 
transmitter to be free.  Range is zero to 65535.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_TIMEOUT = Warning/error: The time period expired, transmitter still busy.

K_BUSY = Error: transmitter was busy.
8
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If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task which called this function will have the 
character placed into the transmitter and the transmitter will automatically start, 
sending out the character.

K_Put_Char_Wait example:

unsigned char src_byte = '3';

/* This is the address to hold the character, which will be sent out.  Could also be 
*/

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;
status = K_Put_Char_Wait (&src_byte,100); /* go send character.  
Wait up to 100 system ticks for the transmitter to be free if 
need be. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
or/* this shows another way. */
status = K_Put_Char_Wait ("3",100); /* go send character.
Wait up to 100 system ticks for the transmitter to be free if 
need be. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
}
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K_Put_Str

Purpose: This allows a task to put a string of characters into the UART transmitte
buffer.  If the transmitter is busy, the characters will not be placed into the transm
and the task will be notified that the transmitter is busy.  Remember, more than on
may try to use the transmitter at the same time.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Put_Str(void *,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *src_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location tha
function gets the character. */

#define NUMBER ??? /* the number of characters to place into the transmit buff

unsigned char STATUS; /* results of function. */

STATUS = K_Put_Str(src_PTR,NUMBER);

Passed

src_PTR = the address where the characters reside in memory for this function.

NUMBER is the number of characters to place into the transmit buffer.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_BUSY = Error: transmitter was busy.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task which called this function will have a 
NUMBER of character(s) placed into the transmit buffer and the transmitter will 
automatically start sending out the characters.

☞   The number of characters placed into the transmit buffer is determined by the NUM
and not by the length of the string.  It is up to you to determine the proper number o
characters to transmit.

K_Put_Str example:
0
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unsigned char src_bytes[] = {"From task 1"};

/* This is the address to hold the string of characters, which will be sent out.  Could
be local. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;
status = K_Put_Str (src_bytes,sizeof src_bytes);
/* go send character.  Remember it is the second parameter that 
determines the number of characters that are actually copied 
to the transmit buffer. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if characters not sent. */
}

...
or/* this shows another way. */
status = K_Put_Str ("From task 1",12);
/* go send character.  Remember it is the second parameter that 
determines the number of characters that are actually copied 
to the transmit buffer. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
}
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K_Put_Str_Wait

Purpose: This allows a task to put a string of characters into the UART transmitte
buffer.  If the transmitter is busy, then the task will wait up to the specified time pe
for it to become free.  The specified time period may be zero through 65535 with
indicating an indefinite wait.  If the transmitter is busy, the task will be suspended 
the time period specified.  If the transmitter is free or becomes free within the tim
period, the characters will be placed into the transmit buffer and the transmitter sta
If the transmitter is busy after time expires, then the characters will not be placed
the transmit buffer and the task will be notified that the transmitter was busy.  
Remember, more than one task may try to use the transmitter at the same time.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Put_Str_Wait(void *,word16,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char *src_PTR; /* this may be local or global, and will be the location tha
function gets the character. */

#define NUMBER ??? /* the number of characters to place into the transmit buff

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time wait period. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* results of function. */

STATUS = K_Put_Str_Wait(src_PTR,NUMBER,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

src_PTR = the address where the character resides in memory for this function.

NUMBER is the number of characters to place into the transmit buffer.

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks that this task is willing to wait for th
transmitter to be free.  Range is zero to 65535.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_TIMEOUT = Warning/error: The time period expired, transmitter still busy.
2
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K_BUSY = Error: transmitter was busy.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task which called this function will have the 
character placed into the transmitter and the transmitter will automatically start se
out the character.

K_Put_Str_Wait example:

unsigned char src_bytes[] = {"Task1 transmitting this"};

/* This is the address to hold the character, which will be sent out.  could also be 
*/

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;
status = K_Put_Str_Wait (src_bytes,sizeof src_bytes, 100);
/* go send characters.  Wait up to 100 system ticks for the 
transmitter to be free. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
or/* this shows another way. */
status = K_Put_Str_Wait ("Task1 running",14,100);
/* go send characters.  Wait up to 100 system ticks for the 
transmitter to be free. */
if (status != K_OK) /* test status */

{
/* maybe do something if character not sent. */
}

...
}
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K_Que_Add_Bottom

Purpose: This function fills the bottom free slot of a queue, if one is available, an
copies the source bytes dictated by the source pointer into the slot.  The number o
copied is the size of the slot as indicated when this queue was created.  

Called

Before entering RTOS by tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Que_Add_Bottom(byte,void *); /* this is the function prototype */

#define QUE_NUM ???

unsigned char *SOURCE_POINTER; /* could be local or global depending upon
application and user. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Que_Add_Bottom(QUE_NUM,SOURCE_POINTER);

Passed

QUE_NUM is the queue number, which identifies a particular queue created with
K_Que_Create function.  Can be from zero to one less than the maximum configu

SOURCE_POINTER is a pointer that should contain the address where the sour
bytes are in memory.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: queue was full, no slot available.

K_QUE_FULL = Warning: queue is now full, slot was filled.

If the STATUS equals K_OK, the source contents were copied into the queue slot.
is also true if the STATUS equaled K_QUE_FULL, indicating that the queue is n
full.

 K_Que_Add_Bottom example:
4
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#define QUE1 1 /* this is the numeric identifier for queue 1, which has already be
created with a each slot size being 6 bytes */

unsigned char *source_pointer = {"hello"); /* string that will be copied into slot */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Que_Add_Bottom (QUE1,source_pointer);

/* task 2 will add to queue 1.  The bottom slot, if available 
will be the slot that receives the source bytes.  The number 
of bytes copied, in this case is 6. */

if (status != K_OK) /* test status */
{
/* see if status indicated queue is now full and the contents 
copied or that the queue was full before this call, and that 
the contents were not copied. */
}

...
}

Comments

Once the source bytes are copied into the slot you may reuse the source byte m
locations for other uses.  It is highly recommended you keep the slot size to a min
because of the time it takes to copy bytes from the source to the destination.  Yo
want to place just the pointers to the source bytes into the queue's slot.  When th
is retrieved, the task then will actually get the source bytes.  The source bytes’ me
locations may not be used for other purposes until the slot pointer has been rem

Also you should send messages, which just pass pointers and not the contents, i
is of importance and the source bytes do not have to be copied.
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K_Que_Add_Top

Purpose: This function fills the top free slot of a queue, if one is available, and co
the callers’ source bytes dictated by the source pointer into the slot.  The numbe
bytes copied is the size of the slot as indicated when this queue was created.  

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Que_Add_Top(byte,void *); /* this is the function prototype */

#define QUE_NUM ???

unsigned char *SOURCE_POINTER; /* could be local or global depending upon
application and user. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Que_Add_Top(QUE_NUM,SOURCE_POINTER);

Passed

QUE_NUM is the queue number, which identifies a particular queue, that was cre
with the K_Que_Create function.  This can be from zero to one less than the maxim
configured.

SOURCE_POINTER is a pointer that should contain the address where the sour
bytes are in memory.

Returned

The status of this operation will return one these status codes: 

 K_OK: good operation, function was successful

 K_QUE_FULL: the operation was good and now the queue is full

 K_ERROR: an error indicting the queue was full or that the queue number was o
range or not created.

☞   Remember the pointer may point to anything.  This may be done by casting, so act
longs could be passed, other pointers, etc.  Remember that it is up to you to ensure t
queue number to this function is the queue in which they want to add this to, and tha
queue had been created.  
6
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#define QUE1 1 /* this is the numeric identifier for queue 1, which has already be
created with a each slot size being 6 bytes */

unsigned char *source_pointer = {"hello"); /* string that will be copied into slot */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Que_Add_Top(QUE1,source_pointer);

/* task 2 will add to queue 1.  The top slot, if available will 
be the slot that receives the source bytes.  The number of bytes 
copied, in this case is 6. */

if (status != K_OK) /* test status */
{
/* see if status indicated queue is now full and the contents 
copied or that the queue was full before this call, and that 
the contents were not copied. */
}

...
}

Comments

Once the source bytes are copied into the slot, you may reuse the source byte m
locations for other uses.  It is highly recommended that the slot size be kept to a
minimum, because of the time it takes to copy bytes from the source to destination
may want to place just the pointers to the source bytes into the queue's slot, then
the slot is retrieved, the task will actually get the source bytes.  The source bytes
memory locations may not be used for other purposes, until the slot pointer has 
removed.

You should send messages, which just pass pointers and not the contents, if spe
importance and the source bytes do not have to be copied.
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K_Que_Create

Purpose: This function is used to create a circular queue.  This queue may contain
32767 slots with each slot able to hold up to 255 bytes.  It is recommended that th
size be kept at a minimum, because the larger the slot, the longer it will take to tra
the source bytes into the slot.  You must have the memory set aside for this que
use the memory functions to allocate enough memory.  The queue address supp
this function is never tested for any type of memory contention.  The memory ne
for this queue is the number of slots times the size of the slot.

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Que_Create(sign_word16,byte,byte *,byte); /* this is the function prototype

#define NUM_SLOTS ???

#define SIZE_SLOT ???

#define QUE_NUM ???

unsigned char QUE_NAME[NUM_SLOTS * SIZE_SLOT]; /* should be global */

unsigned char STATUS;

STATUS = K_Que_Create(NUM_SLOTS,SIZE_SLOT,QUE_NAME,QUE_NUM);

Passed

NUM_SLOTS is the number of slots that this particular queue will have and the 
maximum is 32767.

SIZE_SLOT is the number of bytes that each slot will hold (size of each slot) with
this queue.

QUE_NAME is the beginning address where this queue will reside in memory.

QUE_NUM is the queue identification number that all queue functions will use in
determining the queue's memory location.  

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:
8
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K_OK = Good: function call was successful, queue created.

K_ERROR = Error: queue number out of range.

☞   Remember that it is up to you to ensure enough memory for this queue exists.  No m
contention is tested for.

K_Que_Create example:

#define Q1_SLOTS 100 /* this queue will have 100 slots */

#define Q1_SIZE_SLOT 6 /* each slot size is 6 bytes in length */

#define QUE1 /* identifier that we want to work with queue number 1. */

unsigned char QUE1_BYTES[Q1_SLOTS * Q1_SIZE_SLOT]; /* memory */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = 
K_Que_Create (Q1_SLOTS,Q1_SIZE_SLOT,QUE1_BYTES,QUE1);

/* task 2 will create a queue.  This queue will have 100 slots, 
and the size of each slot will be six bytes.  Any further 
reference to this queue will use the QUE1 identifier. */
...

}
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QUEUE MANAGER FUNCTION

K_Que_Get_Bottom

Purpose: This function removes the bottom most recently used slot of a queue, if 
available, and copies the slot bytes into the callers destination memory area as d
by the address passed.  The number of bytes copied is the size of the slot as ind
when this queue was created.  The supplied queue address is not tested to ensur
is a valid queue address.

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Que_Get_Bottom(byte,void *); /* this is the function prototype */

#define QUE_NUM ???

unsigned char *DEST_POINTER; /* could be local or global depending upon 
application and user. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Que_Get_Bottom(QUE_NUM,DEST_POINTER);

Passed

QUE_NUM is the queue number, which identifies a particular queue was created
the K_Que_Create function.  Can be from zero to one less than the maximum 
configured.

DEST_POINTER is a pointer that contains the address where the slot bytes will 
copied to in memory.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: queue was empty, no slot available.

K_QUE_EMPTY = Warning: queue is now empty, the slot contents were transfe

If the STATUS equals K_OK, the slot contents were copied to the destination's add
This is also true if the STATUS equaled K_QUE_EMPTY, indicating that now the
queue is empty.
0
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☞   Remember the slots may contain anything, bytes, integers, pointers, etc.  Once the c
from a slot are removed, you may cast those bytes into what you would like.  It is up 
to ensure the queue number of this function is the same queue you added this to, an
has been created.  

K_Que_Get_Bottom example:

#define QUE1 1 /* this is the numeric identifier for queue 1, which has already be
created with a each slot size being 6 bytes */

unsigned char dest_array[6]; /* create a destination area that will be loaded with 
contents of the slot from a queue.  Could be declared local or global */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Que_Get_Bottom (QUE1,dest_array);

/* task 2 will remove the bottom slot contents from queue1.  
The bottom slot, if available will have its contents 
transferred to the memory locations as specified by this 
function.  The number of bytes copied, in this case is six. */

if (status != K_OK) /* test status */
{
/* see if status indicated queue is now empty and the contents 
copied or that the queue was empty before this call, and that 
the contents were not copied. */
}

...
}

Comments

Once the bottom slot contents are removed, the pointer maintaining the bottom o
queue will be incremented to point to the new bottom slot of this queue.  The que
count that represents the number of slots used will be reduced by one.
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QUEUE MANAGER FUNCTION

K_Que_Get_Top

Purpose: This function removes the top most recently used slot of a queue, if on
available, and copies the slot contents bytes into the caller’s destination memory
as dictated by the address passed.  The number of bytes copied is the size of the
indicated when this queue was created.  The supplied queue address is not teste
ensure that it is a valid queue address.

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Que_Get_Top(byte,void *); /* this is the function prototype */

#define QUE_NUM ???

unsigned char *DEST_POINTER; /* could be local or global depending upon 
application and user. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Que_Get_Top(QUE_NUM,DEST_POINTER);

Passed

QUE_NUM is the queue number, which identifies a particular queue, that was cre
with the K_Que_Create function.  This can be from zero to one less than the maxim
configured.

DEST_POINTER is a pointer that should contain the address where the slot byte
be copied to in memory.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: queue was empty, no slot available.

K_QUE_EMPTY = Warning: queue is now empty, the slot contents were transfe

If the STATUS equals K_OK, the slot contents were copied to the destination's add
This is also true if the STATUS equaled K_QUE_EMPTY, indicating that now the
queue is empty.
2
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☞   Remember the slots may contain anything, bytes, integers, pointers, etc.  Once the c
from a slot are removed, you may cast those bytes into what you would like.  It is up 
to ensure the queue number of this function is the same queue you added this to, an
has been created.  

K_Que_Get_Top example:

#define QUE1 1 /* this is the numeric identifier for queue 1, which has already be
created with a each slot size being 6 bytes */

unsigned char dest_array[6]; /* create a destination area that will be loaded with 
contents of the slot from a queue.  Could be declared local or global */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Que_Get_Top (QUE1,dest_array);

/* task 2 will remove the top slot contents from queue1.  The 
top slot, if available will have its contents transferred to 
the memory locations as specified by this function.  The number 
of bytes copied, in this case is six. */

if (status != K_OK) /* test status */
{
/* see if status indicated queue is now empty and the contents 
copied or that the queue was empty before this call, and that 
the contents were not copied. */
}

...
}

Comments

Once the top slot contents are removed, the pointer maintaining the top of this q
will be incremented to point to the new top slot of this queue.  The queue count t
represents the number of slots used will be reduced by one.
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K_Que_Reset

Purpose: This function will free all used slots in a queue and reset all pointers 
accordingly.  The queue number supplied must be created by the K_Que_Create 
function and is not tested to ensure this is so.

Called

Before entering RTOS and by tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Que_Reset(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define QUE_NUM ???

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Que_Reset(QUE_NUM);

Passed

QUE_NUM is the queue number, which identifies a particular queue that was cre
with the K_Que_Create function.  This can be from zero to one less than the maxim
configured.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: queue was empty, no slot available.

K_Que_Reset example:

#define QUE1 1 /* this is the numeric identifier for queue 1, which has already be
created with a each slot size being 6 bytes */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
K_Que_Reset (QUE1);

/* task 2 will reset this queue.  All used slots will now be 
flushed and the queue pointers will be reset to point to the 
first slot */
4
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}

Comments

When a queue is reset the slot contents remain.  Just the pointers that maintain 
queue are reset to point to the first slot.  So the slots may or may not contain gar
left over.
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UART FUNCTIONS

K_Recv_Count

Purpose: This function allows the task to get the count of the number of characte
presently available in the UART receive buffer.  No characters will be retrieved.  
Remember the receive count could change if another character was received aft
function call.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */

unsigned short COUNT; /* this will specify the number of characters in receiver bu
*/

COUNT = K_Recv_Count();

Passed

Nothing is passed.

Returned

COUNT = the number of characters that are present in the UART receive buffer a
time of this function call.

If the COUNT value is zero, there were no characters in the UART receive buffer w
this function was called.  If the COUNT is non-zero, it is the number of character
currently in the receive buffer.

K_Recv_Count example:

void task1(void)
{

count = K_Recv_Count ();
/* Go find out how many characters are currently in the UART 
receive buffer. */

/* now possibly use a function to retrieve one or more 
characters from the receive buffer. */
...

}

6
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RESOURCE MANAGER FUNCTION

K_Resource_Get

Purpose: This function allows a task to request a particular resource, if the resou
free.  The task will not be put into the suspended state if this resource is busy.  If
resource is free at the time of this call, the caller will now own the resource.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Resource_Get(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define RESOURCE_NUM ??? /* identifies resource number */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Resource_Get(RESOURCE_NUM);

Passed

RESOURCE_NUM is the resource number of the particular resource, that this ta
would like to own.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_RESOURCE_OWNED = Error: the resource is owned by another task.

K_ERROR = Error: the resource number was out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task will own the resource.  If STATUS equals
K_RESOURCE_OWNED, or K_ERROR then the task does not own the resourc

☞   It is up to you to ensure the task checks the return status to see if it owns the resou
not.  If so, then the task may access this particular resource.  If not, then the task shou
access this resource, because another task is already using this resource.  Content
(possibly corruption) could exist if both tasks try to manipulate this resource.

K_Resource_Get example:

#define RESOURCE2 2 /* resource 2 identification number */
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void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Resource_Get (RESOURCE2);

/* Task 1 will try to "own" resource 2.  If resource was free, 
then task 1 will now become the owner.  If the resource was 
busy, then task 1 will not be suspended (put into resource's 
queue) and be notified that the resource was already "owned" 
by another task */

if (status == K_OK)
{
/* task 1 "owns" this resource.  Task 1 may now access this 
resource, knowing that only this task may manipulate this 
resource, and that no other task has access to this resource.  
When the task is finished with this resource, it must call 
the K_Resource_Release  function to notify the resource this 
task will now give up ownership of this resource so another 
task may now become the owner. */
...
K_Resource_Release (RESOURCE2); /* release resource */
}

...
}

8
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K_Resource_Release

Purpose: The task that owns a resource must use this function to release ownersh
task may own more than one resource so it must supply the resource identificati
number.  All the tasks in this resource wait queue are waiting, and will not run unti
resource becomes free or the respective time period expires.  When this function
called, the next task in this resource wait queue will automatically own the resourc
be put into the READY state.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Resource_Release(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define RESOURCE_NUM ??? /* identifies resource number */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Resource_Release(RESOURCE_NUM);

Passed

RESOURCE_NUM is the number of the particular resource this task would like t
release.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_RESOURCE_NOT_OWNED = Error: this task does NOT own this resource.  

K_ERROR = Error: the resource number is out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task now has released the particular resource

☞   The task that owns the resource must make sure it calls this function before finishin
code.  If the task is going to use the K_Task_Delete function, then the task must first r
the resource.  If the task does not release the resource, the tasks waiting in the reso
queue will be SUSPENDED forever or until their time period expires.  
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The tasks must make sure they test the STATUS byte, to see if the resource is re
or not.  If the STATUS is returned with an error value, then there is a coding erro
within the application code.  If the task successfully releases a resource and the 
task in the waiting queue for this resource has a higher priority, then an immedia
rescheduling will occur, with that task becoming the RUNNING task.

K_Resource_Release example:

#define RESOURCE2 2 /* resource 2 identification number */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Resource_Release (RESOURCE2);

/* Task 1 will now release the resource 2.  Task 1 should test 
the status byte, to see if this function was successful. */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* A definite application coding error */
critical_error(); /* jump to critical handler, and see what 
is wrong with the application code.*/
...
}

...
}

0
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K_Resource_Wait

Purpose: This function allows a task to obtain the requested resource if the resou
free, and if it is not, place the task that called this function in the suspended state
time period will indicate to wait for so many system ticks or indefinitely.  The resou
wait queue works in the manner that when a resource is released by the current 
of the resource, the highest priority task waiting for this resource will become the
current owner. 

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Resource_Wait(byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define RESOURCE_NUM ??? /* identifies resource number */

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time period to wait for */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Resource_Wait(RESOURCE_NUM,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

RESOURCE_NUM is the number of the particular resource this task would like t
release.

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks to wait for this resource, ranging fr
zero to 65535.  If the value equals zero, then the task will wait indefinitely for this
resource.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_TIMEOUT = Error: the time period expired.  

K_ERROR = Error: the resource number out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task now owns the resource.  If any other valu
returned to STATUS, then the task does not own the resource.
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☞   Make sure the STATUS byte is tested to see if the task owns the resource or not.  If t
owns the resource, it may now use this resource knowing this task is the only one th
access to this resource.  The tasks must also make sure they release the resource w
done, using the K_Resource_Release function.

K_Resource_Wait example:

#define RESOURCE2 2 /* resource 2 identification number */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Resource_Wait (RESOURCE1,100);
/* pass resource 1 number to function, task 2 would like to 
become the owner of resource 1.  If resource 1 is not "owned" 
by another task and is free, then task 2 will become the "owner" 
indicated by value returned.  Task 2 will be suspended for 100 
TICKs if the resource is busy ("owned").  If the resource 
becomes free before the time period expires and this task is 
the next one in line (based on its priority) to receive 
ownership, then this task will automatically become the "owner" 
of this resource.  If the time period expires, then the task 
will be removed from the resource wait queue and be returned 
identifying that the time period expired and this task does NOT 
"own" the resource. */

if (status == K_OK) /* see if good operation */
{
/* task 2 now OWNS resource 1, when done with resource, must 
call the K_Resource_Release  function to release it */
}

}

2
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SEMAPHORE MANAGER FUNCTION

K_Semaphore_Create

Purpose: This function sets up a semaphore’s initial count. The first parameter is
semaphore number.  This number ranges from zero to one less than the maximu
number of semaphores declared in the configuration module. The second param
the initial value of the counter for this semaphore. This counter is of type unsigne
short, meaning it can range from 0 to 65535.

 Called

Before entering RTOS, tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Semaphore_Create(byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define SEM_NUM ??? /* Identifies the semaphore. */

#define SEM_COUNT ??? /* determines the initial setting of the semaphore coun

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS =K_Semaphore_Create(SEM_NUM,SEM_COUNT);

Passed

SEM_NUM is the number of the semaphore this function will work with.  Values ra
from 0 to 1 less than maximum number of semaphores declared.

SEM_COUNT is the initial numerical value of the semaphore counter.  Values ra
from 0 65535.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: semaphore number out of range.

K_Semaphore_Create example:

#define SEM1 1 /* define semaphore 1 */

#define SEM1_CNT 0 /* define initial semaphore count to be zero. */
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void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status;
status = K_Semaphore_Create (SEM1,SEM1_CNT);
/* Set up semaphore 1 with an initial count of zero */

if (status != K_OK) /* see if error, should not be */
{
/* If there was an error, take corrective action.  User should 
never get an error here, unless possibly the user has exceeded 
the maximum number of semaphores that was declared in the 
configuration module */
}

}

4
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K_Semaphore_Get

Purpose: The K_Semaphore_Get function is used by tasks to request the use of a 
particular semaphore.  The task will supply the semaphore number.  This numbe
ranges from zero to one less than the maximum number of semaphores declared
configuration module.  If the semaphore is not available the task will not be placed
the SUSPENDED state to wait for it.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Semaphore_Get(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define SEM_NUM ??? /* identifies semaphore number */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Semaphore_Get(SEM_NUM);

Passed

SEM_NUM is the number of the semaphore this function will work with.  Values ra
from 0 to 1 less than maximum number of semaphores declared.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_SEMAPHORE_NONE = Error: the semaphore is owned by another task.

K_ERROR = Error: the semaphore number was out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task will own the semaphore.  If STATUS equ
K_SEMAPHORE_NONE, or K_ERROR then the task does not own the semaph

☞   It is up to you to ensure the task checks the return status to see if it owns the semaph
not.  If so, then the task may access this particular semaphore.  If not, then the task s
not access this semaphore, because another task is already using this semaphore. 
Contention (possibly corruption) could exist if both tasks try to manipulate this semap

K_Semaphore_Get example:
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#define SEM1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Semaphore_Get (SEM1);
/* pass semaphore 1 number to function, task 2 would like to 
become the owner of semaphore 1.  If semaphore 1 is not “owned” 
by another task, then task 2 will become the “owner” indicated 
by the value returned.  Task 2 will NOT be suspended if the 
semaphore is busy (“owned”), and the status returned will 
identify that the semaphore is busy. */
if (status == K_OK) /* see if good operation */

{
/* task 2 now OWNS semaphore 1, when done with semaphore, must 
call the K_Semaphore_Post  function to release it */
}

}

6
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K_Semaphore_Post

Purpose: The task that owns a semaphore must use this function to release owne
An interrupt could also use this function as a counter.  A task may own more than
semaphore so it must supply the semaphore identification number.  All the tasks i
semaphore’s wait queue will not run until the semaphore becomes free or their 
respective time periods expire.  When this function is called, the next task in this
semaphore wait queue will automatically own the semaphore and be put into the
READY state.

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Semaphore_Post(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define SEM_NUM ??? /* identifies semaphore number */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Semaphore_Post(SEM_NUM);

Passed

SEM_NUM is the number of the semaphore this function will work with.  Values ra
from 0 to 1 less than maximum number of semaphores declared.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the semaphore number is out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task now has released the particular semapho

☞   The task that owns the semaphore must make sure it calls this function before finish
code.  If the task is going to use the K_Task_Delete function, then the task must first r
the semaphore.  If the task does not release the semaphore, the tasks waiting in the
semaphore's queue will be SUSPENDED forever or until their time periods expire.  
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The tasks must make sure they test the STATUS byte to see if the semaphore is re
or not.  If the STATUS is returned with an error value, then there is a coding erro
within the application code.  If the task successfully releases a semaphore and th
task in the waiting queue for this semaphore has a higher priority, then an immed
rescheduling will occur, with that task becoming the RUNNING task.

K_Semaphore_Post example:

#define SEM1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Semaphore_Get (SEM1);/* get semaphore 1 */

/* application code here */

/* task 2 owns semaphore 1, and is done with this semaphore.  
task 2 will now release semaphore 1 */

status = K_Semaphore_Post (SEM1); /* task 2 is releasing 
semaphore 1 */

if (status != K_OK) /* see if error, should not be */
{
/* If there was an error, take corrective action.  You should 
never get an error here, unless possibly when you called the 
K_Semaphore_Get  or K_Semaphore_Wait  functions, they did not 
test status to see if the task truly owned the semaphore */
}

}

8
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K_Semaphore_Reset

Purpose: This function flushes out a particular semaphore.  The semaphore’s wa
queue is emptied and the semaphore’s counter is reset to the value given to the 
K_Semaphore_Create function when initializing the semaphore.  Two parameters a
needed by the K_Semaphore_Reset function. 

The first parameter is the semaphore number.  This number ranges from zero to o
than the maximum number of semaphores declared in the configuration module.

The second parameter is the flush mode.  A flush mode of zero means the sema
will not be flushed if a task owns the semaphore.  A flush mode greater than zero m
the semaphore will be flushed whether a task owns the semaphore or not.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Semaphore_Reset(byte,byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define SEM_NUM ??? /* identifies semaphore number */

#define FLUSH_MODE ??? /* specifies whether to flush if semaphore is owned 

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Semaphore_Reset(SEM_NUM,FLUSH_MODE);

Passed

SEM_NUM is the number of the semaphore this function will work with.  Values ra
from 0 to 1 less than maximum number of semaphores declared.

FLUSH_MODE determines whether to flush the semaphore if the semaphore is 
currently owned by a task or not.  A value of zero will only flush the semaphore if it is
not owned by a task.  Any other value will always flush the semaphore.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the semaphore number out of range, or if the flush mode was
a task owns the semaphore.
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K_Semaphore_Reset example:

#define SEM1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Semaphore_Reset (SEM1,0);
/*  task2 requests a flush of semaphore 1 with mode zero.  If 
no task owns this semaphore it will be flushed and K_OK 
returned. If a task owns semaphore 1 K_ERROR will be returned 
and semaphore 1 will not be flushed. */

if (status == K_OK) /* see if good operation */
{
/* semaphore 1 wait queue is empty and semaphore 1 counter is 
reset to the value that was passed to the K_Semaphore_Create 
function. */
}

}

0
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K_Semaphore_Wait

Purpose: This function allows a task to obtain the requested semaphore if the 
semaphore is free, and if it is not, place the task that called this function in the 
suspended state.  The task specifies a time period to wait for the semaphore.  If th
period expires the task will be placed into the RESUME state and notified that the
period expired and the semaphore is not available.

The tasks wait as first in, first out, meaning the first task waiting for the semapho
the task that will own it when it is free.  

If the task was suspended, when the semaphore becomes free and ownership is
to this task, the task will automatically be put into the ready to RESUME state.  

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Semaphore_Wait(byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define SEM_NUM ??? /* identifies semaphore number */

#define TIME_PERIOD ??? /* The time period to wait for */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Semaphore_Wait(SEM_NUM,TIME_PERIOD);

Passed

SEM_NUM is the numerical value of the semaphore this function will work with.  
Values range from 0 to 1 less than maximum number of semaphores declared.

TIME_PERIOD is the number of system ticks to wait for this semaphore, ranging f
zero to 65535.  If the value equals zero, then the task will wait indefinitely for this
semaphore.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_TIMEOUT = Error: the time period expired.  
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K_ERROR = Error: the semaphore number out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task now owns the semaphore.  If any other v
is returned to STATUS, then the task does not own the semaphore.

☞   It is up to you to ensure the task checks the return status to see if it owns the semap
not.  If so, then the task may access this particular semaphore.  If not, then the task s
not access this semaphore, because another task is already using this semaphore. 
Contention (possibly corruption) could exist if both tasks try to manipulate this semap

K_Semaphore_Wait example:

#define SEM1 1

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status;

status = K_Semaphore_Wait (SEM1,100);
/* pass semaphore 1 number to function, task 2 would like to 
become the owner of semaphore 1.  If semaphore 1 is not “owned” 
by another task and is free, then task 2 will become the “owner” 
indicated by value returned.  Task 2 will be suspended for 100 
TICKs if the semaphore is busy (“owned”).  If the semaphore 
becomes free before the time period expires and this task is 
the next one in line to receive ownership, then this task will 
automatically become the “owner” of this semaphore.  If the 
time period expires, then the task will be removed from the 
semaphore wait queue and be returned identifying that the time 
period expired and this task does NOT “own” the semaphore. */

if (status == K_OK) /* see if good operation */
{
/* task 2 now OWNS semaphore 1, when done with semaphore, must 
call the K_Semaphore_Post  function to release it */
}

}

2
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K_Task_Coop_Sched

Purpose: This function performs cooperative rescheduling.  This allows a task th
ability to let a task of the same or lower priority become the current RUNNING ta
Usually there is little need for this because of the preemptive nature of the CMX 
operating system.  However, there may be times you would want a lower priority
to execute before this task would normally do so.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Task_Coop_Sched(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_Task_Coop_Sched();

Passed

Nothing is passed.  Only tasks can call this function.

Returned

No status is returned.

K_Task_Coop_Sched example:

void task2(void); /* prototype task2 */

void task2(void)
{

/* task's application code ... */
K_Task_Coop_Sched ();

/* task 2 has decided to release control to the next same 
priority or lower priority task able to run. */
...

}
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K_Task_Create

Purpose: This function creates a task and defines it to CMX.  CMX then sets up th
control block for this task.  The task is put into the IDLE state.

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Create(byte,byte *,K_FP,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define PRIORITY ???

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* should be global */

void TASK(void); /* prototype of task function */

#define STACK_SIZE ???

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Create(PRIORITY,&TASK_SLOT, TASK,STACK_SIZE);

Passed

PRIORITY is the priority for this task.  The lower the number the higher the prior

&TASK_SLOT is the address where CMX will put task slot number.  Must be used
all references to this task.

TASK is the task address where it resides in code.  When task begins execution,
where CMX will vector to.

STACK_SIZE is the number of bytes set aside for this task stack area.  You must 
sure stack size is large enough for all the levels of nesting, and depth of one inte

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: no free task control block available.
4
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If STATUS equals K_OK, then TASK_SLOT contains the task identification num
assigned by CMX.  This identification number must be used for all CMX function c
that deal with this task.

K_Task_Create example:

void task1(void); /* prototype task1 */

 unsigned char task1_slot; /* global storage for task I.D.  number */

void user_code(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Task_Create (10,&task1_slot,task1,128);

/* create task 1, will have a priority of 10, task1_slot will 
contain the task's slot number for all further references to 
this task and have a stack size depth of 128 bytes. */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* take corrective action. */
}

...
}

void task1(void)
{

/* declare locals if need be */
/* task 1 code... */
K_Task_End ();
/*** TASK MUST HAVE THIS FUNCTION HERE IF IT WOULD NORMALLY 
TERMINATE BY HITTING ITS RIGHT END BRACE.  ***/

}
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TASK MANAGER FUNCTION

K_Task_Create_Stack

Purpose: The CMX K_Task_Create_Stack function is used to create a task.  The ma
difference between this create task function and the K_Task_Create function, is that 
you pass the address of the task’s stack address to the K_Task_Create_Stack function 
versus the size of the how much stack space is required when you use K_Task_Create 
function. When you use the K_Task_Create function and ’kill’ a task, the stack space
does not get reclaimed. Thus if you created and killed a fair number of tasks, the
would most likely run out of stack space. The new K_Task_Create_Stack function 
avoids this, for now you can use memory allocation functions to gain and then free
space needed for many tasks. This function is very useful for embedded system
may run a TCP/IP stack, where multiple clients may need servicing. This way you
allocate stack space when needed when creating a new task and when that task
longer needed, you can then kill it and reclaim that stack space. You can create 
before entering the CMX operating system or dynamically while running under th
CMX operating system.  The creation tells CMX where the task's execution code
resides in ROM, the stack starting address, the priority of this task, and the addr
the slot number CMX assigns for this task.

The parameters you need to send are the following.  

The priority for this task.  Priority numbers may range from zero to 254. The prio
tells CMX the order in which to run tasks when they become READY.  The lower
number, the higher the priority.  At rescheduling the highest priority task (lowest 
priority number) that is READY to run becomes the RUNNING task.  If tasks have
same priority then it is determined by the order of creation, the first task created 
the same priority as another task created later is given the first option to run, the
later one.  The priority also is used by the CMX time slicing mechanism.  Tasks w
time sliced, starting with tasks with the same or lower priority as the current task, if
slicing is enabled by calling the K_OS_Slice_On function.  See the chapter about tim
slicing for more detailed information on time sliced tasks and how they work.

Another parameter is the address of an unsigned character to put the slot numbe
will assign to this task.  The task slot number is used for ALL CMX function calls t
require the task number.  It is up to the user to make sure that they do not destro
corrupt this slot number.  If the task is removed, then the slot number is no longer v
If another task is created after a task is removed, then the newly created task ma
the "old" slot number, which the previously removed task had.

The next parameter is the address where the task's code will begin execution.  T
address is where CMX will start the task's code when the task switches from the
READY state to the RUNNING state.  
6
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The last parameter supplied is the stack address for this task. Note that it is up to 
pass the address of memory, that will be large enough to be used by this task an
handle the number of nested function calls, locals, saving of registers, etc. Also on
processors the stack walks downward, so the user must ensure that they pass th
address pointing to the ’top’ of the stack space that they have freed up and not th
bottom. Of course if you are using a processor where the stack grows upward, the
would pass the base address of the stack space. Since insufficient stack size is 
the most common causes of system crashes and corrupt memory, it is recomme
you double the estimated size.  As you become more knowledgeable and actual
your code, then the size may be reduced.  See the chapter on stacks for more 
information on how to calculate the size of the stack for a particular task.  

This is an example of the K_Task_Create_Stack function:

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Create_Stack(byte, byte *, K_FP, word16); /* this is the function 
prototype */

#define PRIORITY ???

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* should be global */

void TASK(void); /* prototype of task function */

unsigned ??? STACK_ADDRESS; /* The beginning stack address for this task, m
be aligned to match the stack pointer alignment criteria. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = 
K_Task_Create_Stack(PRIORITY,&TASK_SLOT,TASK,&STACK_ADDRESS);

Passed

PRIORITY is the priority for this task.  The lower the number the higher the prior

&TASK_SLOT is the address where CMX will put task slot number.  Must be used
all references to this task.

TASK is the address where the task resides in code.  When task begins executio
is where CMX will vector to.
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&STACK_ADDRESS is the task stack.  You must make sure the stack memory s
that you have allocated is large enough for all the levels of nesting, and the depth 
interrupt.

void task1(void); /* function prototype, show that task1 does not receive nor retu
parameters */

unsigned char task1_slot; /* create storage for CMX to return task1 slot number 

There are many ways to create a stack for a task, we will show you a few ways. P
ensure that you pass the top of the memory allocated to the task stack, if the sta
pointer grows downward.

struct {
unsigned int task_stk[1000];
unsigned int dummy;
} task1_stack;

void main(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* create a local status byte */

status = 
K_Task_Create_Stack (5,&task1_slot,task1,task1_stack.dummy);

/* call CMX function K_Task_Create_Stack  with task1 having a 
priority of 5, the address for storage of task1 slot number, 
the address of task1, and finally a stack size of 128 bytes */
if (status != K_OK) /* check status, make sure good function 
call */

{
error_handler(); /* go to error handler */
}

}

Another way.

void *alloc;

void main(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* create a local status byte */

if ((alloc = malloc(1000)) != NULL)
{
status = K_Task_Create_Stack (5,&task1_slot,task1,((alloc) + 
998));
8
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/* call CMX function K_Task_Create_Stack  with task1 having a 
priority of 5, the address for storage of task1 slot number, 
the address of task1, and finally a stack size of 128 bytes */

if (status != K_OK) /* check status, make sure good function 
call */

{
error_handler(); /* go to error handler */
}

}
else

{
Handle memory allocation error
}

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: no free task control block available.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then TASK_SLOT contains the task identification num
assigned by CMX.  This identification number must be used for all CMX function c
that deal with this task.

CMX returns the status of the K_Task_Create_Stack function call indicating whether 
the call was successful or not.  If the status is good then the slot number returned
be used from now on for any CMX function calls dealing with this task.  Usually t
slot number will be stored in external RAM.  When a task is created, CMX puts the
into the IDLE state.  This means that the task is loaded but will never RUN until sta
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K_Task_Delete

Purpose: This function deletes a task and removes its task control block.  No fur
reference to this task is allowed.  The task must have been created prior to callin
function.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Delete(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* global, declared earlier */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Delete(TASK_SLOT);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the name where the particular task's slot number resides.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

☞   Only if the task is not removing itself

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task identification number does not exist or the task was i
WAIT state.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task has been removed successfully.  If the ta
removing itself, then an immediate task switch will occur.

K_Task_Delete example:

void task1(void); /* prototype task1 */

 unsigned char task1_slot; /* global storage for task I.D.  number */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
0
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status = K_Task_Delete (task1_slot);

/* remove task 1 */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* take corrective action. */
}

...
}

void task1(void)
{

/* declare locals if need be */
/* task 1 code... */

}
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K_Task_End

Purpose: This function allows a task to terminate itself either prematurely or at the
of its code.  This function must be called by all tasks that would normally execute 
right-end brace.  Once called, all variables on the stack will be lost.  Make sure o
tasks are not waiting on this task.  Never call this function if the task owns a resou
Only the calling task can terminate itself early.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Task_End(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_Task_End();

Passed

Nothing is passed.  Only tasks can call this function.

Returned

No status is returned.

☞   An immediate rescheduling will occur when this function is called.  If the task has 
additional trigger (K_Task_Start) requests, then the task will be put into the READY s
otherwise the task will become IDLE.  Remember, all local variables will be lost.  Ot
tasks may be waiting for this task to use a CMX function call to wake it.  A task that 
a resource should never call this function before releasing the resource.  

K_Task_End example:

void task2(void); /* prototype task2 */

 void task2(void)
{

/* task's application code ... */
...

}

void task2(void)
{

/* task's application code ... */
K_Task_End ();
2
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/* task 2 has terminated itself early.  Normally this call 
should not be used except in critical error situations, if at 
all */
...
K_Task_End (); /* ALL TASKS MUST HAVE this function, if normally 
would execute their right end brace. */

}

Comments

In example 1, task 2 has normally reached its right end brace and MUST execut
K_Task_End function to properly terminate itself.  In example 2, task 2 has termina
itself early.  All locals on stack will be lost.  If a task must use this function, it is w
to make sure that no other tasks may be waiting on this task.  If a task is waiting
task about to terminate itself may either forcefully wake that task with the 
K_Task_Wake_Force function or send a message or flag to another task, so that t
may wake the waiting task.  
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K_Task_Lock

Purpose: This function raises the privilege flag for the calling task.  Once this flag
raised, the calling task owns all the CPU time and will not be preempted by any o
tasks.  The task calling this function should never call any other function that wou
permanently suspend this task.  Only the task calling this function can lower the 
privilege flag using the K_Task_Unlock function.

Called

Tasks only.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Task_Lock(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_Task_Lock();

Passed

Nothing is passed.  Only tasks can call this function.

Returned

No status is returned.

Interrupts can still execute but the CMX timer task (which executes cyclic timers 
handles the tasks timers) will not execute when the privilege flag is raised.

K_Task_Lock example:

void task2(void); /* prototype task2 */

 void task2(void)
{

/* task's application code ... */
K_Task_Lock ();

/* task 2 has raised the privilege flag, task 2 must lower the 
privilege flag before the task's code ends */
...
K_Task_Unlock (); /* make sure task lowers privilege flag */

}

void task1(void)
{

/* declare locals if need be */
4
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/* task 1 code... */
}
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K_Task_Name

Purpose: This function gives you the ability to name a task, thus helping the use
know the name of the task, when working with CMX add on modules, such as 
CMXBug and/or CMXTracker. The function is called with the slot number of the t
to be named and a pointer to the task’s name that the user wants to name it. No
the tasks name can be as long as the user would like, but only the first 12 charac
the task’s name will be displayed by CMXBug and CMXTracker.  This is an exam
of the K_Task_Name function:

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Name(byte, char *); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* global, declared earlier */

char *TASK_NAME; /* The address of the user defined task name */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Delete(TASK_SLOT,TASK_NAME);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the name where the particular task's slot number resides.

TASK_NAME is the address of where the user defined task name resides in mem
Note that the name may be any number of characters, but only the first 12 charac
the task’s name will be shown by CMXBug and CMXTracker.

unsigned char task2_slot; /* defined earlier, contains task 2 slot number */

void task2(void)
{

/* application code here */
K_Task_Name(task2_slot,"TASK2"); /* Name task 2, utilized by 
CMXBug and CMXTracker when displaying tasks */

}

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:
6
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K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task identification number does not exist or the task was i
WAIT state.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task has been successfully named. 
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K_Task_Priority

Purpose: This function allows any task priority to be changed.  The new priority i
effect immediately after this function call.  The task must have been created prior 
call.

Called

Before entering RTOS and tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Priority(byte,byte); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* global, declared earlier */

#define NEW_PRIORITY ???

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Priority(TASK_SLOT,NEW_PRIORITY);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the name where the particular task's slot number resides.

NEW_PRIORITY is the new priority for the task.  The lower the number, the high
the priority The value may range from zero to 254.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task I.D.  number does not exist.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task has the new priority for its priority.  Note t
the new priority will become effective immediately but will not cause a rescheduli

K_Task_Priority example:

void task1(void); /* prototype task1 */

 unsigned char task1_slot; /* global storage for task I.D.  number */

void task2(void)
8
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unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Task_Priority (task1_slot,20);
/* go change task 1 priority */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* take corrective action. */
}

...
}

void task1(void)
{

/* declare locals if need be */
/* task 1 code... */

}

Comments

Task 2 is changing the priority of task 1.  This function will be used very sparingl
at all.  It is best to design the application code so task priorities need not be chan
from their initial values.  The new priority becomes effective immediately after thi
function call but does not cause a rescheduling.  
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K_Task_Start

Purpose: This function takes a task from the IDLE state into the READY state.  I
task is in the READY state when this function is called, then this trigger will queue
and when the task finishes its code, the task will automatically become READY ag
This function will queue a maximum of 255 triggers.

Called

Before entering RTOS, tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Start(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* global, declared earlier */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Start(TASK_SLOT);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the name where the particular task's slot number (I.D.  number) 
resides.

Returned

An immediate task switch will occur if the priority of task being triggered is higher t
the current RUNNING task.

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task identification number does not exist.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task is put into the READY state.  If it is in the
READY state already, then the trigger will be put into the task's trigger queue.

K_Task_Start example:

void task1(void); /* prototype task1 */
0
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 unsigned char task1_slot; /* global storage for task I.D.  number */

void user_code(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Task_Start (task1_slot);

/* go trigger (start) task 1 */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* take corrective action. */
}

...
}

void task1(void)
{

/* declare locals if need be */
/* task 1 code... */

}

Comments

We are triggering (starting) task 1.  This will put task 1 into the READY state.  Th
means that the task is able to run.  The task will become the running task when it
highest priority task able to run.  If task 1 had already been started, then the trigge
increment the start (trigger) byte of the task's control block for use when the task
finishes its code.
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K_Task_Unlock

Purpose: This function lowers the privilege flag for the calling task.  This function 
be called only by the task that used the K_Task_Lock function, which raises the 
privilege flag.  Once the privilege is lowered, the CMX scheduler performs norma
again.

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
void K_Task_Unlock(void); /* this is the function prototype */

K_Task_Unlock();

Passed

Nothing is passed.  Only tasks can call this function.

Returned

No status is returned.

K_Task_Unlock example:

void task2(void); /* prototype task2 */

 void task2(void)
{

/* task's application code ... */
K_Task_Lock ();
/* task 2 has raised the privilege flag, task 2 must lower the 
privilege flag before the task's code ends */
...
K_Task_Unlock (); /* make sure task lowers privilege flag */

}

void task1(void)
{

/* declare locals if need be */
/* task 1 code... */

}

2
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K_Task_Wait

Purpose: This function allows a task to suspend itself for a specified period of tim
indefinitely.  It is very useful for synchronization with time, interrupts, and other tas

Called

Tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Wait(word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define TIME_CNT ???

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Wait(TIME_CNT);

Passed

TIME_CNT is number of system ticks that this task will suspend itself.  If the valu
zero then the task will be suspended indefinitely until the K_Task_Wake function is 
used.  If the value is non-zero, then the task will be suspended for that number of s
ticks.  The K_Task_Wake function may be used prior to the time left, to wake this 
function and put it back into the READY state.  The maximum value that TIME_C
may be is 65535.  

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task identification number does not exist.

K_TIMEOUT = Warning: the time specified has elapsed.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task has RESUMED execution because the 
K_Task_Wake or K_Task_Wake_Force function was used to wake this task.  If 
STATUS equals K_TIMEOUT, then the time period specified has expired and th
why the task was awakened.

K_Task_Wait example:

void task1(void); /* prototype task1 */
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 unsigned char task1_slot; /* global storage for task I.D.  number */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Task_Wait (100);

/* task 1 will suspend itself for 100 system ticks, unless the 
K_Task_Wake function is used to wake this task prior to time 
period elapsing */

if (status == K_ERROR)
{
/* ERROR, take corrective action. */
}

if (status == K_TIMEOUT)
{
/* time out occurred.  In some cases this is what you want 
for this task at this time.  If the task was not expecting 
the time period to expire, then corrective action could take 
place here */
}

...
status = K_Task_Wait (0);

/* task 1 will now suspend itself indefinitely until the 
K_Task_Wake function is used to wake this task. */

if (status == K_ERROR)
{
/* ERROR, take corrective action. */
}

...
}

4
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K_Task_Wake

Purpose: This function wakes a task that had put itself in a suspended state.  Th
must have used the K_Task_Wait function to suspend itself.  If the task that "wakes u
has a higher priority than the currently RUNNING task, then an immediate 
rescheduling (task switch) will occur.

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Wake(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* global, declared earlier */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Wake(TASK_SLOT);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the name where the particular task's slot number resides.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task identification number does not exist.

K_NOT_WAITING = Error: the task specified was not waiting.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task specified has been "awakened" and put in
READY state.  If STATUS equals K_NOT_WAITING, then the task specified was 
waiting for this function call.

K_Task_Wake example:

void task1(void); /* prototype task1 */

 unsigned char task1_slot; /* global storage for task I.D.  number */
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void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Task_Wake(task1_slot);
/* task 2 is waking task 1 */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* ERROR, take corrective action. */
}

...
}

void task1(void)
{

/* task1 code ... */
K_Task_Wait (0);
/* more task 1 code ... */

}

Comments

The K_Task_Wake function is very useful when used with the K_Task_Wait function.  
Since interrupts may call this function, this allows you to write application code wh
interrupts can wake a task.  Also other tasks may wake a task that has suspende
either indefinitely or for a specific time period.  
6
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K_Task_Wake_Force 

Purpose: This function is like the above K_Task_Wake function, with the exception that
it will wake any task suspended by the following CMX functions: K_Task_Wait, 
K_Mesg_Wait, K_Event_Wait and K_Mesg_Send_Wait.  This function will not wake a 
task that is waiting for a resource.  If the awakened task has a higher priority tha
currently RUNNING task, an immediate rescheduling (task switch) will occur.

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Task_Wake_Force(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

unsigned char TASK_SLOT; /* global, declared earlier */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Task_Wake_Force(TASK_SLOT);

Passed

TASK_SLOT is the name where the particular task's slot number resides.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: the task identification number does not exist.

K_NOT_WAITING = Error: the task specified was not waiting.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the task specified has been "awakened" and put in
READY state.  If STATUS equals K_NOT_WAITING, then the task specified was 
waiting for this function call.

K_Task_Wake_Force example:

void task1(void); /* prototype task1 */
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 unsigned char task1_slot; /* global storage for task I.D.  number */

void task2(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Task_Wake_Force (task1_slot);
/* task 2 is forcefully waking task 1 */
/* Normally this function is not needed */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* ERROR, take corrective action. */
}

...
}

void task1(void)
{

/* task1 code ... */
K_Task_Wait (0);
/* more task 1 code ... */

}

8
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K_Timer_Create

Purpose: This function sets up a cyclic timer’s event function.  When the cyclic ti
executes because its programmed time period expires, it calls the K_Event_Signal 
function using the parameters programmed here.  The K_Event_Signal function mode, 
the task slot number or priority, and the event to set are sent to this function.

Called

Before entering RTOS, tasks.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Timer_Create(byte,byte,byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define  CYCLIC_NUM ??? /* Identifies the cyclic timer. */

#define MODE ??? /* determines the mode of the K_Event_Signal function. */

#define EVENT ??? /* determines which event to set. */

unsigned char TASK_PRI; /* works in conjunction of selected mode, specifies tas
priority or is not used. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Timer_Create(CYCLIC_NUM,MODE,TASK_PRI,EVENT);

Passed

CYCLIC_NUM is the numerical value of which cyclic timer that this function will 
work with.  Range in value from 0 to 1 less than maximum number of cyclic time
declared.

MODE is the mode in which the K_Event_Signal function will execute.

TASK_PRI is the tasks slot number, the priority, or unused that is determined by
MODE selected.

EVENT is the event bit that will be set when the cyclic timer's executes and calls
K_Event_Signal function.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.
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K_ERROR = Error: cyclic number out of range.

K_Timer_Create example:

#define CYCLIC1 1 /* identifies cyclic timer 1. */

#define CY1_EVENT 0x0002 /* this is the event bit that will be set. */

#define CYCLIC1_MODE 0 /* mode declaration for K_Event_Signal function */

unsigned char task2_slot; /* previous declared, global. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = 
K_Timer_Create (CYCLIC1,CYCLIC1_MODE,task2_slot,CY1_EVENT);
/* task 1 will now set up cyclic timer 1, so when its time 
period expires and executes, will automatically call the 
K_Event_Signal  function, which will perform in the following 
manner.  The K_Event_Signal  function will set task 2's event 
bit 1.  The setting of this event within task 2 will occur every 
time cyclic timer 1 has its time period expire. */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* take corrective action. */
}

...
}

void task2(void)
{

unsigned short events; /* local */
events = K_Event_Wait (CY1_EVENT | MBOX1_EVENT,0);

/* task 2 can now wait until the CY1_EVENT or MBOX1_EVENT to 
become set waking this task.  CY1_EVENT will become set when 
the associated cyclic timer, becomes running and its time 
period expires, calling the K_Event_Signal  function which will 
set the CY1_EVENT. */
if (events & CY1_EVENT)

{
/* process this event. */
}

if (events & MBOX1_EVENT)
{
/* get message from mailbox, process. */
}

0
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Comments

The K_Timer_Create function can be called at any time to change the set up param
this function will use when it calls the K_Event_Signal function.  Since cyclic timers 
are either "one-shots" or cyclic in nature, they are very useful in telling a task wh
time period has elapsed.
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K_Timer_Cyclic

Purpose: This function is used to change a cyclic timer’s cycle time period.  You su
the cyclic time period the system ticks that must expire before this cyclic timer 
executes.  The current remaining time left before this cyclic timer executes is left
untouched.  The new cyclic time period takes effect when the cyclic timer execute
reloads its time counter with the cyclic time.  The new time can range from zero 
65535 and if zero will make this cyclic timer a "one-shot" timer.  Also, the cyclic tim
is started if it was stopped when this function is called.

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Timer_Cyclic(byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define CYCLIC_NUM ??? /* Identifies the cyclic timer. */

#define NEW_CYCLIC_PERIOD ??? /* new cyclic period. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Timer_Cyclic(CYCLIC_NUM,NEW_CYCLIC_PERIOD);

Passed

CYCLIC_NUM is the number of the cyclic timer that the caller wants to work with
This may range from 0 to 1 less than the maximum number of cyclic timers decla

NEW_CYCLIC_PERIOD is the number of system ticks that the cyclic timer will u
at the recycle time period.  May range from 0 to 65535.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: cyclic timer number out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, the specified cyclic timer has its cyclic time changed and
timer started, if it was stopped.
2
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#define CYCLIC1 1 /* This identifies cyclic timer 1. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Timer_Cyclic (CYCLIC1,100);

/* task 1 will change cyclic timer 1 cyclic time to 100.  Also 
cyclic timer 1 will be started again, if it had been stopped 
by the K_Timer_Stop  function or it was a "one-shot" cyclic 
timer and it had executed once. */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* take corrective action. */
}

}

Comments

This new cyclic time period does not take effect until the time remaining for this cy
timer expires.  Then the new cyclic time will be used and put into the cyclic time 
counters.  If the cyclic time period is zero, then the cyclic timer will be stopped si
the timer is programmed to operate as a "one-shot" timer.
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K_Timer_Initial

Purpose: This function is used to change a cyclic timer’s initial time period.  You su
the initial time period with the system ticks that must expire before this cyclic tim
executes.  The current remaining time left before this cyclic timer executes is 
immediately replaced with this time, overriding the "normal" time left.  The cyclic tim
period that was programmed is left untouched.  This function also restarts the cy
timer, if it had been stopped.

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Timer_Initial(byte,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define CYCLIC_NUM ??? /* Identifies what cyclic timer. */

#define NEW_INITIAL_PERIOD ??? /* new initial period. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Timer_Initial(CYCLIC_NUM,NEW_INITIAL_PERIOD);

Passed

CYCLIC_NUM is the number of the cyclic timer that the caller wants to work with
May range from zero to one less than maximum number of cyclic timers declared

NEW_INITIAL_PERIOD is the number of system ticks that the cyclic timer will use
immediately in its time counters.  This time is reduced at each system tick and wh
becomes zero, the cyclic timer executes the K_Event_Signal function.  May range from 
one to 65535.

Returned

A status will be returned to caller indicating K_OK: a successful operation, the 
specified cyclic timer has its initial time changed and also the cyclic timer is starte
it was stopped or K_ERROR: the cyclic timer number was out of range.
4
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This is very useful.  A cyclic timer could continuously have this function called by
watchdog function.  If the watchdog function did not execute or detected someth
wrong, the cyclic timer would eventually have its time counters decrement to zer
which could then notify a task to perform an orderly shutdown.  

K_Timer_Initial example:

#define CYCLIC1 1 /* This identifies cyclic timer 1. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Timer_Initial (CYCLIC1,50);

/* task 1 will change cyclic timer 1 initial time to 50.  Also 
cyclic timer 1 will be started again, if it had been stopped 
by the K_Timer_Stop  function or it was a "one-shot" cyclic 
timer and it had executed once.  Lets say there was a count of 
3 remaining in the cyclic time counters, when this function was 
called.  The cyclic time counters would immediately be loaded 
with 50, overriding the previous value of 3. */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* take corrective action. */
}

}
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K_Timer_Restart

Purpose: This function restarts a cyclic timer whether it was stopped or is still runn
The time remaining in the cyclic timers time counters and the cyclic time period is
untouched.  This works in conjunction with the K_Timer_Stop function which stops 
cyclic timers.  This function is very useful to restart a cyclic timer that had been sto
without changing any parameters of the cyclic timer.

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Timer_Restart(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define CYCLIC_NUM ??? /* Identifies the cyclic timer. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Timer_Restart(CYCLIC_NUM);

Passed

CYCLIC_NUM is the number of the cyclic timer that the caller wants to work with
This may range from zero to one less than maximum number of cyclic timers dec

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: cyclic timer number out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the specified cyclic timer is restarted if it was stopp
If already started, this function has no effect.

K_Timer_Restart example:

#define CYCLIC1 1 /* This identifies cyclic timer 1. */

void task1(void)
{

6
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unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Timer_Restart (CYCLIC1);
/* task 1 will restart cyclic timer 1.  If cyclic timer 1 was 
currently started, then this function would have no effect.  If 
the cyclic timer was stopped, then the cyclic timer would be 
started, using the current time periods within it. */
 
if (status != K_OK)

{
/* take corrective action. */
}

}
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K_Timer_Start

Purpose: This function is used start a cyclic timer which is assumed to have been
by the K_Timer_Create function.  Both the initial time and cyclic time periods are 
programmed into the cyclic timer.  Also the cyclic timer is started.  The initial time
period is used first by the cyclic timer.  After the initial time period expires, the cy
timer will be used from then on.

Called

Before entering RTOS, tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Timer_Start(byte,word16,word16); /* this is the function prototype */

#define CYCLIC_NUM ??? /* Identifies what cyclic timer. */

#define INITIAL_PERIOD ??? /* initial time period. */

#define CYCLIC_PERIOD ??? /* cyclic time period. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Timer_Start(CYCLIC_NUM,INITIAL_PERIOD,CYCLIC_PERIOD);

Passed

CYCLIC_NUM is the cyclic timer number the caller wants to work with.  This may
range from zero to one less than the maximum number of cyclic timers declared

INITIAL_PERIOD is the number of system ticks the cyclic timer will use immediate
in its time counters.  This time is reduced at each system tick and when it become
the cyclic timer executes the K_Event_Signal function.  This may range from one to 
65535.

CYCLIC_PERIOD is the number of system ticks the cyclic timer will use at the rec
time period.  This may range from zero to 65535.

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.
8
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K_ERROR = Error: cyclic timer number out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the specified cyclic timer is started.  The initial tim
period and cyclic period are used for this cyclic timer.

☞   This function may be called more than once for a particular cyclic timer, to change b
the cyclic timer’s initial time and cyclic time.

K_Timer_Start example:

#define CYCLIC1 1 /* This identifies cyclic timer 1. */

void task1(void)
{

unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Timer_Start (CYCLIC1,10,50);

/* task 1 will start cyclic timer 1.  The initial time period 
will be 10 and cyclic time period will be 50.  This means that 
the cyclic time counter will be loaded with 10 initially.  
After this initial time period expires (because of 10 system 
ticks), the cyclic timer will call the K_Event_Signal  
automatically with the parameters programmed by the 
K_Timer_Create  function.  Then the cyclic time counter will be 
loaded with the cyclic time period from then on and that time 
will be used by the time counters.  If the cyclic time period 
is 0, then the cyclic timer will execute only once "one-shot" 
mode and then stopped.  Otherwise the cyclic time will be used 
to determine the frequency in which this cyclic timer will 
execute. */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* take corrective action. */
}

}

Comments

To fully understand how flexible and powerful cyclic timers are, and how many 
different ways they may be used, please read the Cyclic Timers Manager Functi
chapter.
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K_Timer_Stop

Purpose: This function stops a cyclic timer.  If this function is called, the cyclic tim
will remain stopped (not execute its code, the K_Event_Signal function) until started 
again by the K_Timer_Start, K_Timer_Restart, K_Timer_Cyclic, or K_Timer_Initial 
functions.  The cyclic time periods currently in effect and their time amounts are 
untouched by this function.

Called

Tasks and interrupts.

☞   Interrupts can call this function, but only indirectly. See the Processor Specific sectio
how to do this.

#include <cxfuncs.h> /* has function prototype */
byte K_Timer_Stop(byte); /* this is the function prototype */

#define CYCLIC_NUM ??? /* Identifies what cyclic timer. */

unsigned char STATUS; /* should be local */

STATUS = K_Timer_Stop(CYCLIC_NUM);

Passed

CYCLIC_NUM is the number of the cyclic timer that the caller wants to work with
This may range from zero to one less than maximum number of cyclic timers dec

Returned

STATUS returned is one of the following:

K_OK = Good: function call was successful.

K_ERROR = Error: cyclic timer number out of range.

If STATUS equals K_OK, then the specified cyclic timer is stopped or if already 
stopped, then has no effect.

K_Timer_Stop example:

#define CYCLIC1 1 /* This identifies cyclic timer 1. */

void task1(void)
{

0
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unsigned char status; /* local */
...
status = K_Timer_Stop (CYCLIC1);

/* task 1 will now stop cyclic timer 1.  Cyclic timer 1 will 
not execute its code again ( the K_Event_Signal  function), 
until this cyclic timer gets started again with one of the 
cyclic timer functions that start or restart a cyclic timer. */

if (status != K_OK)
{
/* take corrective action. */
}

...
}
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K_Update_Recv

Purpose: If the receive buffer is not full, then the received character will be placed
the receive buffer and the receive head pointer will be incremented to point to the
storage location.  The receiver count_in variable will also be incremented, indica
the number of bytes received.  If a task is waiting on the receiver for a specified nu
of characters, then the K_Update_Recv function will test to see if the required numbe
of characters are present now.  If so, the task will automatically be put into the 
RESUME state, indicating the required number of characters are present.
2
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K_Update_Xmit

Purpose: The K_Update_Xmit function is called by the transmitter interrupt.  First th
function will determine whether the transmitter empty flag is set.  If so, then the 
transmit count_out variable will be tested for zero.  If the count_out variable is no
zero, indicating that there are additional characters to transmit, the transmitter w
automatically be loaded with the next buffer character, the count_out variable 
decremented and the tail pointer incremented so it is pointing to the next charact
the count_out variable is zero, it will test to see if there is a task waiting to transmit 
characters.  Remember, only one task should have exclusive ownership of the 
transmitter (through the use of the resource functions).  If the task is waiting, the
task will automatically be put into the RESUME state, indicating it may now put m
characters into the transmit buffer when it becomes the highest priority task able t
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